Stellingen
1. Een zuiver economische doelfunctie stelt hoge eisen aan het model van het proces
en isdaardoor vaak onpraktisch. (Dit proefschrift).
2. Bij voorbaat een Gompertz curve inbrengen in een dynamisch groeimodel is een
principieel onjuiste manier van modelleren.
3. Toestands beschrijving van het menselijk gedrag:
x= f(x,u,d)
y= h(x,u,d)
Hierin zijn defuncties/en herfelijk bepaald,x ishetkarakter, ude persoonlijke
beslissingen,ddeomstandighedenen y het menselijk gedrag. Dit systeem is
regelbaar en waarneembaar.
4. Wetenschap functioned! inonzemaatschappij alshetmoderneorakel van Delphi.
5. Doordebeschikbaarheid van snellerecomputers isdeneiging groot om minderte
denken en meerteproberen, waardoor deeffectiviteit omlaag gaat.
6. Geloof inde goedheid van demensgeeft blijk van een gebrek aan zelfkennis.
7. Vertrouwen opGod inje dagelijks leven isalshet uitbreiden van een korte termijn
doelfunctie met deresultaten van een langetermijn optimalisatie (Spreuken 3:5-6).
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1 Introduction
1.1 GreenhousehorticultureintheNetherlands
In the Netherlands greenhouse horticulture is of great economic and social importance. Its annual
returns are seven billion guilders of which 75 till 80% is exported. Moreover about 40,000 people
work in this industry (Anonymous, 1998). Also from an environmental point of view it is very
important as it uses 5percent of the total Dutch fossil fuel consumption and the area of greenhouse
horticulture adds up to over 10,000 ha. In 1997 an official agreement with the Dutch government,
the covenant "Greenhouse Horticulture and Environment", has been signed by Dutch greenhouse
horticulture to reduce its environmental load. The main goals of the covenant are (a) an energyefficiency improvement of 65% in 2010 compared to 1980, (b) a 72 till 88%reduction of the crop
protection chemicals compared to the average in the period 1984-1988, and (c) a reduction of the
emission of fertilisers likephosphate and nitrogen with 75%in 2000and 95%in 2010 compared to
1980.

1.2 Thepresentgreenhouseclimatecontrol
The greenhouse climate computers that have become very common in large parts of Dutch
horticulture, do not only control the climate, but also function as programming memory, in which
desired and realised climate patterns can be recorded. The software for climate control has been
developed in a heuristic way. The main control devices in a greenhouse - i.e. the heating system
and the ventilation windows - are used for both temperature and humidity control. For that reason
the algorithms contain many if-then rules,partly combined with simple proportional control. Inthe
course of time a number of other functions were added, like the control of irrigation, energy
screens,heating buffers and C0 2 supply. Basedon experience, anumber of adaptation mechanisms
relevant togrowing crops were included, like atemperature increase at high global radiation levels.
Moreover thesoftware takes careof security andprotection againstextremeconditions.
Aresult of this development is that the control software contains several hundreds of settings.The
settings can be divided into three main categories: those concerned with the setpoint trajectories,
those concerned with modifications of the setpoint trajectories as a reaction to the actual
circumstances, and those concerned with the parameters of the underlying controllers. When the
control equipment is installed the manufacturer has to tune many of these settings. Once in
operation most growers manipulate about 5 to 20 settings among these to control the greenhouse
climate.Different growers mayusedifferent settings.
This approach, although a major improvement over manual control, has important drawbacks: (a)
the setpoint tracking in practice is far from ideal, among other things because of interactions
between control loops andbecauseof restrictions inthecontrol devices,(b)the setpoint trajectories,
and especially their adaptations are not linked in a scientific way to the crop behaviour, due to
which energy inefficient adaptations can occur, (c) the number of settings is that large that the
system is not transparent, and consequences of the settings, for instance to crop yield or energy
consumption, areunclear.
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1.3 Thegreenhousecropproductionoptimalcontrolproblem
During the last decades much scientific knowledge has been gathered with respect to greenhouses
and crops in the form of mathematical models (merely a selection from the Netherlands: Bakker
1991, Bot 1983,Heuvelink 1996, de Koning 1994, Marcelis 1994, Miguel 1998, Nederhoff 1994,
Stanghellini 1987, de Zwart 1996). These mathematical models reflect scientific knowledge in a
quantitative form, thuspaving the way towards application of economically optimal control. Sucha
strategy furthermore requires the formulation of acriterion that reflects the desired objectives, tobe
met by the control system, in terms of the behaviour of the greenhouse crop system. Given the
model and the criterion optimal control comes up with thebest possible solution. Other approaches
tothecontrol of greenhouse climate such as neural nets (e.g.Seginer, 1997) and fuzzy control (e.g.
Ehrlig et al 1996) use models which hardly rely on scientific knowledge but mainly on data and
experience and inwhich thedesired objectives arenot statedexplicitly. Since,inthecaseofoptimal
control, the model and the criterion are susceptible tointerpretation they can be modified relatively
easy. Therefore the judgement and improvement of the quality of the optimal control system is
relatively easy and clear whereas both aremuch more difficult and unclear in the other approaches.
An additional advantage is that the theory can be applied straightforwardly to non-linear systems.
Finally manynumerical algorithms havebeen developed toreally compute theoptimalcontrols.
The greenhouse crop production optimal control problem is very complex. First, it contains several
time-scales: 1 to2months atthecroplevel, 1 to2daysatthelevelof soiland someprocessesinthe
crop and 10 to 20 minutes at the level of the greenhouse climate. Second, its fast dynamics are
exitated by strongly influencing and fast fluctuating external inputs (the weather), especially the
global radiation. Moreover, accurate long-term weather predictions are not available. A final
problem is the absence of on-line crop measurements. To properly control the greenhouse crop
production all thesedifficulties mustbeconsidered and resolved.
Past research has dealt with parts of the optimal greenhouse crop production control problem. The
totalproblemcanbedivided into aslow sub-problem, dealing withthecrop,and afast sub-problem
dealing with the greenhouse. Seginer et al (1998) for instance considered only the slow subproblem, whereas Hwang (1993) focussed on the fast sub-problem. Chalabi et al (1996), Ioslovich
etal (1996)optimise apart of thegreenhouse crop system. Among the first whotackles the overall
control problem is van Henten (1994). He presents a methodology to decompose the system into
two time-scales despite the presence of strongly influencing and fast fluctuating external inputs.
According tothismethodologyfirstthelong-term problem mustbe solved, then using theresultsof
the long-term problem, the short term problem can be tackled. Van Henten applies this
methodology tolettuce.
To apply the methodology proposed by van Henten inpractice, two additional problems have tobe
solved. The first one relates to the exogenous inputs, i.e. the weather, which for optimal control
computations must be known over the full optimisation horizon. Secondly, since optimal control is
essentially open loop, feedback isrequired todeal with initial state and modelling errors and errors
duetoimperfect weather predictions.In thisthesis the twotime-scale decomposition of van Henten
is combined with two types of weather predictions and receding horizon optimal control, and is
applied to a tomato crop. The combination of these approaches, to the best knowledge of the
authors, is new and results in a so called Two Time-scale Receding horizon Optimal Control
(TTROC) algorithm. TTROC is applied to tomato instead of lettuce, because it is a much more
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important crop and its behaviour resembles that of other important greenhouse crops like sweet
pepper and cucumber.

1.4 Goal
The goal of this research is to develop and test a real-time implementable multivariable optimal
control algorithm for greenhouse tomato crop production and to compare its performance with that
of a conventional controller especially with respect to its energy efficiency, its profitability and its
transparency.

1.5 Outlineofthis thesis
To maximally benefit from optimal control an accurate dynamic model with not too many state
variables is needed to describe both the crop and greenhouse behaviour. Most crop models from
literature are either too complicated for control purposes (e.g. Heuvelink 1996, de Koning 1994,
Jones et al 1991) or they are not accurate enough on a seasonal scale,because they do not describe
the long-term crop growth dynamics (e.g. Tchamitchian et al, 1992). Moreover crop and
greenhouse behaviour are mostly described separately. As these models are calibrated separately,
their mutual influence is not taken into account in the calibration. This separation may very well
lead to inaccuracies. Therefore chapter two describes the development of a combined greenhouse
tomato crop production model, consisting of a tomato crop model and a greenhouse model. The
tomato crop model is derived from the model of de Koning (1994) by reasoned aggregation. The
greenhouse model is an extended version of the model of Udink ten Cate (1985). First the tomato
model will be calibrated, and subsequently the greenhouse model, using the model output from the
tomatomodel.Inchapter three,thecalibration andvalidation of thecomplete modelispresented.In
chapter four the importance of the fast dynamics in generating the optimal controls in greenhouse
crop production is shown. Normally, singular perturbation theory (Kokotovic etal.(1986)) is used
to do this,but because of the strongly influencing fast fluctuating exogenous inputs (i.e.the global
radiation) thistheory cannotbeapplied inthiscase.
Themethod suggestedby van Henten (1994)toseparatethefast and slow dynamics inthepresence
of strongly influencing fast fluctuating exogenous inputs,iselaborated inthis thesis.In chapter five
a way to solve the fast sub-problem ispresented, combining receding horizon optimal control with
the lazy man weather prediction, resulting in areal time implementable feedback control algorithm
(TTROC). In chapter six the overall problem is solved including both the fast and the slow subproblem. This chapter presents the total solution of the greenhouse tomato crop production control
problem, combining the long-term solution with the result of chapter five. In chapter seven a
comparison is made both experimentally and in simulation between the controller from chapter six
and a conventional greenhouse climate control computer. In experiment the TTROC algorithm
resulted in a slight increase of crop yield and much less violation of the temperature and humidity
bounds. In simulation TTROC improves the energy efficiency by 8.5% compared to conventional
control. Against a 5%drop of crop yield the energy consumption reduces by 12.5%. Extrapolation
with the assumption that investments in biomass on the plants will finally pay off, suggests an
average achievable gain inprofit of 60%. Also the experiment suggests that the algorithm isrobust
with respect tomodelling errors. One of the most important conclusions, presented inchapter eight
isthat the technical feasibility of TTROC of a greenhouse tomato crop production system hasbeen
demonstrated. Theuseof scientific models andtheexplicit economicgoalfunction, hasledtomany
insights, which can be presented orderly to the grower. These insights can also be utilised to
improveconventional control.
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2 Adynamicmodelfortheoptimalcontrolofgreenhouse
tomatocropproduction
R.F.Tap,G.vanStraten,L.G.vanWilligenburg
abstract:
Real-time economically optimal control of greenhouse crop production requires the simultaneous
consideration of temperature, CO2 and humidity inside the greenhouse, and their effects upon the
crop. A comprehensive dynamic model of low order is presented that is suitable to this end. It
describesairtemperature,heatingpipetemperature, virtual soiltemperature,CO2concentration, and
relative humidity as functions of the control inputs heating valve opening, windward and lee side
window opening and CCVdosage. In addition, a continuous time big-leaf-big-fruit reduced model
for tomato growth is developed and incorporated, with fruit development stage, assimilate buffer,
leaf weight and fruit weight as state variables. This reduced model is obtained by 'reasoned
aggregation' of an existing large size tomato model. The interaction between crop and physical
environment by transpiration and CO2assimilation is taken into account. The main contribution of
thispaperliesinselecting,combining,adjusting andtranslating significant components ofplantand
greenhousemodelsintoonecomprehensive andtransparent setofdifferential equationsof theorder
9, which is suitable for optimal control. This paper presents the derivation of the model equations,
including default parameters. In chapter 3, the calibration of the model will be discussed. The
model hasbeenused inanactualon-lineoptimal tomatocropcultivation experiment.
keywords: greenhouse model, model reduction, optimal control, tomato model, Lycopersicon
esculentum Mill.

2.1 Introduction
At present, greenhouse climate control computers use individual Pi-like or heuristic controllers to
control greenhouse temperature, humidity and CO2 concentration. The time evolution of the
setpoints of the individual controllers, and the way in which the setpoints are adapted under
measured changing weather conditions, are usually, in some form, specified by the grower. These
specifications are based on his experience. In this way the grower tries to realise favourable crop
growth conditions throughout thecultivation period.
Although the climate may be favourable from a plant perspective it may be unfavourable from a
financial perspective. For instance, the optimal growing temperature for tomatoes is about 21 °C.
However, on a cold and windy winter day, the heating costs may not counterbalance the revenues
obtained from maintaining this optimal growing temperature. Maximisation of profit implies
balancing of costs andrevenues.Thiscanbedoneusinganoptimal control approach.
In optimal control, control input trajectories are determined that maximise (minimise) a criterion
function, subject to a dynamic model of the controlled system. The criterion function is chosen to
reflect the growers profit, i.e. both the revenues of crop production and the costs associated with
climate control are taken into account. The dynamic model, which must be represented as a set of
first-order differential equations, must reflect the dynamics of the greenhouse and the crop in
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Disturbances:
Radiation
Temperature
Windspeed
C0 2 concentration
Relative humidity

Controls:
Window opening
Heatingvalve opening
C0 2 dosageflux

Greenhouseclimate:
Temperature
C0 2 concentration
Relative humidity

Cashflows:
Revenues
Energycosts
C0 2 costs

I*

Crop:
Fruitweight
Leafweight
FIG.1. Thegreenhouse-cropsystem.

relationtotheoutsideweatherconditions andcontrol actions (figure 1).
The physical climate system and the crop system are interconnected. In particular, the CO2
concentration and the air humidity exert an influence on the crop, but are also actively influenced
by the crop itself. In view of the time scale differences between the greenhouse dynamics and the
cropdynamics,these systems areoften seen asdetached from each other, where theenvironment of
theplant -assumed tobe controlled in an ideal way by manipulating the control inputs -is seen as
the input for the crop model. Because the CO2consumption and evaporation of the crop influence
thegreenhouse climate,for optimal control purposes,thegreenhouse andcropgrowth model cannot
be separated and mustbeconsidered asone.
The purpose of this paper is to present an integrated dynamic model to describe the growth of
tomatoes in a greenhouse as a function of the control inputs - window opening, heating valve
position and CO2dosage -, and of the external inputs - solarradiation and outside air conditions -,
such that this model is suitable for on-lineoptimal control of tomato cultivation. Tomato is chosen,
because it is a fruit bearing crop, and it is plausible that the results can be transferred to other fruit
bearing crops such as sweet pepper and cucumber. An important requirement for optimal control is
thatthemodel shouldbeofsufficiently low order.Themodelisbasedonphysical knowledge about
thegreenhouse andphysiological knowledge abouttomatoplantgrowth andbehaviour. Mechanistic
models arechosen, since they offer the possibility toexamine and interpret the subprocesses of the
system. The 9th-order model developed in this paper incorporates results from Bakker (1983),
Hwang (1993), van Henten (1994), de Jong (1985), de Koning (1994), Nederhoff and de Graaf
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(1993),Nederhoff andVegter (1994) andTchamitchian,vanWilligenburg andvanStraten(1992).

2.2 Goalfunction
In order to study the requirements posed upon the models to be used for optimal control, it is
instructive tolook atthe ultimate goalfunction tobeused. Inthe context of this study, thecriterion
function isgivenby
>=\

dWH
PF—£- ~Pc%nj ~PHHU -PC-PV~PT

where t0 and tf are the begin and end time of the growing season,

\it
dWH
- is the fruit harvest rate,

<pinj istheCO2injection flux, Hu istheheatuptakebytheheating system, pF, pc, and pH arethe
prices of fruits, C0 2 injection and of the heating and finally Pc is the CO2penalty function, Pv is
the humidity penalty function and PT is the temperature penalty function. The fruit harvest rate
depends upon the fruit weight and the temperature. Where the increase of fruit weight on its turn
depends on light, CO2 and temperature. While light is given by the external radiation, CO2 and
temperature need to be computed by the model. These quantities are also required for the penalty
functions of CO2 and temperature, which are included to avoid extreme situations outside the
validity range of the model. The humidity penalty function is included because there is no way at
present to explicitly express the effects of air humidity on the crop, and on risks of pests and
diseases.Inpractice,thehumidity isused asanimportant tool for thegrower toprevent theserisks.
The inclusion of a penalty function requires that humidity levels can be computed by the model.
Finally,themodelshouldprovide entries inordertocomputethecostsofresourceinputs.

2.3 Greenhousemodel
Intheliterature many greenhouse modelshavebeen presented. Somearefirst principle models, for
instance the models by Bot (1983) and more recently by de Zwart (1996), others are transfer
function models like the models of Udink ten Cate (1983 and 1985) or black box models. Models
based onfirst principles often give adetailed description and therefore areof high order. Blackbox
models are often relatively simple and of low order. By nature they do not incorporate any direct
knowledge of the system. As aresult they are not suitable for interpretation and adaptation toother
greenhouse configurations. Furthermore, their range of validity is often very limited, whereas in
optimal greenhouseclimatecontrol extremecircumstances mightoccur.

2.4 ThegreenhousemodelofTchamitchianetal. (1992)
Vennegoor op Nijhuis (1986) compares the model of Udink ten Cate (1985) and Bot (1983) with
each other and with measurements. Both models turn out tobe equally reliable, whereas the model
of Udink ten Cate needs much less computing time.Tchamitchian et al. (1992) prefer themodelof
Udink ten Cate, because the number of states is less and because Bot's model needs the effective
sky temperature asan input, which, most of the time,is not measured. The model of Tchamitchian
et. al.,used for optimal control purposes,isan adapted version of themodelbyUdink ten Cate.The
model of Udink ten Cate is obtained by linearising the climate process in the vicinity of a working

(1)
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point andbyassuming mainlyfirst-orderresponses.Tchamitchianetal.neglected thedead timesin
the model of Udink ten Cate and changed the heat input by assuming the changes of the pipe
temperature are fast enough to consider the pipes to be in a pseudo-equilibrium state.They end up
with athree state model described by threefirstorder differential equations. The first one is for the
greenhouse airtemperature ( Tg):
Ct^- =K{L-Tg)+H

+kr{T0-Tg)+ks{Ts-Tg)+r1G

(2)

where T0the outside air temperature, H the heat input (a control), Ts the greenhouse soil
temperature, G the incoming short-wave radiation, Cg the greenhouse heat capacity, kv the
ventilation heat transfer coefficient, kr the roof heat transfer coefficient, ks the soil heat transfer
coefficient and t] theradiation conversion factor. The ventilation heat transfer coefficient kv isnot
aconstant butitisafunction oftheventilation rate 4>v:
K=Maircp^

(3)

where Mairis the air density and cp is the air specific heat. Ov itself is a function of the outside
windspeed (w) and thewindow opening rw which isacontrol variable.
4>v=K +6w+vwrw

(4)

Here K, 8 and v areventilation rateparameters.Thesoiltemperature(Ts) isdescribed by:
Cs^

=-kXT,-Tg)+kd{Td-Ts)

(5)

Here Csisthe greenhouse soil heat capacity and kd is the soil to soil heat transfer coefficient. The
model considers two soil layers, the deepest of which has a constant temperature Td.The
greenhouseairCO2concentration (C,)isdescribedbythethirddifferential equation:
V riC

-^-?h. =<t,v(C0-Ci)+<piaj +R-»P
Ag dt
Vg/Ag is equal to the average greenhouse height, C0is the outside C0 2 concentration, (pinjis the
C0 2 injection flux which is a control variable, R is the respiration of the crop, P is the crop
photosynthesis and fi is the fraction of the molar weight of CO2and CH2O.The values of R and
P resultfrom thecropmodel.Theunits of all symbols and thevalues ofallparameters aregivenin
thestartof thisthesis intheNomenclature.

2.5 Theaugmentedgreenhousemodel
The model of Tchamitchian et al. (Equations 2till 6) lacks some essential processes and quantities

(6)
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and it does not give a good description of some other processes. For instance it does not describe
the greenhouse air humidity, whereas thisis an important quantity. Firstly it strongly influences the
greenhouse heat balance, and secondly keeping the humidity within certain bounds prevents pests
and diseases. So below, those missing processes and quantities will be described. First a more
accurate description of the ventilation will be given, then the greenhouse air heat balance is
extended with the transpiration and condensation energy and also the pipe temperature is added to
describe the heat input from the heating system. Next the added terms are described separately and
finally thehumidity balanceisgiven.

2.5.1 Ventilation
Therelation for thenatural ventilationfluxthrough thewindows (equation 3)does not discriminate
between the windward r^ and lee side window opening rwl, whereas in reality they have very
different influence upontheventilation (deJong, 1990).Therefore equation 3isreplaced by:
$„ =

1+ Xrw,

w+y/

(7)

where c , %, C, , | and y/ are parameters determining the ventilation rate. This relation is
developed by van Henten (1994), and is based on the work of de Jong (1990). The contribution to
the ventilation duetothetemperature difference between insideand outside airisneglected, sinceit
isonlysignificant atverylow windspeeds.

2.5.2 Greenhouse air heat balance
The assumption that the heating system is in pseudo-equilibrium state does not hold and results in
very rapid changes of the optimal heating. To describe the heat input in a more realistic way a
differential equation for the heating pipe temperature has been added. Consequently the heating
term in equation 2 is changed. Furthermore equation 2 is extended with two latent heat terms, to
describe theinfluence of transpiration andcondensation onthegreenhouse temperature:
Cg^

=K{To-Tg)+a{Tp-Tg)+kr{T0-Tg)+ks{Ts-Tg)+r1G-XE

+-^-iMc

(8)

a(Tp-T ) is the heat input from the heating pipes, Tp being the heating pipe temperature and a
the pipe air heat transfer coefficient. A£ describes the energy needed for the transpiration of the
crop, where E is the rate of transpiration of the crop and A is the vaporisation energy of water.
AccordingtotheASHRAEhandbook (1993) A isalinearfunction ofthetemperature(°C):
X =l{-l2T
A
M describes the energy released tothe
e+1
greenhouse air by condensation of water vapour at the greenhouse cover, where Mc is the water
where I and L are vaporisation energy coefficients.

(9)
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mass flow as a result of condensation at the greenhouse cover.

is the fraction of the
e+1
condensation heat transported to the inside air. The introduction of the heating pipe temperature,
transpiration andcondensation,requires thatadditional relations are derived.
6

2.5.3 Transpiration
The transpiration E is computed by an adapted version of the transpiration model of PenmanMonteith (Nederhoff and de Graaf., 1993). The model of Penman-Monteith is chosen because it
does not need the leaf temperature as an input, in contrast tothe models of Stanghellini (1987) and
Jolliet (1992). In this way it saves one state variable, while still being reasonably accurate (Jolliet
andBailey, 1992).
Ha
E=—f
" «*»
A 5+7(1+ %
8

(10)

The Penman-Monteith model assumes the leaf area index (LAI) to be one. Basically, the
evaporation is built up by a contribution from the net absorbed shortwave radiation nr]G and a
contribution due to the air vapour pressure deficit Dg. s isthe slope of the saturated water vapour
pressure curve,approximated bythepolynomial:
•s =syTg2 +s2Tg +s3

(11)

where sl, s2 and s3 are polynomial parameters. pacp is the volumetric heat capacity of air, gb is
the boundary layer conductance, y is the apparent psychometric constant and g is the leaf
conductance.Allthesequantities areassumed tobeconstants.The vapour pressure deficit oftheair
Dg follows from thedifference between thesaturated vapour pressure p*g at Tg (Murray, 1967):
Pg=axea*T>

(12)

and thevapour pressureoftheairattheprevailingwater content pg:
pg=A(?;+r0^

d3)

where A isaconstant thatcan bederived from the ideal gaslaw, T0 isused toconvert Tg from °C
toKelvinandVt istheairwatervapour concentration.So:
Dg=pg-Pg
Nederhoff relatestheleaf conductance tothe short-waveradiation and theC0 2 concentration bythe
regression equation:

(14)
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(15)

where g, through g4 areregression coefficients. Because the leaf area index (LAI) in equation 10
isassumed tobe 1,itmustbemodified tobevalidfor othervaluesof theLAI.
qsnnG+Hrpc„De
p g6 h
E=WL~*

{

(16)

*)

SinceLAIisnotpart of themodel,equation 10hasbeen augmented with qWLand rWL,where WL
is the leaf dry weight, q and r represent the different sensitivities of the radiation and the vapour
pressure deficit to a change in leaf dry weight. This augmentation is a linearisation of the true
behaviour which willbesaturated for largeWL.

2.5.4 Condensation atthegreenhouse cover
Detailed modelling of the vapour transport from and to the cover would require a dynamic
description ofthecover temperature,thehumidity insidethe greenhouse,thepossible reevaporation
of condensate and the present amount of condensate against the cover. To calculate condensation,
the humidity inside the greenhouse (V^) and the cover temperature (Tc) are needed. The humidity
concentration is a state variable that will be described by a differential equation (equation 27). In
order to keep the model as simple as possible, the cover temperature is calculated as an algebraic
averagebetweenoutsidetemperatureandinsidetemperature(Bakker, 1983):
m

E
T0+-T
e +1

(17)

In this way the influence of the heat capacity of thecover and the long waveradiation from thesky
are ignored. This approximation is allowed, since Bakker shows that, although instantaneously the
condensation may be wrong, on average thecondensation is correct on a daily scale. Condensation
at the greenhouse cover takes place when the cover temperature (Tc) is below the dewpoint of the
greenhouse air. Introducing the humidity ratio as the mass of water vapour per unit mass of moist
air,condensation takesplace whenthehumidity ratioatsaturated vapourpressure atthecover(W*)
is less than the humidity ratio of the greenhouse air (W ) .The superscript * indicates that the
considered quantity is at saturated vapour pressure. To compute W*,firstthe saturated vapour
pressure (p*c) at Tcis computed according to equation 12 (replacing T by Tc). The vapour
pressure in the greenhouse air (pg) is calculated according to equation 13. When we know the
vapourpressurethehumidityratiocanbecalculated asfollows:
W=^EPom - P

where a)isthehumidityratioparameterand palm istheatmospheric airpressure.Substituting p*cor

(18)
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pg for p, W* respectively Wg canbecomputed. Using W* and Wg thecondensation rate(Mc) is
calculated as:
\MC =mx\rg - r c [ 2 (ws - W') ifWg >W'

(19)
ifWg<W*

\M=O

where mATg -Tc\ is themasstransfer coefficient, and w, and m2 are themass transfer coefficient
parameters (Kimball, 1986; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). In the condensation process
simultaneously water and energy are transported. At the moment the water condensates, the
condensation energy isreleased tothe surrounding. Thatis why the condensation ispartof both the
temperature equation (equation 8)and thehumidity equation (equation27).

2.5.5 The heating system
By taking the heat input as one of the control variables the dynamics of the heating system are
neglected. Since measurements show that the time constant of the heating system is of the same
order of magnitude as that of the greenhouse air, the greenhouse system dynamics will be
influenced noticeably by the heating system dynamics. Therefore the model is augmented by an
equation for theheating pipetemperature Tp (seefigure 2):
(20)

PCPVP^=PcMTpi-Tj+ApPG-APa{Tp-Tg)
which is an approximation, since thereal heating pipe is adistributed parameter system.The water
intheheating pipeisassumed tobeaperfectly mixed volumewithtemperatureTp:

«

<P h .T h

<P>Tpi

V

3&

1
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FIG. 2. Waterflowsandtemperaturesintheheatingsystem.
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T -+T
T =- £ f—
(21)
" 2
where Tpiisthe incoming andT isthe outgoing water temperature. Both TpiandTpo are
dependent variablesthatwillbeexpressed asafunction of thestatevariablesof thesystem (e.g. Tg)
and the independent inputs (e.g. the boiler water temperature Th). In equation 20 p isthe water
density, Cpisthe specific heatof wateratconstant pressure and V istheheating pipevolume.The
second term on the right in equation 20 isthe heat supplied to the heating system by the boiler,
where*/) [m3 s"1] isthe water flow that ispumped through the heating system. The last term
represents theradiant heat input from the sun, where /? is the heat absorption efficiency and G is
the outside short-wave solar radiation. This term is included since measurements showed that the
pipe temperature was always higher than the greenhouse temperature, also when the heating valve
was closed and the sun was shining. Moreover, incalibrating the model only a good fit was
obtained when this term was included in the model (Chapter 3).The control variable in this model
is the mixing valve opening. It is assumed that the flow ((ph) of water from the boiler through the
mixing valveisproportional totherelativemixingvalveopening(r h ):
<PH =W

(22)

where theincoming flow of waterinthemixing valve(<p'[m3s"1])is supposed tobeindependentof
rh. Figure 2 shows that Tpiisa result ofthe mixing oftwo flows ofwater, respectively with
temperatures Tpo andTh(boiler water temperature). Using the law ofconservation ofheat the
following expressions areobtained toexpress the unknown Tpi and T intoknown model or input
values:
_Tpo(<p-rh<p')+(Thrh<p')
lpi ^

T

Vi)

Combining equations 21and23resultsin:
2
Tpi-Tpo=-^—{Th-Tp)
2-2--1
Using equation 20 and 24 the heating energy input tothe system, amajor cost quantity for the
optimal control ofthe system,canbedescribed inoneof thefollowing ways:

Epin=pCp\cp{Tpi-Tpo)dt

In the thirdterm of equation 20 Ap is the outer surface area of the heating pipes and a isthe heat

(24)
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transfer coefficient between the heating pipe and the greenhouse air, so AP(X\Tp —Tg) is the heat
flow from the heating pipes to the greenhouse air. As the mechanism of heat transfer between the
pipes and the air isby convection, a itself also depends on the temperature difference between the
heating pipeandtheair(derived from deJong, 1985):

«=u)/*+#r

T.\
p

(26)

The values of v and T depend on the geometry of the heating system and the rest of the
greenhouse.

2.5.6 Humidity mass balance
Thegreenhouseairvapourcontent isneededtodescribe thecondensation and transpiration,thatare
part of the greenhouse air heat balance (equation 8). Moreover the vapour concentration is of
interest in its own right,because it isan important variable tocontrol therisk of pests and diseases.
Therefore the last state is the greenhouse air vapour content. Because it is assumed that the ground
area is covered with plastic and reevaporation of condensate from the greenhouse cover is
neglected, theonly sourceof vapour inthevapourbalance isthecroptranspiration. Vapourremoval
takes place through both condensation and ventilation, therefore the following balance equation is
used:
^ =^L(E-*v(Vt-V0)-Mc)
dt Vg
with Vj and V0 representing, respectively the inside and outside absolute humidity concentration.
The condensation term Mc only considers condensation on the greenhouse cover, not the
condensation on the plant, since during normal operation condensation on the plant will not occur.
Elimination of this restriction would require the explicit modelling of the temperature of the plant
parts.Thisisnotdone,sinceitwouldresultinasignificant increase of themodel order.
The differential equations for Tg(equation 8) , Ts(equation 5), Tp(equations 20 and 24), C,
(equation 6) and Vt (equation 27) along with the accompanying algebraic equations constitute the
complete physical greenhouse climatemodel.

2.6 Tomato model
The essential processes in a crop, needed to describe the fruit harvest rate, are photosynthesis,
distribution of assimilates and growth and maintenance respiration. Photosynthesis describes the
production of assimilates and is a function of radiation, leaf temperature, CCVconcentration,
humidity and LAI. The assimilate distribution describes the distribution of the assimilates among
the different plant parts, like roots, stem, leafs and fruits. It is assumed to be controlled by the
instantaneous and average temperature of the different plant parts, the average radiation and the
amount of fruits and vegetative units. Growth respiration is proportional to growth, that in turn

(27)
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depends ontheamount ofavailable assimilates andthetemperature. Maintenance respiration is the
combustion of assimilates needed tomaintain theplant. Itisafunction of the root, stem, leaf and
fruit dryweight andthetemperature. Radiation, temperature, (^-concentration andhumiditycan
be seen as input for the plant. Consequently the remaining quantities must be calculated bythe
model i.e.thedryweight andtemperature ofthe roots, stem, leafs andfruits, theLAI, theaverage
temperatures andtheaverageradiation.
Intheliterature thereareseveral tomato models available that describetherelationship betweenthe
yield andthegreenhouse climate.Amajor drawbackistheir size.TOMGRO (Jonesetal., 1991)for
instancecontains 69states andthemodelofdeKoning (1994)morethan 300statesforafull grown
plant,whichisfartoomanyforcontrol purposes.Anothermajor drawbackoftheexisting modelsis
the fact that they arediscrete time models with atime step of one day.Therefore itishard touse
themintheon-line implementation ofan optimal control scheme with ahorizon shorter than aday.
What is needed isa sufficiently loworder continuous time model oradiscrete time model witha
sufficiently smallsampletime.
In ordertoconstruct such amodel from existing knowledgethemodel ofde Koning (1994)istaken
as starting point, since it gives a comprehensive description of the distribution of assimilates over
the various plantparts.Themodelreduction isdoneby 'reasoned aggregation', inordertomaintain
as much ofthemechanistic description aspossible. Another interesting option toarrive atreduced
models is to generate time-series models by applying system identification techniques on data
generated by simulating sophisticated tomato models (Young andLees,. 1994),like TOMGRO,or
the models of de Koning or Heuvelink (1996). The drawback of such a model is that its state
variables are no longer directly related to the processes in the plant. Therefore such a model is
hardertointerpret and extrapolate.
Based ontheseconsiderations asocalled 'bigleaf,bigfruit' model isconstructed, whichmeans that
separate fruits orleafs willnotbeconsidered. Theplantisassumed toconsist ofonlyonefruitand
one leaf. Doing so, the model states will still have a physical meaning and can be judged
qualitatively andsimulation results canbeevaluated andcompared with measurements performed
onpartsofthesystem.

2.7 ThetomatomodelofdeKoning
The model of de Koning describes both the distribution of assimilates among the different plant
parts andtheorganogenesis anddevelopment. Themodel consists ofa setofdifference equations
with atime step ofone day.Theassimilate production, along with temperature sums andradiation
sums areused asaninput tothemodel.Themodel gives agood quantitative description oftomato
growth, but it does not adequately describe fruit abortion. The model describes the plant growth
since anthesis ofthe first fruit. Theinitial condition forthevegetative dryweight isrequired as an
input. Thetomato plant consists of fruits andvegetative units. Thetomato fruits areorganised in
trusses andtoevery truss belongs onevegetative unit, where avegetative unit consists ofthe stem
and leafs between two trusses. On average a vegetative unit contains 3 leafs. Every truss is
described by 2 states namely the truss number and the percentage of fruit-set. Every fruit is
described by 6 states namely: the average temperature since anthesis of the fruit , thenumber of
days after anthesis of thefruit , the solar irradiance received by thecrop averaged over the first
three weeks after anthesisofthefruit, thefruit developmental stage,thefruit dryweight andastate
indicating theexistence of thefruit. Every vegetative unit is described by4 states: thevegetative
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developmental stage,thevegetativedry weight,theaveragetemperature sincetheorigination ofthe
vegetative unit and a state indicating the existence of the vegetative unit. There are 4 overall plant
states: the 24-h mean air temperature, the cumulative adaptation factor to the availability of dry
matter, the dry matter available for growth and the plant's physiological age. For a full-grown
tomato plant the total easily adds up to over 300 states. For a tomato plant with 6 trusses, with 8
fruits onevery truss,thenumberofstates wouldbe: 6x(4+2+6*8)+4=328states.
To determine the vegetative and fruit growth rates, de Koning computes the total absolute sink
strength SA of thewholeplant andcompares this withthe available amount of assimilates A atthe
end of every day. When SA< A the plant parts get what they ask for and the rest of A is storedin
the assimilate buffer. When SA> A, A is distributed among the different plant parts according to
theirrelative sink strengths.Thetotalabsolute sink strengthisthesumoftheabsolute sinkstrengths
ofevery fruit andvegetativeplantpart.Theabsolutefruit sink strength iscalculated forevery single
tomato and depends on the truss number, the fruit position within the truss, the fruit developmental
stage,the solar radiation received by the crop averaged over the first three weeks after anthesis of
thefruit, the average solar radiation received by the cropoverthefirst three weeks after anthesisof
the first flower of the first truss, the 24-h mean air temperature, the average temperature since
anthesis and an adaptation factor to the plant's amount of dry matter available for growth. The
function used for this calculation is the first derivative of a Gompertz growth curve. So the
vegetative andfruit growthratesdonotdependonthefruit orvegetative weight.

2.8 Modelorderreduction
The modification of the model by de Koning into a big-leaf-big-fruit model that can be used for
cultivation controlrequires twomajor steps.First,theleafs, trusses and fruits havetobe aggregated
into singleleaf andfruit units.Second, sincethemodelonlydescribes thedistribution of assimilates
over the various plant parts,the model has tobe enhanced by aphotosynthetic production equation
inordertogeneratetheamountsofassimilates available for fruit andleaf growth.
Thebasic conceptual scheme of the reduced model is shown inFigure 3.Assimilates are produced
by photosynthesis (Pg) and are stored in an assimilate buffer (B). From the buffer the assimilates
are distributed among the different plant parts: the fruits (WF), the stem, the leafs (WL) and the
roots. The partitioning terms are derived from the model of De Koning, by aggregating and
simplifying sothatthey onlycontain statesandinputs oftheaggregated reduced model.
Onfirstsight only twostatesremaininthereduced ordertomatomodel,namely thefruit dry weight
and the leaf dry weight. However, to describe the assimilate distribution athird state is needed, the
assimilate buffer. Finally todescribe theharvest of fruits theaverage developmental stageis needed
asafourth stateaswillbeshown.
Themodel describes the flow of assimilates in a tomato plant (Figure3). gFWF is the fruit growth
rateandthetotal vegetativegrowthrateisdefined by:
8vWv=-gLWL
z

(28)
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where Wv isthe sumof theleaf weight andthestemweight,while gLWListheleaf growthrateand
1-z

i s m e s t e m growthrate,where z expresses the fraction oftheleaf weight relative tothe

8IWL

z
total vegetative weight (z<1). It is assumed that the overall vegetative growth rate is equal to the
leaf growth rate (gv= gL). In this way, stem and roots do not appear as separate state variables,
without discarding the resources needed for them. This is acceptable, because stem and roots only
have aminor influence on photosynthesis and on the distribution of assimilates. The conversion of
assimilates to fruits and leafs costs someassimilates, the growth respiration, reflected by / and v,
the fruit and vegetative assimilate requirement quotients ( / and v > l ) . It is assumed that
respiration ( R ) proceeds attheexpenseof the assimilatebuffer except when thebuffer isempty.At
that moment structural matter from the leafs and the fruits will be respired. This is different from
the model of de Koning, where the assimilate buffer respires, never the fruits or leafs themselves.
At the end of every day de Koning first calculates therespiration, then theremaining assimilates in
the buffer are distributed among the fruits and the leafs. Also the harvest is described differently:
the fruit harvest rate (hFWF) and the leaf harvest rate (hLWL) are described by a separate harvest
model.Here theharvest rates are assumed tobeproportional tothe fruit dry weight and theleaf dry
weight.Theharvest coefficients hF and hL dependonthegreenhouse airtemperature (equations47
and 48).To simplify the model it is assumed that the temperature of the various plant parts equals
the air temperature. Most of the time this will hold, but during times of high transpiration or high
radiation considerable deviations can occur. Therefore in the calculation of the transpiration
(equation 16) implicitly an analytic relation for the leaf temperature has been used, that takes the
radiation intoaccount.
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The model of de Koning uses the so called relative sink strength to model the partitioning of the
assimilates. The available assimilates are distributed among the different plant parts at the end of
every day. In optimal greenhouse climate control it is convenient to know the fruit dry weight and
leaf dry weight atevery moment, therefore acontinuous distribution modelis needed. Todothis,at
every moment the available amount of assimilates must be known, along with the demand for
assimilates from thedifferent plantparts.When thebuffer B isempty the assimilate flux generated
by photosynthesis Pg isdistributed according totherelative sink strength among the different plant
parts.When B isbigger than zero or when P is bigger than or equal to the total potential growth
rate of theplant, every plant part grows at itspotential growth rate.The assimilate surplus is stored
in the assimilate buffer. When possible, the relations for the discrete distribution model are also
used for the continuous distribution model. Often the instantaneous behaviour is not known,
therefore it is assumed that the relations that hold for the average temperatures also hold for the
instantaneous temperatures. In the following the differential equations of the tomato model are
presented.

2.8.1 Theassimilate buffer
Themassbalance for theassimilate buffer B is:
dB
dt

g

fgFWF+vgL

(
wA
'_L_
-b r

wW,\

FWF+rL-^

z

J

V

Z

J

where P is the gross photosynthesis, b is abuffer switching function tobe discussed below, / is
the fruit assimilate requirement quotient, gF is the relative fruit growth rate, rF is the relative fruit
respiration rate, v is the vegetative assimilate requirement quotient, gL is the relative leaf growth
rate, rL is the relative leaf respiration rate and z is the leaf fraction of vegetative dry weight. So
W
fgFWF is theamount of assimilates needed for thegrowth of thefruits and vgL—Msthe amountof
z
assimilates needed for thegrowth of the vegetative plantparts.The assimilate buffer isfilled by the
W
photosynthesis and emptied by the total plant growth ratefgFWF +vgL— and by the plant
z
W
respiration rate rFWF +rL—-. The total plant growth rate consists of the fruit growth rate fgFWF
z
W
and the vegetative growth rate vgL—-. The plant respiration rate consists of the fruit respiration
z
W
rate rFWFandthevegetativerespiration rate rL—-.Bytheintroduction of z it isassumed thatthere
z
are constant ratios between leaf dry weight, stem dry weight and root dry weight. The reasoning
behind this is that a plant is a self regulating system, that tries to keep these ratios constant
(Heuvelink, 1996).

(29)
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2.8.2 Photosynthesis
In the literature many detailed models are available to describe photosynthesis (e.g. Farquhar,
Caemmerer and von Berry. (1980),Gijzen (1992)).Tokeepthemodel as simpleaspossible, avery
simple model, namely the empirical net-photosynthesis model of Nederhoff (1994), is chosen asa
startingpoint:
Pn = Pl +P2 *
^ r +PsL
(3°)
p3 +I Pt+C
where p{ to ps areregression parameters, / is theincident PAR (photosynthetic activeradiation),
C is the C0 2 concentration expressed in ppm (C, (equation 6) is expressed in g/m3) and L is the
LAI. This photosynthesis model may be wrong for high CO2 concentrations, since the
measurements onwhich itisbased didnotcontain anyhighC0 2 concentrations.Moreover itisonly
validfor L-valuesgreater than 1.Forthetranslation of G to / thefollowing relation isused:
I=r)tnppGG

(31)

where rj represents the radiation loss at the cover, mp converts the units from Watt to jimol and
pG isthePAR toglobalradiation ratio.Theconversion of C, to C isdoneby:
106ff,
c =——'—(Tg +T0)c,
MC02Pa,m

(32)

where Rg is the gas constant, Mco is the molar weight of CO2 and T0is the absolute zero
temperature. Equation 30 depicts the net photosynthesis Pn, i.e. the difference between the gross
photosynthesis P andthemaintenancerespiration R:
P„ = Pg-R

(33)

where R can be deduced from Pn by taking / =0. Soby subtracting R (equation 37) from Pn in
equation 30, Pg canbecalculated.Thisresultsin:
/
C
P,=P2
—
' F2p3 +Ip4 +C
However, in doing so,the correction factor for leaf area contained as an empirical additive term in
equation 30 is lost. Therefore equation 34 must be modified to hold for all L. Since the leaf area
index is not a state variable of the reduced model it can not be used to modify equation 34, soleaf
weight isused instead. Anempirical multiplication factor isformulated, which saturates athighleaf
weights, and which makes the photosynthesis almost proportional to leaf weight at low leaf area
indices:

(34)
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r

wL^
(35)

l =1+
where m and wR are the LAI-correction function parameters. / is a monotonously rising function
of WL, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum asymptote of 1. I is made a function of WL and not
of L, since L isnotexplicitly modelled.
Combining thepreviousresultsinamodified P:
P„=PJ—
—
p3 +I p4 +C

(36)

where p3 and pt keep their original values and Pm (the maximum gross photosynthesis) is
modified compared to p2.

2.8.3 Respiration
When / istaken0inequation 30, Pn isequaltominusthemaintenance respiration.
R=-pi-p5L

(37)

As can be seen equation 30 seemingly leads to a respiration loss which is independent of
temperature and which decreases when leaf area increases. In reality the maintenance respiration
will increase when plant weight increases and it will also increase with temperature.Therefore, the
respiration isdescribed bymorerealisticQiorelationships (deKoning, 1994):
rF=mFQR io

(38)

T —T

r

L =™LQiT™~

where mF is the fruit maintenance respiration coefficient and mL is the leaf maintenance
respiration coefficient, both at reference temperature TR. QR is the Q10-value for the temperature
effect on the maintenance respiration at reference temperature 7^. The total respiration ( R ) is the
W,
sum of the fruit respiration (rFWF) and the vegetative respiration (/},— ). For the vegetative
z
respiration itisassumed that rLalsoholds for thestemandtheroots.
2.8.4 Buffer switchingfunction
Physically, when B=0, thebuffer cannotbeemptied anyfurther. Consequently, atthatpoint,plant

(39)
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growthplusgrowthandmaintenancerespiration willbecomeequaltothephotosynthesis.Whenthe
buffer is empty and the photosynthesis is zero, plant growth will come to a halt, and respiration
energy is assumed to be drawn from the various plant parts (cf. Equations 41 and 42). In order to
obtain this behaviour in the model, the buffer switching function b is introduced. A straightforward idea is to choose the variable b to be 0 when 5 =0, and 1otherwise. This behaviour is
depicted in Figure 4. A severe disadvantage of this choice is that the function is discontinuous,
which will cause numerical problems in the simulation. Moreover, it is not very likely that a real
plant willtruly show thiskindof on/off behaviour. Therefore, acontinuous function isused instead
(Figure5):
b=l-

-ft,B

(40)

where bi is the buffer switching coefficient. Its value can be chosen such that equation 40 rapidly
approaches theasymptotic valueof 1.
2.8.5 Fruitandleafweight
Because thereis a strong correlation between LAI andleaf dry weight, LAI and leaf dry weightare
not both state variables. On the other hand there is no simple analytic relation relating leaf dry
weight andLAI.Sincethemodeldescribesthemass flow of assimilates andbecause someessential
processes depend on the leaf dry weight, leaf dry weight is chosen tobe a state variable. Based on
the same argument also the fruit dry weight is a state variable of the model. Therefore the second
and third differential equation give a description of the dynamic behaviour of the fruit dry weight
WF andtheleafdry weightWL:
dWF
= bgFWF-(l-b)rFWF
dt
dWL
=
dt

•hFWF

(41)

bgLWL-(\-b)rLWL-hLWL

(42)

where bgFWFisthefruit growthrateand bgLWListheleaf growthrate, (l-b)rFWF and (\.-b)rLWL
represents the loss of fruits and vegetative parts by maintenance respiration in the case of lack of
assimilatereserves.Finally hFWF isthefruit harvestratemdhLWL theleaf harvestrate.
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FIG.4. Switchingfunction
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FIG. 5 Continuisedswitching function
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When all fruits orvegetative units areconsidered as awhole,only an average sink strength ofevery
fruit or vegetative unit can be distinguished. The total fruit and vegetative sink strength is then
obtained through multiplication by the number of vegetative units orfruits. Consequently when we
assume an average vegetative unit and fruit weight, the vegetative growth and fruit growth are
proportional to the vegetative weight and fruit weight, divided by these average weights. Therefore
the vegetative growth rate and fruit growth rate in equation 29 are represented by gL—- and

W
z

gFWF .Incaseofafull-grown tomatoplant theseassumptions arenot unrealistic.
Simulations show that in the reduced order model the actual values of gL and gF must be chosen
such that (most of the time) the assimilate buffer is empty at the end of the night and (most of the
time)itisnot empty atthebeginning ofthe night.This waythe values of gL and gF determine the
length of the (night) period during which assimilates are available for distribution over leafs and
fruits. The growthrateused by de Koning isrelatively large for small and almost full-grown fruits,
whereasitisrelatively smallinbetween.Onayoungplantonly smallfruits grow,andtherefore gF
has to be bigger for small plants. On a mature plant, fruits of all different ages grow and therefore
gFmustbe smaller. Furthermore the growth rate gF increases with temperature. Equation 43 isthe
most simpleequation thatexhibitsthis behaviour:
8F=(fl-f2DP)QG^

(43)

Here /, and f2 are fruit growth rate coefficients and DP (equation 46) is the plant developmental
stage. QG is the Qio-factor for the temperature effect on the fruit growth rate, T0is the reference
temperature for thetemperature effect ongrowth.Theratiobetween gL and gF isthe sameasused
bydeKoning andisdetermined bythetemperature (asopposed toHeuvelink (1996)):
^ =v,ev'(7'-v>)
8F

vl, v2 and v3 arethevegetativefruit growthratioparameters.
2.8.6 Harvest model
To determine the revenues information is needed about the harvested amount of fruits. Since fruit
harvesting regulates the total fruit dry weight and leaf picking regulates the total leaf dry weight,
harvesting and picking are essential processes and should therefore be incorporated. No forcing
function is used todescribe the harvest of fruits and picking of leafs, since the harvest and picking
time and the weight of the fruits and leafs that will be harvested and picked depend on the past
climate and the state of the plant and, as a consequence, they may vary. Therefore the following
harvest modelhasbeen developed, which isamodification of theharvest modelbydeKoning.
In practice fruits are harvested when they start to turn red, which in the model of de Koning, is
indicated by the fruit developmental stage of every individual fruit (DFj). Since the reduced order
modelisasocalled 'bigfruit' model,theinformation onthe separate fruits islost.Onlyamean fruit

(44)
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developmental stage for all fruits (D m ) can be defined. This Dm can be deduced from the original
individual fruit developmental stagesinthefollowing way:

Dm=^~N

(45)

Here i isthenumber of thefruit, WFi isthefruit dry weight offruit i and N isthetotal numberof
fruits. Simulations show that Dm has aminimum of 0and a maximum of about 0.7. Instead of Dm
the plant developmental stage (D p ) is introduced, defined as the normalised version of Dm, such
that its minimum is 0 and its maximum is 1. Dp is called plant developmental stage since it is
assumed to describe both the fruits and the leafs. Simulations show that the behaviour of DP and
DFi is almost the same.Therefore the samefunction isused todescribe the plant development rate
as de Koning used for a single fruit. A difference with the developmental stage for a single fruit is
that, Dm is reduced by theharvesting of fruits which reached a DFi =1. From equations 41 and45
itcanbededuced that thereduction rateequals hF. Combining this with theplantdevelopment rate
from deKoninggives,after normalisation, thefourth differential equation ofthetomatomodel:
^

=d1 +d2\n\ — \-d4t-h

dt

(46)

^ 3J

where h is the harvest rate coefficient and d,, d2, d3 and d4 are plant development rate
parameters. The values of these parameters are deduced from de Koning. As an example the
deduction ofthenominalvalueof d4isdiscussed intheAppendix ofthis chapter.
As mentioned before fruit harvesting starts when the first fruits start to turn red, or to put it
differently, when the first DFI becomes one. Simulation of equation 45 shows that Dm starts at
zero, then rises to about 0.7 and later stays constant at the same level. At the moment Dm reaches
its threshold value of 0.7 the first fruits are harvested. Correspondingly when Dp becomes one, it
does not mean that all fruits are ripe,but that there are some fruits that can be harvested. From that
moment on, Dp willbekeptconstant, ortoputitdifferently —— willbekeptequaltozero.Sothe
dt
harvest coefficient (h) becomes:
h=0
h=<i, +d2In

ifO<DP<l
f T

V

\
3

y
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i

if Dp =1

Thefruit anleaf harvest ratecoefficients arebothproportional to h:

( 4 7 )
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F

yF

(48)

K = yLh
where yL and yF are theleaf and fruit harvest rate coefficient parameters. In doing this,the fact is
neglected that the leafs of a vegetative plant part are often harvested about one week before the
fruits of the corresponding truss.Soit wouldbe more accurate touse adifferent development stage
threshold value for the harvest of fruits and the picking of leafs. Furthermore the harvest model of
equations47and48assumes theharvesttobeacontinuous process,thattakesplace24hours aday,
whereas in fact it is a discrete process, that will happen during certain periods of time.In practice,
daily the ripe fruits are harvested and about once a week three leafs are picked from every plant.
Because picking and harvesting takes place that often the continuous model exhibits almost the
same behaviour. Finally it follows from equations 41, 42, 47 and 48 that the total weight of
harvested fruits (WH )andthetotalweightofpickedleafs (WH )canbedescribedby:
'i
KF=fhFWFdr

(49)

'I
WHl=)hLWLdT

(50)

2.9 Discussion
Bynature a greenhouse is a distributed parameter system, i.e. with infinitely many states. Dynamic
models describing tomato crop growth have been presented in the literature, with over 300 states.
Based on several mechanistic high-order models, in this paper a 9-th order model, suitable for
optimal control purposes, was presented, which describes the main behaviours observed in tomato
crop growth in greenhouses. The nominal parameter values were deduced from the high-order
models.
The greenhouse model is an augmented version of the model of Tchamitchian et al. (1992). The
greenhouse model describes the air temperature, CO2 concentration, humidity, heating pipe
temperature and soil temperature of a greenhouse. The control variables are the windward and lees
side window opening, the heating water mixing valve position and the CO2 injection flux. It is
assumed that the greenhouse is heated by one single pipe system and sheer CO2is injected. The
greenhouse air is assumed to be a perfectly mixed fluid and the ground to be covered with plastic.
There are no screens inside the greenhouse neither are there any heating tanks. Furthermore the
dynamics of the cover temperature are ignored, describing them by an analytical equation,
neglecting the long wave radiation. Also condensation on the cover is described by a simple
analytic relation. The model is only valid under normal operating conditions, so for extreme
temperatures orwind speeds,itmaybecomelessreliable.
Thetomatomodel is asimplification of themodelof deKoning derived byreasoned aggregation. It
gives a description of the overall behaviour of the plant. It describes the total leaf and fruit dry
weight, and the weight of picked leafs and harvested fruits, but it does not describe which fruits are
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picked or how much aparticular fruit weighs.Neither does it describe the number of fruits, nor the
formation of fruits, trusses or leafs. Condensation on the plant parts is not described either, as the
fruit and leaf temperature are not explicitly modelled. So implicitly it is assumed that hardly ever
condensation on the plant will occur. Finally the fruit quality is not part of the model. The model
hasonly alimited range of validity since themodel isbased onthemodelof de Koning (1994),that
is only valid in a temperature range of 17 to 23°C and with an electrical conductivity in the root
environmentbetween 0.3 and0.9 S.m"1.Moreover itisassumed thatthe grower takesproper careof
theplants andthatwatering andnutrition of theplantsis adequately.
In developing the reduced-order model from high-order models the vital issues are the selection,
translation and combination of information, and compromising between accuracy and the modelorder. The steps taken to arrive at the reduced-order model have been motivated carefully, where
possible. Of course they are still susceptible to criticism and further investigation. Especially the
assimilate buffer and the different plant growth rates, which are important processes in terms of
optimal control, we believe, need further investigation. Also neglecting condensation on different
plant parts may result in unrealistic optimal control patterns in some cases.Still,compared to some
previous models developed for optimal control purposes, this model guarantees a much more
accurate description.
To actually apply the model in optimal control experiments it needs to be calibrated. The
calibration, based on a sensitivity analyses,is presented in acompanion paper. In yet another paper
resultsofoptimal control experiments withthecalibrated model willbereported (Chapter6).
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2.11 Appendix:Anexampleofparameterdeduction
Equation 46isdeduced from equation 3.4.8.of de Koning:
FDRf(TxFDS).t=
0.0165+0.0012xlnRADFDR-0.00005xTRUSS +
ln(Tt/20)x(0.03923-0.2127XFDSM +0.4505xFDSt.i2-0.2400xFDS,.i3) (A.l)
where FDRf(TxFDS) is the fruit development rate (d"1) calculated with 'temperature x FDS'
interaction, index t represents the number of days after anthesis, RADFDR is the average solar
irradiance received by the crop (MJ m"2 d"1) averaged over three weeks after anthesis of the fruit
considered, TRUSS isthe truss position (truss number),Ttisthe 24-h mean temperature (17-27 °C)
and FDSt is the fruit development stage (0<FDSt<l) with FDS, = FDSn + FDRt. d4 is deduced
from theterm:
-0.00005XTRUSS

(A.2)
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To compute TRUSS two other equations are used. First the equation describing the flowering rate
(equation 3.2.3.deKoning):
FRt=are +0.1454xln(Tt) - O.OOIOXAM

(A.3)

1

whereFR,isthe flowering rate (trusses d" )attdaysafter anthesis of thefirsttruss, OFRis acultivar
dependent parameter and At is the plant's physiological age expressed as the number of the
flowering truss. Secondly an equation is needed that describes the evolution of the plants
physiological age(equation 3.2.3 deKoning):
A,=At., +FRt

(A.4)

Assuming that:
At=FR„xday

(A.5)

where FRa isthe average flowering rate and assuming that the temperature is on average 21°Cand
the effective season length is 275 days, it follows from equation A.3,A.4 and A.5 that FRa = 0.13
day "'. So the average growing period of a truss is l/FRa=7.72 days. Using this TRUSS can be
approximated:
TRUSS=

=
r
7.72 6.67-105

where t isthetimeinseconds.Thevalueof d4 follows from equation A.2andA.6.

iA£\
(A-6)
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3 Calibration and validation of a dynamic model for the
optimalcontrolofgreenhousetomatocropproduction
R.F.Tap,G.vanStraten,L.G.van Willigenburg
Abstract
This paper describes the calibration and validation of a greenhouse tomato crop production model
developed for optimal control purposes.Thecalibration of the greenhouse and cropmodel hasbeen
performed sequentially, first thetomatomodeliscalibrated, thenthegreenhousemodel iscalibrated
usingthe outputs of thetomato model asinputs.This way themutual influence ofthedifferent submodels is partly taken into account in the calibration process, resulting in a more accurate
description of theoverall systembehaviour.Thecalibration parameters arechosen,based oninsight
in the model and a sensitivity analysis of the model outputs to a parameter change. The calibration
results are evaluated using the parameter covariance matrices and their eigenvalue decomposition.
The different sub-models are validated using independent experimental data. The calibration and
validation results show that the heating pipe model performs well, the performance of the
greenhouse model and of the tomato model is reasonable. The overall model gives a reasonable
description of the continuous time behaviour of greenhouse tomato crop production for the use in
on-lineoptimal control.
keywords: greenhouse model,Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.,tomatomodel,calibration, validation

3.1Introduction
In this paper the greenhouse tomato crop production model presented in a companion paper
(Chapter 2),willbecalibrated andvalidated.Theoverallmodelcanbedivided intothreeinteracting
sub-models. The first sub-model is the greenhouse model, describing the greenhouse climate, i.e.
the greenhouse air temperature, soil temperature, CO2 concentration and humidity concentration.
Within this model a separate sub-model is distinguished to describe the heating pipe temperature.
The controls influencing the greenhouse climate are the CO2injection flux, the windward and leeside window opening and the heating water mixing valve position. The exogenous inputs are the
outside global radiation, the temperature, the CO2concentration, the humidity and the wind-speed.
The third sub-model is the tomato crop model describing the growth of a tomato crop and the
harvest oftomatoes asinfluenced bytheradiation andthegreenhouseclimate.
Usually the calibration of the greenhouse climate model and of the crop model are distinct
activities. However, in calibrating a greenhouse climate model, the evaporation flux and the CO2
consumption andproduction of thecropneed tobeknown.Asthesequantities aredifficult toassess
experimentally, model-based relationships canbeusedtoestimate thesefluxes, buttheresultisthat
thecalibration of the greenhouse climate depends upon theparameters of thecrop model. Hence,in
thispaper, greenhouse climate and crop model arecalibrated and validated in conjunction. First the
cropmodeliscalibrated usingglobalradiation andmeasured greenhouse climate asinputs.Nextthe
combined greenhouse-crop model is calibrated for the greenhouse climate parameters, thus giving
account totheinteractive natureof thegreenhouse-crop system.
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Themodel inthispaper isobtained through combining different, mostly scientific, models form the
literature. As aconsequence of this procedure the meaning of the parameters in the original models
and also the model structure may change. Therefore the model obtained in this way needs to be
calibrated. E.g. the heat transfer coefficient in the model of Tchamitchian etal.(\992), which isthe
starting point for the present greenhouse model, also accounted for the latent heat influence. In our
model the latent heat is modelled explicitly so the neat transfer coefficient will be different. The
tomato model is a continuous-time model which is a reduced version of a complex discrete-time
model.During thereduction processthemodel structure andthemeaning of existing parameters are
changed andnewparameters havebeen introduced.
To out knowledge, this is the first time a greenhouse and a tomato crop model are calibrated
simultaneously resulting inajoint greenhouse tomatocropproduction model.Inthis paper,first the
relevant theory on calibration and validation will be presented. Then the theory will be applied to
thetomatocropmodelandthegreenhouseclimatemodel.Theresultsandtheencountered problems
willbediscussed.Astheresultsrely heavily uponthemeasurement data,manyproblems arerelated
to data problems (e.g. sensor failure or lack of crop measurement data). In Appendix 1the list of
symbolsusedisgiven and inAppendix 2themodelequations arestated.Forafurther descriptionof
themodel andthesymbols oneisreferred tothecompanion paper (Chapter2).

3.2 Calibration and validation
Calibration of a model is the process of altering model parameters to get a better fit between
simulated and measured data.Theparameters chosen for calibration arethose,(i)that areuncertain,
(ii)thateffect themodelbehaviour most (sensitivity) and (iii)thateffect themodelbehaviour inthe
waythatisneededtoobtain abetterfitbetween measured and simulated data.
3.2.1 Calibration parameter selection
The calibration parameters can be selected in a formal way, or by reasoning, i.e. by looking at the
role of the parameters in the model. Formally the extent to which every parameter influences the
process behaviour and in what way it effects the process behaviour, can be examined using a
sensitivity analysis. The time evolution of the model sensitivity (S(t)) of all states with respect to
allparameters isdefined as:
5 ( 0 - ^
dp
where x(t)e1R" is the time evolution of the state vector, peJRm is the parameter vector and t
denotes time.From this it follows that S(t) is an nxm dimensional sensitivity matrix, where every
element represents the time evolution of the derivative of one state to one parameter. Frank (1976)
derives the following first order differential equation as an approximation for the time evolution of
S(t):
at
with

ox

dp

(1)
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(3)

wheretheright-handsideoftheoutputequationisdefined by / :
— = f{x,u,p)
dt
where u are the controls which do not depend on p. Often it is more convenient to look at the
sensitivity of theoutputs,rather than thestates.Iftheoutputsarecalculated from the statesby
y= g(x,u,p)
thentheoutput sensitivities arelinkedalgebraically tothestatesensitivitiesby
s =dy_=dg_s + dg_
y
dp dp dp
To be able tomake a good comparison between different sensitivities the relative sensitivity Srel is
calculated:

*«-*!>-JJLE.

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

y dp y
Adrawback isthatthiscanyieldnumerical problemswhenyisvery small orequaltozero.
Parameterranking isdoneonthebasisof
'/

J=JK,\dt
were t0istheinitialtimeand tf thefinal time.
To make the final selection also the course in time of the sensitivities and knowledge about the
certainty of thenominal parameter valueisused.

3.2.2 Calibration
Once the calibration parameters are selected they are optimised in a least squares sense (Bard,
1974).Theactual calibration isdone inMATLAB using themultivariable, non linear, optimisation
function fmins (MATLAB, 1992)tominimise theweighted sumof squared errors(J):
w
h

J= Ht Xu^P)-y M)J

/?*= argmin/(p)
where wh is the relative weight of each output, y^t^p) is the simulated output yh at time U and
yhj{tj) is the jth replicate of measurement yh at time r„ L is the number of outputs, M is the
number observation instants (times), and Af is the number of replicates at each observation instant
(time), p is the set of calibration parameters and p* are the parameters minimising J(p). The
different weights wh determine the relative importance of the various outputs in (9) withrespect to
each other.

(8)
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3.2.3 Evaluation
Tojudge theresult of the fitting procedure the covariance matrix Vp of the estimates is of interest
(Bard, 1974):
Vp=E(8p*8p*T)

(10)

where p* is the parameter vector that minimises equation 9. 8p* indicates a shift inp* due to a
change in measured values. So Vp is the expectation value of (dp*)2 over all possible measured
values.Equation 10canbeapproximated by(Bard 1974):
V"

(M
p

2

^YitfYit,)

e

(11)

Here H * is the Hessian and the right hand term is the first order approximation, where a\ is the
residual error variancedefined by:
1
2
a]=LMN-k A-l ,'=l j=\

EXXnfoa,^*)-^^))

(12)

LMN is the number of measurements and k is the number of estimated parameters. Y(tt) is a
matrix composed of first order derivatives of the model output with respect to the calibration
parameters:

Y{tt)-

'dyM

<?y,(p

dyW

dPi
dhih)
dp1

dPi
dy2(t.)
dp2

dpP
dy2{tt)
dp,

dyLih)
dp}

dyM
dp2

dyL(tt)
dpp

(13)

Inordertofacilitate thecomparison oftherelative accuracy of theparameters, V is normalised for
thesizeofthecalibration parameters:

2Y(ti)TY(ti)

2
V„
=CM
*"'Clp==CnpN-lCTpn = -a
C„
p
p
2 F p

Cl

(14)

where C isadiagonalmatrixwiththereciprocalofthenominalparameter valuesonthediagonal:
1

C.

0

1
0 — '•.

0
:

(15)

Pi

:
0

'•. '•.

0

• 0 JPn
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Thecorrelation matrix R isobtainedbynormalising V withrespect toitsdiagonal elements:
R„(iJ)=

Vpil j)
h

'

f

(16)

^P(U)VPUJ)\
where ;' andj run from 1to the number of calibration parameters. When Rp(i,j) is close to oneor
minus one,parameters iandyarestrongly correlated anditishardtoestimate them separately.
Dominant directions of parameter uncertainty can be found from an eigenvalue decomposition of
Vp defined by:
VpV=VA
where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and the columns of matrix V are the corresponding
eigenvectors.Thecolumnsof Vrepresent anorthogonal setoflinearcombinationsofthecalibration
parameters. When a diagonal element of A has a relatively large value, it means that the
corresponding eigenvector, that is the corresponding column of V, has a relatively large
uncertainty. Moreover when one element of this eigenvector is relatively large it means that the
corresponding parameter is relatively uncertain and only big variations in this parameter will
significantly influence thesumof squarederrors.
Even when it is possible to obtain agood fit when calibrating amodel on agiven data set thisdoes
not guarantee thatthe model is satisfactory, especially when thenumber of calibrated parameters is
large compared to the data-set. The ultimate evaluation of the calibration, is validation, that is the
comparison of simulation results withmeasurements thathavenotbeenused tocalibrate themodel.

3.2.4 Greenhousecropproductionmodel
Duetotheirinteraction, ideally, all sub-models of thegreenhouse cropproduction model should be
calibrated simultaneously. However, this is not possible, since there are no data-sets available that
include measurements of all states,controls and exogenous inputs over a sufficiently long period of
time. And even if these data-sets would be available it is practically impossible to carry out the
calibration, because of the large number of calibration parameters. Yet there are data-sets available
for tomatocrops and data-sets for thegreenhouse.Usingthesedata-sets itispossible tocalibratethe
separate sub-models sequentially partly taking into account their interaction. As the greenhouse
model needs input from the tomato crop model, first the tomato model, and after that the
greenhouse model must becalibrated. Sincethetimeconstants of thetomatomodel are much larger
than those of the greenhouse model the tomato model can be simulated with a considerably larger
time step than the overall model while the simulation period of the greenhouse model can be much
smaller than that of the overall model. Doing so much less data is needed and with respect to the
tomato model,different data-sets can beused, not necessarily restricted tothe same greenhouse.So
also data collected by others can be used. This is a benefit as greenhouse tomato crop growth
experiments are very costly and time consuming. Since the tomato model is a non linear model,
which behaves differently in different stages of the crop development, a complete growing season
of about 300days is needed to cover the whole validity range of the model. As for the greenhouse
model,thedata-setshavetobefrom theconsidered greenhouse.

(17)
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To calibrate the tomato model, two data sets collected by Heuvelink (1996), are used. Both sets
contain greenhouse climate data and the accompanying plant data regarding the same cultivar
Counter. These data sets are not suitable for calibration of the greenhouse model, because they are
notfrom thesamegreenhouse compartment that willbeused for theoptimal control experimentand
because they do not include the outside climate and controls. To calibrate the greenhouse model a
data set with data from the outside weather, the controls and the inside climate regarding that
greenhouse are used. The crop processes which influence the greenhouse model, are simulated by
thetomatomodel.
Thegreenhouse model isdivided intotwo sub-models, onedescribing theheating pipe temperature
and onedescribing theremaining greenhouse states.First theheating pipe model iscalibrated using
the measured greenhouse air temperature as an input. This subdivision is introduced for two
reasons. In the first place to keep the calibration simple. Secondly to obtain a better heating pipe
model, as in this way the heating pipe model is not influenced by possible weaknesses of the
greenhouseclimatemodel.
The greenhouse model has 42 parameters, the heating pipe model 6 and the tomato model 23.
Sensitivity analysis hasbeen used toselect thecalibration parameters for thetomatocropmodel.To
save time a combination of reasoning and trial and error was used to select the calibration
parameters for theclimate andheating pipemodel.
In the calibration it is assumed that the models are standard reduced models, which means that the
independent variable,inthiscasethetime,isassumed tobemeasured precisely.

3.3 Tomatocropproductionmodel
In the calibration of the tomato crop production model a comparison is made between the model
outputs and the measured plant outputs, i.e. the fruit dry weight, the leaf dry weight, the fruit
harvest dryweightand theleaf harvest dryweight(WF, WL, WHand WH ).
3.3.1 Sensitivity analysis
The calibration parameters are selected by performing a sensitivity analysis using real greenhouse
climate data. Several data sets from different parts of the year are available. Simulations show that
when themodel iscalibrated for onedata setitdoesnot accurately describe tomatocrop growth for
other data sets. Probably this is caused by the small number of data-points. Every data-set consists
namely of ten to fifteen measurement instants of four crop outputs, so every data set contains only
about forty data points. Compared to the number of calibration parameters, this is very few. To
increase the number of data points two data sets are used. Since the model will be used in an
optimal control experiment during summer and autumn, two data-sets from Heuvelink (1996)
covering thisperiod (experiment 7and 8)arechosenfor calibration.
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FIG. 1 RelativesensitivitiesofWF, WL, WHandWHtoachangein Pm,usingtheweatherdatafrom
experimentnumber 10 from Heuvelink(1996).
In the sensitivity analysis the data from experiment number 10 from Heuvelink (1996) have been
used. As an example figure 1shows the time evolution of the relative sensitivities of the fruit and
leaf dry weightand of thecumulativeharvested weightof fruits andleaves toachangein parameter
Pm. As can be seen Pm's biggest influence is on the fruit weight. This is because the main part of
the assimilates goes tothefruits. Theinfluence of Pmhas amaximum at about t=40days. Atthat
time aonepercent increase of Pmresults inasixpercent increase of WF. There aretworeasons for
this: (i) when the photosynthesis is higher, more leaves will be produced and consequently the
photosynthesis will get even higher. As aresult more assimilates are available for fruit growth,(ii)
Fruit growth is proportional to the present fruit weight, so when more fruits are produced in the
past, consequently also more fruits will be produced in the future. Similar arguments apply to the
leaves, but as a result of different values for the specific fruit and leaf growth rate coefficients
(equation A.37),andthedifference ininitialfruit andleaf weight and thedifference infruit andleaf
harvest, Sp"(t), the relative sensitivity of state WFwith respect to parameter p, is both larger and
shaped differently than S^L(t). The sensitivities of WHfand WH are equal to zero up to the

a
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Table1 Integral absolute sensitivities offivetomatooutput variables (fruit dry weight WF, leaf dryweight
WL, plant developmental state Dp,harvested fruit dry weight WHand harvested leaf dry weight
WH )toeighttomatomodelparametersandtheirtotalvalueperparameter.
momentthattheharvest startsat t=55days. Sincetheharvestoffruits andleavesisproportional to
the weight of fruit and leaves, S^ (55)=S]T'(55) and S^"1(55)=SjT'(55). Since WHf and W„L
arethecumulativeharvest weights,andtheharvestrateisproportional toWF and WL, SP"F(t) and
SP"L(t)behavelike theaverage value of the Sp"(t) and SpL(t) after t=55days. This appears from
the graphs in figure l.c and l.d. They are much smoother, and change slower than the graphs in
figure Laand l.b.
Table 1shows the five parameters chosen for calibration together with three additional parameters
with their sensitivity according toequation 8.Itturns out that thevegetative fruit growth parameter
v3 (equation A.37, determining the temperature dependence of the assimilate distribution) and the
plant development rate parameter di (equation A.25 and A.38 determining the temperature
dependence of the harvest rate and of theplant development rate) are very sensitive parameters,but
sincetheyarechosenreference values (deKoning, 1994),theirvalueisexactly known,sotheywill
not be used for calibration. WH and WHare very sensitive to a change in the plant development
rate parameter dx, since dx not only determines the harvest rate but also the moment harvesting
starts (equation A.38 through A.40, the harvest rate equations). This results in extremely high
relative sensitivities around that moment,butnot afterwards. The sensitivities totheLAI-correction
function parameters m(not shown in table 1) and wR (equation A.30, LAI-correction function)
yieldsimilartimeevolutions,sousingbothofthemfor calibration issuperfluous. Asequation A.30
is completely new compared to de Koning (1994), at least one of them needs to be calibrated, and
since wR is the most sensitive one,
nominal value
parameter
calibrated value
wR is chosen. Disregarding their
0.5983 [-]
1.636 [-]
yF
signs, the time evolutions of the
0.5983 [-]
0.4805 [-]
yL
relative sensitivities to a change in
32.23 [g.m"2]
17.80 [g.m"2]
*«
maximum photosynthesis Pm and wR
P„
194.7 [g.s'.m" 2 ]
118.7 [g.s-'.m"2]
are very similar, only for t> 80days
v,

1.725 [-]

1.377 [-]

Table2 Nominal and calibrated values of the tomato model
calibrationparameters

^

**••
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change in wR, Sw"L{t), is almost zero, whereas SP"L(t) is almost one. Because of this different
influence both Pm and wR are chosen as calibration parameters. Furthermore, compared to
Nederhoff (1994), the photosynthesis function has been adapted and consequently the
photosynthesis parameters probably need to be changed. Pm is also chosen because it is the
maximum photosynthesis (equation A.31), which is an important quantity. Moreover the
correspondingparameter p2 from Nederhoff (1994)showsconsiderablevariationbetween different
experiments.The vegetative fruit growth ratioparameter v{ directly influences thedistribution ratio
between fruits and leaves (equation A.37), as can be seen from the opposite signs of S*L(t) and
S*F(t) and furthermore thetomato output variables arequite sensitive to achange in v: (Table 1).
Thiscombination makes itasuitablecalibration parameter.
Finally the fruit and leaf harvest coefficient parameters yF and yL (equation A.39 and A.40) are
chosen as calibration parameters, since they determine the fruit and leaf harvest, that are modelled
inacompletely different waythan inthemodelof deKoning (1994).
The zeros in table 1represent the fact that Dp does not depend upon any state of the plant model,
butonly onthegreenhousetemperature.
3.3.2 Calibration
Theweights wh inequation 9areallsetequal toonesinceevery yh represents theweight ofapart
of the plant or a harvested part of the plant. Dp is not used because there are no measurements
available.Table 2shows thecalibration results.Itshows that unlikethe apriori assumption yF and
yL areunequal.Apparently alargerfraction ofthefruits isharvestedthanoftheleaves.Thiscanbe
explained by the fact that the absolute fruit growth rate (gFWF) is bigger than the absolute leaf
growth rate (gLWL). Sotoregulate the amount of fruits yF must be bigger than yL (equation A.23
and A.24). The nominal values of Pm and wR are determined using only a two week period of the
1994experiment and are therefore not very certain. Still the order of magnitude of the nominal and
calibrated valuesisthesame.Thenominalvalueof v{ isdirectlyderived from deKoning.The
100xV p :
0.2450
0.1016
0.0092
0.0100
-0.0088

0.1016
3.0234
0.2988
0.1562
0.1242

0.0920
0.2988
3.2845
0.5189
0.0171

0.0100 -0.0088
0.1562 0.1242
0.5189 0.0171
0.1496 0.0342
0.0342 0.0376

1

0.1180

0.1026
0.0948

0.0524 -0.0913
0.2322 0.3681
0.7402 0.0488
0.4556
1
1
0.4556

0.1180
1
0.1026 0.0948
0.0524 0.2322
-0.0913 0.3681

1
0.7402
0.0488

-0.0395
-0.5181
-0.8405
-0.1517
-0.2368

0.0147
0.8529
-0.5184
-0.0500
0.0340

0.9951
-0.0280
-0.0167
-0.0602
-0.0716

-0.0833
0.0549
0.1378
-0.8522
-0.4947

0.0331
-0.0186
0.0075
-0.4945
0.8651

lOOxA:
3.5672
0
0
2.8393
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0.2406
0
0

0
0
0
0.0765
0

0
0
0
0
0.0166

Table3 The covariance matrix, its eigenvalue decomposition and the correlation matrix of thetomato
modelfortheparametersyF, yL, wR, Pmandvtforexperiment 7and 8
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calibrated value is 20% lower than the nominal value. This may be caused by the change from a
discrete-time model to a continuous-time model. The model of de Koning used the average
temperature overoneday asaninput tocompute theratiobetween thepotential fruit and vegetative
growth rate,whereas thereduced model usestheinstantaneous temperature. Asmostofthetimethe
buffer is only filled during day time, the reduced model uses a higher effective temperature. To
compensate for this,thecalibrated valueof v, islowerthan thenominalvalue.
Figure 2 and 3 show the calibration results. The circles are the measurements and the lines are the
simulation results. Every circle represents one replicate of a measurement, i.e. measurement of one
plant. In figure 2, until the moment the harvest starts (day 50) the WFand WLare a little too high,
after that they are too low. Until day 80 the simulation of WH gives a good fit, after that it is too
low. Finally the fit of WH is not very good. In Figure 3, especially until the harvest starts, the
simulation results of WF and WL are too high, later they give a good fit. WH gives a good fit,
whereas WHistoolow.In bothfigures,atthe startof the simulation, B is toobig compared to WL,
later the value of B is more realistic. Furthermore both figures show that Dp gives a good
description ofthemoment theharvest starts.
Table 3shows Vp, V , A and Rp for experiment 7 and 8. In Athe first two diagonal element are
relatively big so the corresponding eigenvectors of V (the first two columns of V) are relatively
uncertain. Sinceinbotheigenvectors thesecondand third element arerelatively big,thesecondand
third parameter, yL and wR, are relatively uncertain. Because, in the experimental data, the leaves
arepicked about onceevery four weeks (figure 2and 3),it is impossible toobtain agoodfitfor the
leaf harvesting model which assumes continuous leaf harvesting. In reality the leaf harvest is
approximately continuous, as the leaves are picked at least once a week. Furthermore, the moment
the first leaves are picked is assumed to be equal to the moment the first fruits are harvested. In
reality the picking of leaves starts about one or two weeks earlier. Since the model gives a good
prediction of themoment thefruit harvest starts,theprediction of themoment theleaf harvest starts
is one or two weeks late. Consequently the estimated value of yL (equation A.40) is relatively
uncertain. wR determines the WL dependence of the photosynthesis (equation A.30). This
dependence only manifests when WL is small, not when WL is big. Because most of the time the
plantisfull grown, wR ishard todetermine,therefore also wR isrelatively uncertain.
The third diagonal element of A is more than ten times smaller than the first two, so compared to
the first two, the third eigenvector is relatively certain. Hence yF is relatively certain, as the third
eigenvector is almost completely determined by yF. This means that the assumption of continuous
harvest is better for the fruits than for the leaves. This is to be expected, since in the experimental
data the fruits are harvested three times a week and the leaves are picked once every four weeks,
whereas inthemodelbotharedescribed byamonotonously rising function. Furthermore thereisno
time lag as in the case of the picking of leaves. The last two diagonal elements of A are another
three and fourteen times smaller. Accordingly Pm and V[ are relatively certain. Like wR, Pm
determines thephotosynthesis, but unlike wR, the influence of Pmmanifests for all WL. Asaresult
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Pmisrelatively certain, v, isthemostcertain parameter, indicating that equation A.37 givesagood
description oftheratiobetween therelativefruit growthrateandtherelative leaf growthrate.
3.3.3 Validation
Thetomato modeliscalibrated usingtwo summer data sets (set 1:5-7-'88till 13-10-'88,set2: 5-7'90 till 27-9-'90). This is the same period of the year that the optimal control experiment is carried
out.Thevalidation dataarefrom almostthe sameperiod of theyear (3-8-'88till 23-11-'88).
Figure 4 shows the validation results. Figure 4.b clearly shows that the model gives a good
description of thefruit growth. After day 50the fruit weight is alittle high. This may bedue tothe
fact that the predicted fruit harvest starts about one week late (figure 4.e). Apart from this shift in
time, the fruit harvest prediction is reasonable. During the whole simulation period the predicted
leaf weight is a little too high (figure 4.c). The larger difference between day 43 and 64 is partly
caused by the discrete picking of leafs at day 43,while the model is continuous and the predicted
leaf picking starts only atday 56 (figure 4.f). Overall thevalidation results for this data setarequite
good. Using a different data-set with autumn/winter measurements the results are less good,
suggesting that the temperature dependence of the assimilate distribution needs further attention.
Maybe not only Vj but also v2 and v3 need tobe calibrated. Probably the results can be improved
further bysimultaneouscalibration ondata setsfrom allseasons.

3.4 Greenhouse model
As already explained, first the heating system model has been calibrated and secondly the
greenhouse climate model (i.e. greenhouse temperature, soil temperature, CO2 concentration and
humidity concentration). The heating system can be calibrated separately, since it is a subsystem,
whose inputs and outputs and state are measured. Once the heating system model is calibrated, the
outputs of the heating system model and of the tomato model will function as inputs in calibrating
the greenhouse model. Then the heat balance, the C0 2 mass balance and the vapour mass balance
willbecalibrated simultaneously.
3.4.1 Heatingpipemodel
First of all the parameters that will be calibrated must be chosen. Because there are only six
parameters in the heating pipe model no formal sensitivity analysis is performed for the heating
pipes. Combining trial and error with prior knowledge about the uncertainty of the parameters, the
calibration parameters are selected. It turns out that a good fit can be obtained by calibrating the
following three uncertain
parameter I
nominal value
I calibrated value
parameters. Firstly the air1.524
[W.m'VC"1]
pipe heat transfer coefficient
0.7478 [W.m-VC1]
v
5
4
6.323-10"
[-]
parameter v from equation
MO" [-]
P
5.733
[°C]
A.
19, the exact value of
2.0 [°C]
T.
Table4 Nominalandcalibratedvaluesoftheheatingpipecalibration
P
parameters v, p and T for the data of March 30th and geometry of the heating pipe
»_ i_Ti.mr.-i
construction. Secondly the
March31st1994.
, .
.
...
heating
pipe radiation
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absorption efficiency coefficient j8 defined in equation A.3, because it is a new parameter
compared to the model of Tchamitchian et al., whose value is unknown. The third calibration
parameter is introduced to correct for sensor failure. When the heating is turned off, the incoming
temperature, Tpu and the outgoing temperature, Tpo, of the heating system water should be almost
equal after about one hour.However, themeasurements show adifference of about 4 °C ,that lasts
for several hours. As a correction the temperature difference Tg -T in equation A.19 has been
augmented withacorrection temperature Tc, so a(7 g -T ) becomes:

" T M ? T +T \{T -T +T )
p

c

g

p

c

Thethirdcalibration parameter isthiscorrection temperatureTc.
The data used for calibration of the model come from the experiment in 1994 growing the same
cultivar of tomatoes in the same compartment of the same greenhouse (Tap, van Willigenburg and
van Straten, 1996) as in the 1995 greenhouse optimal control experiment (Chapter 7). In the 1994
experiment the greenhouse climate was measured every minute and every seven days destructive
plant measurements were performed. Every minute new controls were applied to the greenhouse,
that were computed by an optimal control algorithm. The controls were not measured but for the
calibration itisassumed thattherealised controlsequal thecomputed ones.Thelongestperiod from
the 1994 experiment that the control was working consecutively, is used for calibration. This is a
period of one and a half day from March 30 till March 31 1994. Table 4 shows the calibration
results.The calibrated value of v is more than twotimes the nominal value and Tc is almost three
times its nominal value of 2.0 °C (equation A.20). These two may be correlated, because when Tc
is bigger the heat transfer from pipe to air is smaller and when v is bigger the heat transfer is
bigger. This can also be concluded from Rp in table 5. The nominal value for /? is a rough
estimate.Therefore thedifference between thenominal andcalibrated valueof /3 isnotalarming.
Table 5 shows the covariance matrix V of the calibration of the pipe temperature. The third
diagonal element of the eigenvalue matrix A is relatively big. Sothe corresponding eigenvector of
V , i.e. the third column of V , is relatively uncertain. Since this eigenvector is mainly determined
by fS,this means that P is relatively uncertain, indicating that the radiation influence on the pipe
104 xVnp

0.6175 0.4817 0.2392
0.4817 6.0397 -1.1043
0.2392 -1.1043 0.7007

-0.7583 -0.6475 -0.0751
-0.0678 0.1929 -0.9789
-0.6483 -0.7372 0.1901
04xA:
0.8650
0
0

R

P-

0
0.2017
0

0
0
6.2911

1
0.2495
0.3636

0.2495 0.3636
1
-0.5368
-0.5368
1

Table5 Thecovariance matrix, its eigenvalue decomposition and the correlation matrix of theheating
pipemodelcalibrationparameters v , ;8 andTc fordataofMarch30thandMarch31st 1994.

(18)
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temperature is not described very well by this model. The first two diagonal elements of A are
small compared tothe third element. Since both corresponding eigenvectors are mainly determined
by the first and third parameter, it means that v and Tc are relatively certain. The non-diagonal
elements of Rp arequitesmall,indicating that itispossible toestimateeveryparameter separately.
Infigure 5the dashed line isthe value of T derived from the measurements according toequation
A.20andthe solidlineisthesimulation of Tp after calibration.Asonecanseethecalibration yields
goodresults.Especially the slow changesarewelldescribed, thehigh frequencies aredescribed less
accurately. The deviation between calibration and measurement at f=1300 is due to unmodelled
non-linearity's in the valve characteristics. Comparing Tpwith Tg,it shows that Tpis always
higher than T, even when the heating valve is closed, indicating that the term Ap@Gin equation
A.3 can not be left out. The heating pipe model is validated together with the greenhouse climate
model.Theresults willbediscussed inthenextsection.
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3.4.2 Thegreenhouse climate model
The greenhouse climate model is calibrated the same way as the heating system model. Firstly the
states used for calibration are chosen. Secondly the calibration parameters are chosen. Thirdly an
optimisation criterion isselected andfinally theactualcalibration is performed.
Theheatexchangebetween greenhouseairand soilisdetermined bythegreenhouseair temperature
and the top soil temperature. This is described by the first order model equation A.2.In reality the
soil systemisadistributed system.Thegraphs of Tg and Ts infigure 6show thatthemeasurements
of Tgand Tsare almost in counter-phase. The maximum phase shift of equation A.2 is only 90
degrees however, instead of the observed 180degrees.As the observed soil temperature can notbe
described by equation A.2, Ts is not used for calibration, only the remaining model states, i.e.Tg,
C, and //, are used for calibration. Ts doesnotdescribe thesoil temperature atthe sensor position,
Tsservestodescribe theheatflow betweengreenhouseairandsoil.
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The inputs of the greenhouse model are the plant states that influence the greenhouse climate,
namely the fruit dry weight and the leaf dry weight, furthermore the outside weather and the
controls.Here thecontrols are the window opening,the relative heating valve opening and theCO2
injection flux. During the calibration T is simulated, so the measured Tpis not an input. By
simulating T, allmodelinteractions aretaken intoaccount.
3.4.3 Processing ofthe measurements
The dry bulb temperature, Tg,and the wet bulb temperature, Tw, are both measured by a
thermocouple inside a ventilated measurement box in the middle of the greenhouse compartment.
From these the inside relative humidity iscalculated. First the saturated vapour pressure at T, p*g,
according to equation A.10 and the humidity ratio at saturated vapour pressure at Tg, W*,
according to equation A.16, must be calculated. W* is used to compute the humidity ratio for dry
bulbtemperature T andwetbulbtemperature^ (ASHRAE, 1993):

15
time[h]
FIG. 7. Greenhousetemperaturecalibrationresults.— measurements,-

30
simulations.
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" gw

Where wl through vv4 are humidity ratio parameters. The inverse relation of equation A.16yields
thevapourpressure p :
v W
PgW
g"

~a> +Wgw

(20)

therelativehumidity ofthegreenhouse airVgR isthepercentageratiobetween p*g and p :
VgR =

\W^

(21)

Theabsolutehumidity istheproductoftherelativehumidity andtheabsolute saturationhumidityat
Tg, p*g. Combining thiswithequationA.l1 yields:
V

V =

4

s*Pg

l0 A{Tg+T0)

(22)

where A is an absolute saturation humidity parameter. Since wet bulb measurements do not work
when it is freezing, the outside relative humidity is not determined by wet bulb temperature
measurements. So a Vaisala capacitive humidity sensor is used. For calibration purposes the
measured relative humidity is adapted to 0.93xH R , since the measured values of the outside
relative humidity exceed the 100 %, which is physically impossible. The value of 0.93 is chosen
such that the maximum value of the adapted relative humidity is about 98%. Based on this
corrected outside relative humidity the outside absolute humidity is calculated. So the exact
absolute valueof theoutsideabsolute humidity isunsure,butqualitatively itstimeevolution willbe
correct.
The C02-concentration inside and outside are both measured with an Uras3G infra red absorption
CCVmeter, which is aquite accurate device.Because there is only one instrument available for the
whole greenhouse, it measures all compartments one at a time. Consequently every 10-12 minutes
one measurement is available for every compartment. Also a Siemens non dispersive infrared C0 2
analyser is available for the inside measurement. This device has a bias, that slowly changes in
time, but it gives continuous measurement results. Since the time interval during which has been
measured is quite short (1796 min.), it is assumed that the
quantity
bias is a constant. This bias has been determined, by
wh
3
2
comparing the URAS and Siemens measurements. The by
T
7.64-10"
[°C
]
,
this offset corrected Siemens C0 2 measurements, are used
2
8.29 [pprn ]
C,
for the calibration. There are no minute by minute plant
4.72-103 [kg"2.m6]
v,
measurements available, so the interpolated plant
Table6Greenhousemodelcalibration
measurements are used as the value of the fruit dry weight
weights.
andtheleafdryweight.
The weighting parameters wh (equation 9) are taken
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proportional to the reciprocal of the variance of y/,. It is assumed that the variance of v/, is
proportional toy/,2.Thisyields:
w, =

(23)

['yldt

Table6shows theresulting valuesofWh.
The yh, with h running from 1to 3,denote respectively T , C, and V^.t0 and tf are the starting
andendtimeofthecalibration period.
3.4.4 Calibration
To save time, the choice of the parameters that will be calibrated is based on the function of the
parameters in the model, prior knowledge about the uncertainty of the parameters and on trying
different combinations of parameters. When the greenhouse volume,Vg, is chosen as a calibration
parameter, the calibration yields an unrealistically big volume of 20 times the true volume. The
resultisavery smoothtimeevolution of C, and H,, withonlyverysmallfast fluctuations, whereas

0.95

0.85
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^0.75
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15
time[h]
FIG. 8. CO2concentrationcalibrationresults.— measurements,-
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the data set shows fast changing signals as aresult of strongly fluctuating window openings.When
the greenhouse volume is set on itstrue value the time evolution of the simulation includes the fast
fluctuations, but the sumof squared errors has a much bigger value. In the simulation it is namely
assumed that the computed window openings equal the real ones, but in reality there are some
dynamics and a time lag between computations and the actual control action. Also the greenhouse
air dynamics are ignored by the static ventilation model. The original value of the greenhouse
volumeyieldstherightdynamicbehaviour and arelatively high sumof squared errors.Sodespitea
low wsse, alarge V yields averybadfit.Therefore V. isnotusedfor calibration.
Theproblemin choosing therightcalibration parameters istofind acombination ofparametersthat
yields agoodfit for boththeCO2concentration andthehumidity.Itiseasy togetagoodfitforboth
greenhouse temperature and CO2 concentration or both greenhouse temperature and the humidity

15
20
25
time[h]
FIG. 9. Simulationresultsoftheheatingpipetemperature,usingthesimulatedgreenhouseclimateasaninput
insteadofthemeasuredgreenhouseclimate.
measurements,
simulations
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concentration, but it is hard to fit all
three simultaneously.
In
calibrating
the
greenhouse
r
temperature, the CO2 concentration and
the humidity, 4 parameters have been
calibrated. Firstly two parameters
Table7Nominal and calibrated values of the greenhouse
concerning the transpiration, namely q
calibrationparameters.
and r from equation A.14 and
furthermore the radiation conversion factor t] from equation A.l and finally the C0 2 injection flux
(pinjfrom equation A.4. Since the Penman-Monteith equation has been modified, q and r need to
be calibrated. Since the model of Tchamitchian does not incorporate separate latent heat terms, the
original value of r\ is quite big. Now that the latent heat is included, r) needs modification. The
expectation is that 77 will become smaller now. The best fit for the CO2 concentration and the
humidity can be obtained by adapting the photosynthesis and the respiration, however this would
require arecalibration of the tomato model. Measurements show that the CO2injection flux differs
from day to day. Probably this has to do with the degree of fullness of the CO2cylinders and the
parameter

nominal value
0.01 [m'.g 1 ]
0.01 [mlg 1 ]
0.7 [-]
0.0021 [g.s1]

calibrated value
4.69M0"3 [m 2 .g']
0.2216 [mlg 1 ]
0.5213 [-]
1.18M0"3 [g.s1]

0.025

0.02

0)0.015

0.01

0.005

0

5

10

. 10. Absolutehumiditycalibrationresults.
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CO2demand of the other greenhouse compartments. As its exact value is unknown then, theCO2
injection flux hasbeen calibrated.
Table 7 shows the nominal and calibrated values of theparameters used for greenhouse calibration.
Matrix V from table 8shows thateveryeigenvector isalmostentirely determinedbyone parameter
and every eigenvector by a different parameter. Combining V and A shows that r is the most
uncertain parameter and q is relatively uncertain as well. This indicates that the moisture balance
(equation A.5) is relatively uncertain. This can be caused by all terms, the evapotranspiration
(equationA.14) theventilation (equation A.7)andthecondensation (equation A.17) The correlation
matrix shows aconsiderable correlation between qand r, which is logical since q and r areboth
parameters of the numerator of the transpiration function (equation A.14). Furthermore V and A
show that 77 and especially q>inj are relatively certain, indicating that the model can give a good
description oftheCO2concentration andthegreenhouse airtemperature.
3.4.5 Validation
The validation and calibration data were all measured at the same greenhouse compartment. The
controls aregenerated bythereceding horizon optimalcontrol algorithm testedinthe95experiment
attheHorticultural department inWageningen.
In the validation the simulated (predicted) values for the greenhouse climate, including the heating
pipe temperature, will be compared tothemeasurements.To calculate the simulation, the measured
controls,outside climate and initial values areused as inputs tothe model.The plant measurements
areused tocompute the photosynthesis and transpiration of the crop.Since the plant measurements
weretaken every 10days,theintermediate valuesarelinearly interpolated.
As the simulated soil temperature Ts is an artificial quantity, its value is not equal to the soil
temperature measurements. Therefore the initial value for Ts can not be taken from the
measurements. To remove the effect of this choice of the initial value of Ts, three extra days are
simulated before the start of the validation period, to get a good initial value for Ts, assuming that
the influence of the initial value is negligible after three days.This has been tested by starting with
p•

-0.3000
0.9539
0.0008
-0.0001

0.9452
0.2972
0.1350
0.0063

-0.1287
0.0413
-0.9903
-0.0327

0.0017
0.0004
0.0333
0.9995

A:
0.3889
0
0
0

0
0.0347
0
0

0
0
0.0035
0

0
0
0
0.0073

0.0660 -0.1015 0.0039 0.0002
-0.1015 0.3570 0.0015 0.0000
0.0039 0.0015 0.0041 -0.0001
0.0002 0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0073
R
-0.6614 0.2360 0.0087
1
-0.6614
1
0.0405 0.0004
0.2360 0.0405
1
-0.0180
0.0087 0.0004 -0.0180
1

Table8The covariance matrix, its eigenvalue decomposition and the correlation matrix of the greenhouse
modelfortheparameters q, r, TJand (plnj forthedataofMarch30thandMarch31st1994.
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3different Ts(0): 14, 15and 16°C.After three days Ts wasalmost the same for all three situations
with a mutual difference less than 10"6°C, which is satisfactory, since Ts has an average value of
about 15°Cwithanamplitudeof2°C.
The outside relative humidity (RH0) is measured using a capacitive sensor. The RH0
measurements, as can be seen in figure 11a, have a maximum value higher than 100% (115%) ,
which is physically impossible. Therefore in the validation, RH0 measurements for the same time
period from IMAG (figure lib) will be used instead. IMAG is at the opposite side of Wageningen
compared to the Horticultural department, at a distance of about 3 km. Figure lib shows that the
RH0 of IMAG stays under 100%. Comparing the accompanying absolute humidity (figure lid)
with the rain detection measurements in figure 13a shows that at the moment it starts raining, a
sudden upward change of the absolute outside humidity occurs. Comparing the absolute humidity
measurements of IMAG (figure lid) and the absolute humidity measurements inside the
greenhouse (figure 1lc), shows that sudden changes in the outside humidity concentration can be
seenintheinsideconcentration. Thisistobeexpected, astheoutsidehumidity concentration ispart
of the inside humidity balance when the windows are open (equation A.5). Moreover the
simulations based on the IMAG measurements look much more like the inside relative humidity
(RHj) measurements than thoseusing theoriginal measurements.

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
time [h]

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
time [h]

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
time [h]
time[h]
FIG.11. Insideandoutsidehumiditymeasurementsof2-9-95till4-9-95.
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Figure 12ashowsthatduring daytime,whenthesun isshining (figure 13d),themodelgivesagood
prediction of the measured greenhouse temperature. During the night however, the greenhouse air
temperature isabout2°Ctoolow.Thiscanbecausedbyatoolargeairsoilheattransfer coefficient
resulting in atoobigheatflux tothe soil.Itmayalsobecaused by atoo small pipe-air heat transfer
coefficient. Furthermore the heat exchange with the outside air through the cover can be toobigin
the model. The ventilation itself does not seem to be too large since exactly between 40 and 48 h,
whenTg istoolow,the simulated humidity concentration istoohigh.From0-8 hand from 20-28h,
themodelpredictsatoohighpipetemperature.Thismaybecausedbynon-linearity's intheheating
watermixing valve characteristics. Because during both periods the valve isoften opened till about
30%,whileintheotherperiodsitis often opened 100%.
Figure 13fshowstheoutsideCO2measurements.Thepeaksinthe signalarenotrealistic.Theymay
be measurement errors (e.g. the wrong channel of the CO2multiplexer), or perhaps, depending on
thewinddirection, theexhaust fumes oftheheating system influence themeasurements. Figure 12c
and lie, both show the inside CO2concentration. Most of the time the model description is very
good except for somepeaks.Comparing figure 14cand 12dshows that the peaks are caused by the
CO2injection. Since the CO2dosage sometimes did not work, the peaks may be caused by the fact
that in reality no CO2is dosed, while the simulation is based on the assumption that CO2is being
dosed. The deviation from 48 till 56 h can be caused by a too low ventilation in the model during
this period, it also might be caused by the too high outside CO2 measurements, which appear
especially duringthisperiod.
Figure 12dshows theabsolute inside humidity. Figure 12f shows therelative insidehumidity ofthe
greenhouse air RHt. Since the RH,-value depends on both Tgand V),the relative error of RH,
depends on the relative errors of the simulated Tg and Vj. In the period from 20 - 28hboth errors
compensate each other, in the period from 0 - 8 h. the error in RHt comes from Tgand in the
period from 42 - 56 h. both errors intensify each other. Furthermore during the day time the
amplitude of the fluctuations of the simulated RH{ are much bigger than the measured RHi.
Possiblecauses areatoolargeamplitude of E, O v , or Mc (equation A.5).
The erratic behaviour of Vj can also be caused by the assumption that the ventilation is a static
function, while in reality dynamics are involved. Because the wind-speed varies rapidly, the
simulated ventilation variesrapidly,causing fast changesin RHt inthemodel.

3.5Discussion
Itisclearthatthecalibration andvalidation of thegreenhousetomatocropproduction modelcanbe
further improved. Suggestions how to do this are presented in the text. Keeping in mind the large
variance in the crop measurements, it is to be expected that the models will never become highly
accurate,.Therefore themodels that arepresented here will be used for thedevelopment of optimal
control ofgreenhouse tomatocropproduction.
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The heating pipe model gives good calibration results. Compared to the other heating pipe
calibration parameters, the heating pipe radiation absorption efficiency coefficient {Sis the most
uncertain. In the validation the results are less good, since the model is influenced by the errors in
the greenhouse climate model. The covariance matrix of the greenhouse climate calibration
parameters shows that the evaporation radiation parameter q and the evaporation vapour pressure
deficit parameter r(equation A.14)arethemost uncertain parameters.Thevalidation showsthatthe
simulated relative humidity sometimes displays considerable deviations from the measurements.
Therefore thehumidity modelneedsfurther attention.
Overall the calibration and validation results of the greenhouse model are satisfactory. There are
several reasons for the remaining deviations between the greenhouse model and measurements, for
this. First there are sensor problems (the humidity sensor, the CO2sensor and thepipe temperature
sensor). Secondly it is assumed that the realised controls equal the computed ones, whereas this is
not always the case. Furthermore the model assumes the greenhouse to be a perfectly stirred tank,
whereas in reality there is a spatial distribution. Improving the measurements and measuring the
controls will probably improve thecalibration results,just liketheuseofmoreadvanced models for
photosynthesis (e.g. Nederhoff, 1994), ventilation, condensation or evapotranspiration (e.g.
Stanghellini, 1987).Doing this atrade off has tobemadebetween the complexity and the accuracy
of themodel,inordertobeabletouseitfor theon-lineoptimal control of tomatocropproduction.
The calibration and validation results of the tomato model are reasonable. Validation results for a
similar period of theyear asused for thecalibration arequite good, validation results for a different
period are less good. This may be overcome by calibrating the tomato model simultaneously on
different data-sets from different seasons.However the quality of calibration is determined by both
themodel and themeasurement data.Asthenumber ofcropmeasurements is small,the variation in
the calibrated parameters is large.The plant measurements themselves are quite accurate, but there
is a large variation between individual plants, and there are even large variations between crops
when they are grown under equal conditions. Consequently an increase of the number of crop
measurements, preferably continuous crop measurements, would greatly improve the calibration
possibilities.
The change from a complex discrete-time model to a reduced order continuous-time model,
possibly causes many of the encountered tomato crop calibration problems. Jones et al. (1999)
chose a similar approach in reducing a complicated tomato model (in their case TOMGRO v3.0).
Yet their reduced model is still a discrete-time model, as the partitioning of assimilates takes place
once a day. This way no assimilate buffer is needed, so they can stay much closer to the original
tomato model. Therefore it is easier to obtain a good correspondence between model and
measurements.However, theirreduced modelisnotcontinuous intime,soitcannotbeusedfor the
on-line control of greenhouse tomato crop production. As our reduced tomato model is continuous
in time, its calibration would benefit greatly when online plant measurements would be available.
Especially so,when they wouldconcern awholegrowing season.Thisway muchmore information
isavailable andconsequently theplantdynamicscanbecalibrated much better.
Jones found that some tomato parameters depend upon the cultivar. Probably the samewill hold for
hetomatomodelpresented inthispaper. Asevery greenhouse and itsheating systemissituated and
constructed differently, thegreenhouse and heating system parameters will depend onthe situation.
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Therefore on-line parameter estimation is needed, to apply this model to the optimal control of an
arbitrary greenhouse tomatocropproduction system.
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3.8 Appendix1:

Listofusedsymbols

symboldescription
value
units
h
absolute saturation humidity parameter
2.16675.10"2 g . P a ' . m ^ C 1
w,
humidityratioparameter
2501
J.g"1
w2 humidity ratioparameter
1.006
J.g'^C" 1
w3
humidityratioparameter
1.805
J.g~l.°C~l
w4
humidityratioparameter
4.186
J.g"1."(J1

3.9 Appendix2:

Modelequations

Symbols seeNomenclature

3.9.1 Greenhouse model
Cs^ =K{T0-Tg)+a(Tp-Tg)+kr{T0-Tg)+ks{Ts-Tg)+r1G-AE

+-^-iMc

(A.l)

C,^- =-ks{Ts-Tg)+kd(Td-Ts)

(A.2)

PCPVP^ =^^(Th-Tp)+ApPG-AATp-Tg)

(A.3)
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V HC

f ^ =4>v(C0-Ci)+<pi„J+R-nPg

(A.4)
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dt
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dt
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3.9.2 Tomato model
dB
+ Lve,—L
fgFWF+vg
dt s
z
dWF
dt =

Tp im- +pOT.
rp
"~ 2

f\-d4t-h

(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)
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(A.39)
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wHF=jhFwFdt
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W
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Optimal control of greenhouse climate:computation ofthe
influence offast andslowdynamics1
R.F. Tap, L.G. van Willigenburg, G. van Straten, E.J. van Henten
Abstract. Incaseof optimal greenhouse climatecontrolthefast greenhouse dynamicsaregenerally
ignored. Only the slow dynamics that describe the crop behaviour are considered. Through the
computation of optimal climate controls for growing lettuce in greenhouses, subjected to actual
weather, it is demonstrated that the neglect of the greenhouse dynamics seriously affects the result
(net profit).
Key Words. Agriculture; greenhouse climate; multivariable control systems; optimal control;
optimisation

Introduction
Theprofit obtainedfrom lettucecropproduction ingreenhousesismainlydeterminedbytheproduction rate, the price of lettuce, and the costs associated with maintaining a favourable climate in the
greenhouse. The control of the temperature, the C02-concentration and the relative humidity, the
mainclimate variablesinthegreenhouse,results inconflicting interestsconcerning heating,ventilation and C0 2 supply, the main control variables. At present hierarchical rules based on experience
guide the choice of setpoints for temperature, C02-concentration and relative humidity. In reality
the market gardener does not want to realize setpoints but he wants to maximise profit.
Optimal control of greenhouse climate entails the operation of the control variables such that the
economic profit of the grower is maximised. The basis of this approach is a crop model that
describes the crop behaviour under influence of the indoor climate conditions which in turn are
determined by the outside weather conditions and the exerted control actions. This system is
characterised by both fast and slow dynamics, the first associated with the greenhouse climate and
thesecondwithcropgrowth.Thecomputation ofoptimal controlsfor such systemsraisesnumerical
difficulties (Kalman, 1964). In the literature solutions for the seasonal optimisation problem have
been presented assuming slowly changing weather (e.g. Seginer, 1992;van Henten and Bontsema,
1991). As the dynamics describing cropbehaviour are much slower than the physical greenhouse
dynamics, the latter can be ignored in this case and seasonal optimization can treat the physical
climate as immediately realizable through the control. It can be shown that the error by assuming
the greenhouse dynamics tobe infinitely fast in these type of calculations is small (van Henten and
Bontsema, 1992). However, because the weather in reality changes fast and is a dominant disturbance,itisno longer obvious that thegreenhouse dynamics can stillbe ignored.Tocompute optimal
controlstheweather shouldbecompletely known overthetimeinterval overwhichthe optimisation
takes place. Since long term weather predictions are unreliable we are confronted with a trade off
concerning the choice of this time interval. If for instance we take it small the weather predictions

'published in Proceedings 12th IFAC World Congress, Sydney, Australia, 10: 321-324
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used will be good and wehave nonumerical difficulties, however the system behaviour in thelong
run is not taken into account.
Our aimis todetermine the effects of neglecting the influence of the fast changing weather andthe
fast greenhouse dynamics on the calculated optimal control. To do this we will consider the
optimisation overashortperiodof time (compared tothe growing period) for the situation with and
without greenhouse dynamics and by using either measured weather data or a smoothed version of
it. It is assumed to be known in advance what the weather will be like every minute (perfect
weather prediction).Thecriterion of comparison will betheprofits made when the optimal controls
resultingfrom eachofthesefour combinations areappliedtothesystemmodeledbyfast greenhouse
dynamics subjected to the measured weather data.

Optimal controlproblems
The crop model describes the crop behaviour under influence of the indoor climate conditions,
which inturn aredetermined bytheoutside weatherconditions andtheexertedcontrol actions.This
can be formalised as
dx
j

•/ ^ c' p1

e'

c'

dxB

(1)
(2)

in which xc are state variables that represent the indoor climate,
X

cl

X

c2

*, =

X

c3

?<*.

I1"'!
T.

(3)

c,

w

whereTg is the greenhouse temperature,Ts isthe greenhouse soil temperature, C,is the greenhouse
C0 2 concentration and Vfis the greenhouse water vapour density. The variable xp represents state
variables associated with crop development,
/v
(nr\
x \
(4)
2

V PI

W.
"I

where Wn is the non-structural dry weight and Ws is the structural dry weight of the crop. The
external inputs ue are given by
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whereT0 isthe outside airtemperature, Gisthe incoming shortwave radiation, wisthe wind speed,
C0 is the outside air C0 2 concentration and R0 is the outside relative humidity. Finally the control
uc is defined by
/ \
(H\
FT
U
el
U

e2

=

(6)

r

w

W
whereH is the heat input, r is the relative window aperture and <|), is the C0 injection flux. Given
<b

w

2

the model (1)..(5) the goal is to maximise the criterion,
J = ®(xp(tf)) -

fL(xc,xp,ue,uc)dt

(7)

which represents the profit made within [0,tf]. The function <J> represents the benefits obtained from
marketing the product at the final timetf. The function L represents the cost made at any instant in
time related to C0 2 injection and heating.
The problem simplifies when the indoor climate isconsidered sofast, that it ispractically memoryless compared to crop growth. In that case/ is considered to be zero and then xc algebraically
depends on ue, u and xp and the model can be formalised as
(8)
To investigate the importance of considering the greenhouse dynamics results obtained with the
model (1),(2)arecompared with those of (8).Thefunctions/(van Henten, 1993),g (Tchamitchian
et al, 1993) and J are described explicitly in the appendix. The function h can be derived from/
andg.
For lettuce the function O equals the weight of the heads of lettuce times the price of the product
per kilo. When an optimisation is carried out for one season the price is the auction price, which
we consider tobe known. The growth of the crop at different times during the season has different
meaning for the final weight of the product. In order to perform an optimisation for a part of the
season, the price must reflect the relative importance of that part of the season. Van Henten has
shown that the course in time of this importance is almost independent of the weather. Sotheprice
used in short term optimisations can be determined on the basis of long term considerations.
Because this has not been done yet, the price used here is only an estimation. Since our goal is to
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compare optimal solutions this is not a serious drawback.

Computation ofoptimalcontrols andcomparison
Therelativehumidity isnot part of thecropgrowth model.Itisbelieved however that thehumidity
should stay within certain borders. To enforce this we have introduced in L a penalty function P
which punishes exceedings of those borders.
The optimal control is obtained by solving the associated two point boundary value problem
(TPBVP) with a first order gradient algorithm. To discover the influence of the greenhouse
dynamics this is done for both greenhouse model (1),(2) and greenhouse model (8).The influence
of fast varying weather on the optimal control is determined by calculating the optimal control for
both measured weather and a smoothed version of it. This provides four situations: dynamic
greenhouse model (1), (2) and measured weather (dm), dynamic greenhouse model (1), (2) and
smoothed weather (ds), static greenhouse model (8) and measured weather (sm) and static
greenhouse model (8) and smoothed weather (ss).

350

0
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15
Time [h]

Fig. 1. Measured globalradiation
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The smoothed version of the weather is obtained by
applying amoving average filter over atwo hours period
tothemeasured weather data, where the resultisassigned
to themiddlemost point of that period.
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To make a relevant comparison wesimulated thebehaviour of the greenhouse model (1),(2) influenced bythe
3
measured weather andtheoptimal controls generatedby
Table 1 Optimisation results (//m)
the four different options. Intable 1theresults aregiven.
The criterion value is divided into thenetprofit without
considering the humidity bounds andthe "penalty" costs associated with violating the humidity
bounds.The penalty function issuch that theassociated costs aresmall compared tothereal costs
while keeping thehumidity reasonably within itsbounds. Soatrade off exists between exceedings
of the humidity bounds andtheprofit made bydoing so. Thewindow opening andtheheat input
are largely determined bythehumidity bounds. Without humidity bounds theheating isturnedoff
while thewindows areclosed during daytime and opened atnight tocool thegreenhouse.Withthe
humidity bounds theheat input andthewindow opening arecompletely different.
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The influence of the fast greenhouse dynamics emerges from the comparison of Fig. 1and 2.Both
sm and dm try to provide a high C02-concentration when there is a lot of radiation, but only dm
is successful. Because dm considers the greenhouse dynamics it starts to dose C0 2 about 20 min.
before there is a radiation peak. Because sm does not consider the greenhouse dynamics it doses
C0 2 at the moment there is a radiation peak. Table 1shows the consequences on the profit of this.
Because ss is based on smoothed weather the controls are slowly varying and ss yields a better
result than sm.Dsdoesnotconsiderthefast weather variations.That's why dsyields apoorerresult
than dm.

Discussion
Optimal control yields the best results when the systembehaviour iscompletely known in advance.
This implies perfect knowledge of the stateequations and of the disturbances.Theoptimality of the
controls is heavily influenced by the accuracy of the greenhouse dynamics, the crop dynamics, and
the weather predictions. This calls for an accurate dynamic model and good weather forecasts. In
case of the crop dynamics for example a better knowledge of the influence of humidity on crop
growth would improve the control and make the penalty function redundant.
Fromthe differences between ds and ssit isevident that the greenhouse dynamics have aconsiderable influence on the optimal control and corresponding profit. This influence is bigger when the
weather is less smooth (dm versus sm), because this causes a non smooth control which together
with the fast changing weather activates the fast dynamics which can then no longer be ignored.
Therefore if, in the optimization, the fast dynamics are considered short term weather predictions,
which are hard to obtain at present, are also needed. This need may open a new direction of
research. In practice the possibility to obtain reliable short term weather predictions will determine
if we will actually gain by taking into account the greenhouse dynamics.
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Appendix
Indoor Climate AndCrop Model
Thetemperature dependence ofgxgivenbyvanHenten (1993),which isonly validfortemperatures
between 5°Cand40 °C,hasbeen modified toenlarge itsdomain of validity.

dt
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Model Parameters
Cg=32-103 J.K'.m^
Tl = 0 . 7
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p =0.45
P=0.8
glar=0.075 m l g 1
co= 1.83-10"3g.mlppm-1
gs = 0.005 s.m"1
gxl =0.3 s.Klm 1
& = 75 K2
Qg= 1.6
Qr = 2.0
rr= 1.16-10"7 s1
Cpa = 3.53 10"3 m.s 1
a, =0.02 /.g-1
a3 =7.3-W9 f.W1
CO, Conversion Factor
8314(7+273
1 J- 8314(7+273.15)
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3
6
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a= = 30/44
K--= 0.9
x = 0.07
6
2
En = 17-10 g.J'
1
Rb =0.007 s.m8x2 = -24K
r = 5.8-10"6s"1
r 0 = 40 ppm 7 1
r,== 3.47-10" s"
Qr = 2.0
3
« v = 1.32 kg.m"
4
oc2 = 1.2-10" / . g 1
:

(A 24)
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5 Recedinghorizonoptimalcontrolofgreenhouseclimate
basedonthelazymanweatherprediction1
R.F.Tap,L.G.vanWilligenburg, G.vanStraten
Abstract: In greenhouse climate control a long term control strategy can be computed based on a
model describing plant behaviour in relation to indoor climate and outdoor weather and a criterion
reflecting maximum profit. In these computations the greenhouse climate dynamics, which are fast
compared to those of the plant, are usually ignored. Recently it has been demonstrated that
ingnoring these dynamics results in a serious loss of performance due to the fast changing weather
which acts as external inputs. To maximally benefit from the weather a two time seal
decomposition of the optimal control problem is needed, together with reliable short term weather
predictions. In this paper we demonstrate that the so calle 'lazy man' weather prdeiction in
combination with a receding horizon controller, allows for proper exploitation of the fast chnaging
weather and results in a real-time implementable feedback control law, that solves the optimal
control problemrelated tothesmallesttime-seal.Itisshown thatinourapplication, whichconcerns
lettuce cultivation, the best choice for the horizon length of the receding horizon controller is one
hour.
Keywords: Dynamic optimization, receding horizon optimal control, greenhouse climate control,
disturbance exploitation.

5.1Introduction
At present climate control in greenhouses is performed by climate computers that use setpoint
controllers to control temperature, humidity and C02 concentration. A setpoint controller tries to
follow the course of the setpoint of an individual climate variable. The setpoints generated by the
computer are based on "experience" of the individual grower and the computer manufacturer. This
"experience" is reflected in many (in the order of 300) climate computer settings which have tobe
tunedindividually for every singleapplication.The "experience"islargelybased onrulesofthumb.
This approach to greenhouse climate control has many drawbacks. Setpoint controllers do not
properly account for interactions and also the influence of the outside weather and the costs
associated to maintaining a favourable greenhouse climate are not properly accounted for. The
"experience" of growers and manufacturers turns out tobe very diverse and usually is notbasedon
scientific knowledge of plant and greenhouse climate behaviour. Therefore one can state that at
present greenhouse climate control is not performed in the most predictable, scientific and
economic manner. This is unsatisfactory, both from the point of view of the growers, who seek
maximal profitability, as well as from thepoint of view of the government, which desires toreduce
environmental pollution andenergy consumption through legislation.
Optimal control isbasedonadynamicmodeldescribing thesystem behaviour andacriterion which
is maximised (minimised) (Bryson and Ho 1975,Lewis 1986).The scientific knowledge on plant
and greenhouse behaviour can be implemented directly through proper construction of a dynamic
model.Thismodel accountsfor all typesof interaction within the system,aswell astheinfluence of
1
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the weather as major external disturbance. The growers'overall goal to obtain maximum profit can
be implemented directly through aproper choice of the criterion (Seginer 1992).Given achoiceof
themodel and thecriterion thereare,intheory,nocomputer settingsthathave tobetuned whilethe
control,whichiscomputed directly, isperformed inaknown, scientific andeconomic manner.
A major problem in the development of numerical algorithms for optimal greenhouse climate
control is the fact that the system contains both fast dynamics representing the greenhouse climate
behaviour and slow dynamics describing the plant behaviour (stiff system). It has been
demonstrated that ignoring the fast dynamics results in serious loss of performance in case of fast
changing weather (Chapter 4) .One could state that in order to be able to exploit the effect of the
external disturbances - something rather unusual in regulator or tracking problems, but highly
relevant here - the fast dynamics should be taken into account. The fast changing weather
disturbancesprevent theapplication of "standard"singularperturbation methodsfor optimalcontrol
of stiff systems (Van Henten 1994a). However, in the context of greenhouse climate control, Van
Henten's work suggests that it is still possible to decompose the optimal control problem and
algorithm into two parts (Van Straten, 1994). The first part deals with the slow dynamics and
disturbances, the second with thefast dynamics and disturbances. This paper focuses onthe second
part. To benefit most from the incorporation of the greenhouse dynamics in this framework, it
should be accompanied by proper short term weather predictions (cf. Ioslovich et al., 1995).In this
paper we demonstrate that the lazy man weather prediction, which simply assumes the weather to
stay equal to the last measurement, is a proper short term weather prediction when used in
conjunction with a receding horizon optimal controller. The choice of the horizon length of the
controller is based on an analysis of the loss of performance compared to the situation where we
haveperfect weatherpredictions.Inourexamples,which concern different days inthe development
of lettuceinagreenhouse without aheat storagetank,thebesthorizon length isshowntobe 1 hour.
Also we show that the use of commercially available short term weather predictions leads to very
poorresultsbecause theseregional predictions turn outtobeveryinaccurate locally.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we state the optimal control problem given an
arbitrary fixed horizon length. In section 3we describe the receding horizon optimal controller and
the numerical algorithm to solve the successive optimal control problems involved in it. Results
obtained with thereceding horizon optimal controller for several horizon lengths and three typesof
weather predictions are also presented. Perfect weather predictions, the lazy man weather
predictions and commercially available short term weather predictions are considered. In section 4
theresultsaswell aspossibilities for future research are discussed.

5.2 Theoptimalgreenhouseclimatecontrolproblem
Ageneral optimal control problem is formulated as follows. Given a (non-linear) system described
bynfirstorderdifferential equations,
x= f(x,u,t),x€R",u€Rm

(1)

whereuisavectorofmcontrol variablesandgiven theinitial stateofthis system,
x(t0) = x0

(2)
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maximise (minimise) thecriterion,
'/
j(u(t),x( u),t.,t,)= W tf)) +j Ux(t),u(t),t)dt

(3)

The optimal greenhouse climate control problem consists of a dynamic model describing both the
greenhouse climate behaviour, i.e. the fast part of the dynamics, and the plant behaviour i.e. the
slow part of the dynamics and a criterion representing maximum profit over the control horizon
[to.tf]. The model equations are given in the appendix. For a list of symbols and the list of
parameter values one is referred to Chapter 2 and 4. The model is almost the same as presented in
Chapter 4exceptfor an additional equation describing thedynamicsof theheatingtube temperature
(Eqn.A.3).Altogether thereareseven statevariables.
Equations (A.1-A.2, A.4) describe the dynamics of the greenhouse temperature and CO2
concentration and have been taken from Tchamitchian et. al. (1992).They are mainly based on the
model of Udink ten Cate (1985).Equation (A.7) which describes the dynamics of the water vapour
concentration is based on Van Henten (1994b). Finally, equations (A.5,A.6) which describe the
lettucecropgrowth aretaken from Van Henten(1994b).
Given the decomposition of the control problem based proposed by van Henten, the criterion
neededtocompute theshort termcontrol action wouldbegivenby
J =jUnWn+?LsWs-CC2<t>i-a3Hu-PR)dt

(4)

to

where <pj is the CO2 injection rate, with an associated price CC2,H u the heat input to the pipe
system, with price 0:3, PR a penalty function on humidity constraints, to be explained below. The
variablesXnandAs represent the marginal value of therateof increase of non-structural dry weight
W n and structural dry weight W s , resp.These variables areco-states that should becomputed from
the solution of a seasonal optimization, assuming average seasonal weather and astatic greenhouse
assumption. The co-states act as a marginal price. Note that the price is a time variable part of the
criterion and is different from the price of lettuce received at the end of the growing season (van
Henten 1994a). Since both structural and non-structural dry weight are sold on the market, the
difference vanishes at the end of the crop growth period (Van Henten, 1994a). We have assumed
the crop to be 40 days old. Therefore, in this study, the distinction between the two variables was
dropped. Moreover, for the time being, it has been assumed that the costates do not vary
significantly within the horizon of the short term optimization, which is a couple of hours here as
will be shown later. SoAnand \s areassumed to be equal to the price of lettuce at the end of the
growing season.Withtheseassumptions thecriterionreduces to
'/
J=cci(l-T)(&W„ +&Ws)-l(cc2<l>l+cc3Hu+PR)dt

(5)

to

where,
PR = \

5«l(T 7 (70-fl,)
Rt <70
0
70<fl, <90.
5«10" 7 (/?,-90)
/?, >90

(6)
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Thefirsttermontherightof equation (5)represents themoney obtained from growing lettuce from
t=to until t=tf. The first term of the integrand represents the costs associated with C02 dosage,
where we assumed a fixed price for C02- The second term of the integrand represents costs
associated with heating. The remaining term of the integrand represents penalties associated with
theviolation of humidity constraints.These constraints provide ameans toprevent the system from
moving into regions where effects occur that have not been incorporated into the model. The
humidity, for instance, influences the vulnerability to diseases, which is not described in our
relatively simple model. In effect, a grower can use the humidity constraints to express his
willingness totakerisks.
The criterion, representing a mix of direct profit and a 'risk insurance premium', is maximized by
searching for optimal control sequences of C0 2 dosage q>i(t),and of heating input rh(t), hidden in
thetermHu> andwindow opening r w (t).
Theinitial stateofthe systemis,
*('„)=( W

Ut0)

T,(t0) C,(f0) V,(f0) W„(t0) Wc(t0)f

=(13 14 15 0.65 0.0085 16 74) r
Thecontrolsarebounded,
0 <rh < 100%,0<rw< 100%,0<%<5•10"3gs'7m"2

(7)

(8)

5.3 Recedinghorizonoptimalcontrolalgorithmandresults
After each sampling instant sj, i=0,l,2,... at which all measurements and controls are updated a
receding horizon optimal controller computes the solution to a new optimal control problem. The
initial timetoofeachproblemequalsthenext sampling instant i.e.,
t0 =sM4 =0,1,2,...
Theinitial statex(si+]), i=0,l,2,... of eachproblem isadjusted usingthemeasurements atsjandthe
model.Thefinaltimetf ofeachproblem isadjusted accordingto,
',=',•.+'*

(9)

do)

wherethisthefixedhorizon length of thereceding horizon optimal controller. Ourcontroller usesa
fixedsamplingperiodof 1 minutei.e.,
sM-si=T

=6Qsj=0,l,2,...

(11)

someasurements and controls areupdated every one minute.This implies thatevery one minutean
optimal control problem has to be solved on-line. To compute numerical solutions to optimal
control problems a discretization in time has to be performed. In our case the discrete time step in
thecomputation wasalsooneminutei.e.,
At=T =60s.
So each numerical solution consists of controls for every one minute within [si+i,sj+i+th],
i=0,l,2,... i.e.

(12)
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u(sM +kAt), k=0,1,2,..,— -1, i=0,1,2,.
At

(13)

These controls, which have to be computed on-line, become available only at the next sampling
instantsi+j=si+T=si+At. Sofrom each optimal control sequence (13)only the valuefor which k=0
isactually applied tothe system.Thealgorithm used tocompute the optimal control sequences (13)
was of the first order gradient type (Bryson and Ho 1975 pp.221) where the successive
improvements of each optimal control sequence Su(sM+kAt),k =0,1,2,..,th/At-l are computed
accordingto,
8u(t0+kAt)=i?

du

(14)

k =0,1,2,...,— -1
At

,0+kAt

whereHisthehamiltonian,defined by
H =(octf, +a3Hu+PR)+ XTf

16

x10

(15)
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with Xa vector of co-states, and f the right hand side of Eqn. (1), and where •& is chosen to
minimize the criterion which constitutes a line search. All controls are bounded from above and
below soequation (14)onlyholdsfor eachcontrol variable if itsbounds (8)arenot violated.
The receding horizon optimal controller just described was simulated during 24 hours using
weather data of several selected days out of a season in which lettuce was grown in a greenhouse.
In these optimization calculations the non differentiable nature of the penalty function (6) did not
cause any numerical problems. Figure 1 shows the performance using three different types of
weather predictions for different values of the fixed control horizon th- The line at the top
represents the outcome of the receding horizon optimization using perfect weather predictions. The
middle lineisobtained whentheassumption ismadethat theactually observed weather remains the
same over the specified horizon. Since the control is updated every minute, also this 'lazy man
weather forecast' is updated every minute. The lower line is obtained by using commercially
availablehourly weatherpredictions overthenext24hours,whichbecomeavailable at7amand 11
am.Theseforecasts wereused withoutlooking attheactual weather.
From Figure 1a number of things can be concluded. All results can be compared tothe theoretical
best solution which is obtained by computing the optimization over the complete day using perfect
weather predictions, i.e. when in Eqn. (5) to=0 h and tf=24 h. In this situation a criterion value is
found of 1.405-10"2.Bycomparing this with thevalue obtained with thereceding horizon controller
using perfect weather forecasts it can be seen that the loss due to the use of a receding horizon
controller in stead of the open loop solution is only 1% if a two hour horizon is taken. One could
say that the control action needed attime tis hardly influenced by the weather at time t+2hours or
more.The converse is also true: the loss increases as shorter control horizons are used, indicating
thesignificance of anticipating theweather inviewof thedynamicsof thesystem.
Both theoptimal (open loop) solution and the perfect weather receding horizon solution represent a
theoretical condition not achievable in practice because the weather cannot be known in advance.
Therefore it is interesting to look at the loss in performance when the lazy man prediction is used.
When the control horizon is relatively long, apparently the deviations from the actual weather
become so large that they have a marked effect upon the computed control action. The criterion
valuedropsfrom 1.4-102to0.84-10"2.Thereis,however, anoptimum choicefor thecontrol horizon
in this case. Using a receding horizon controller with a control horizon of 1hour in combination
with the lazy man weather prediction results in aloss of performance of about 15%with respect to
the unachievable optimal solution, and of only 6 % with respect to the receding horizon solution
using perfect weather. Acontrol horizon of 1hour is the best choice in case the lazy man weather
prediction is used. Furthermore a control horizon of 1 hour results in real-time implementable
control algorithms onaPCPentium/60ifthesampling interval Tis 1 minute.
Usingjust commercially available weather predictions without looking at the actual weather results
in serious loss of performance which increases with an increasing control horizon. Of course, itcan
be expected that improvements will be possible if such forecasts are combined with actual
measurements, for instance by modifying the lazy man prediction on the basis of the trend in the
forecasts. However, the results of the lazy man optimization show that the maximum gain in
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performance that canbe achieved when the lazy man weather prediction is replaced by other types
ofweatherprediction and/ormeasurements isintheorderof 10%only.

5.4 Discussionandfutureresearch
Several remarks and questions as to the results presented in section 3 arise. Results have been
presented for one selected day, where fair variations in weather occurred. Repetition of the
computation for other days showed about the same or smaller loss in performance. It can be
expected thatthedifferences are smaller when the weather behaves in amorepredictable way.This
underlines thefeasibility ofthereceding horizon optimalcontrol.
In the computations we assumed a constant price for lettuce during the day. As said before, this
price should follow from an optimization of the slow problem resulting from the decomposition
according tovan Henten (1994a).Hereports co-state patterns of lettuce over the season suggesting
that the variations within a day are small, as compared to variations over the season. So, the
assumption of a constant price over 24 hours is not unreasonable. The final implementation of the
receding horizon controller requires that first the seasonal optimization is solved. This can be done
beforehand, usingaverage weatherdata.
All ourresults arebased on simulation and optimization using the model (A.1-A.7).Theresults are
therefore conditional on the assumption that the model is a reasonable approximation of the real
system. The crop model is validated in a field experiment (Van Henten, 1994b). Yet future work
should include a series ofcomparativetestsbetween theproposed controller, and thebest available
commercial control systems, over a whole growing season. Another subject of future research will
betoinvestigate towhat extent the optimal control isaffected by uncertainties inmodel parameters
and structure. Because the model had tobe used in acontrol context, the order was kept as low as
possible. The choice of model order should be guided by its computational complexity and
accuracy. The advantage of an economic criterion is that this decision can be made in direct
economicterms.Furthermoretherobustness of thiscontroller isasubject thatneedsmore attention.
Several aspects such as the occurrence and influence of plant diseases are not described by the
model.Inparticular, condensation on theleaves,which ismost likely tooccur inthe early morning
hours, is known to increase the vulnerability to diseases. Therefore the violation of bounds on
humidity arepunished in the criterion (5).The optimization will then naturally be constrained. The
stricter the bounds are specified, the less room there is for economic optimization. The choice of
thesebounds isuptothegrower, but inapractical implementation theeffect of thesechoicescould
bepresented tothegrower asameansof influencing thecontrolbyweighing ofriskagainst profit.
The modelling of lettuce growth is relatively easy as compared to other crops. The economic
importance of lettuce in our region, however, is limited in contrast to, for instance, tomatoes.
Therefore, further research is directed to the growth of tomatoes in greenhouses. Yet, the adopted
approach to optimal control using a decomposition into a slow seasonal problem and a fast short
term problem in combination with feed-back by a receding horizon optimal controller remains the
same.We expect that also in case of tomatoes and other products the lazy man weather prediction
will serve as an easy and appropriate short term weather prediction. It has to be noted that the
assumption was made that C02 was freely available. In cases where CO2 is generated by gas
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burning combined with heat storage, there is an additional constraint due to the restricted capacity
oftheheatstorage.
Finally the real-time implementable numerical algorithm to compute successive optimal controls
canbeimproved. Many algorithms for solving optimal control problems areknown (BrysonandHo
1975, Sage and White 1977) sothere are possibilities for improvement of the numerical efficiency
of the algorithm. This allows for the use of smaller sampling intervals or slower computers. The
accuracy of the time discretization performed within the numerical algorithm can be improved
which also allows for application of more general sampling schemes (Van Willigenburg 1994) and
larger sampling intervals. The optimal control algorithm usually computes a local minimum where
we actually desire a global minimum. In practice, this may be less serious than it seems, because
performance inanycaseimproves ascompared tosetpoint control.
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6 TwoTime-scaleRecedingHorizonOptimalControlof
GreenhouseTomatoCropProduction
R.F.Tap,L.G.vanWilligenburg,G.vanStraten
Abstract: A systematic approach to greenhouse climate control is presented based on scientific
knowledge about the greenhouse and crop dynamics and the growers goal to maximise profit. To
maximise profit both a long and a short-term weather prediction method are incorporated. The
approach isdesigned tobenefit from, anddealproperly with,thedifferent timescales characterising
the dynamics of the problem. The approach results in a real-time implementable Two Time-scale
Receding horizon Optimal Control (TTROC) algorithm. For the first time a solution of the long
term optimal control problem for greenhouse tomato crop production is presented. The slow costates show that the leaves and fruits while on the plant have a value. This value shows a distinct
seasonal pattern. Experimental results obtained with the TTROC in a real greenhouse growing
tomatoes as well as simulation results with the TTROC are presented. The experimental results of
the application of the TTROC control algorithm show proper performance. The small difference
between the experimental and simulation results despite model discrepancies, using the same costates,indicates therobustness of the algorithm.
Keywords: Dynamic optimisation, receding horizon optimal control, greenhouse climate control,
disturbance exploitation.

6.1Introduction
At present climate control in greenhouses is performed by climate computers that use setpoint
controllers to control temperature, humidity and C0 2 concentration. A setpoint controller tries to
follow thetrajectory of thesetpoint of anindividual climatevariable.Thesetpoints generated bythe
computer are based on "experience" of the individual grower and the computer manufacturer. This
"experience" is reflected in many climate computer settings (in the order of 300) which have tobe
tuned individually for every singleapplication.The "experience"islargelybased onrulesofthumb.
This approach to greenhouse climate control has many drawbacks. Setpoint controllers do not
properly account for interactions and also the influence of the outside weather and the costs
associated to maintaining a favourable greenhouse climate are not properly accounted for. The
"experience" of growers and manufacturers turns out tobe very diverse and usually is not based on
scientific knowledge of plant and greenhouse climate behaviour. Therefore, one can state that at
present, greenhouse climate control is not performed in the most predictable, scientific and
economic manner. This is unsatisfactory, both from the point of view of the growers, who seek
maximal profitability, as well asfrom thepoint of view of the government, which desires toreduce
environmental pollution andenergy consumption through legislation.
Optimalcontrol isbasedonadynamicmodeldescribingthesystembehaviour andacriterion which
is maximised (minimised) (Bryson and Ho 1975,Lewis 1986).The scientific knowledge on plant
and greenhouse behaviour can be implemented directly through proper construction of a dynamic
model. This model accounts for interactions within the system, as well as the influence of the
weather which is the major exogenous input. The growers' overall goal to obtain maximum profit
canbeimplemented directly through aproperchoiceof thecriterion (Seginer 1992).Given achoice
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of the model and thecriterion there are,intheory,nocomputer settings thathavetobe tuned, while
thecontrol,whichiscomputed directly,isperformed inaknown,scientific andeconomic manner.
A major problem in the development of numerical algorithms for optimal greenhouse climate
control is the fact that the system contains both fast dynamics, representing the greenhouse climate
behaviour and slow dynamics, describing the plant behaviour (stiff system). It has been
demonstrated that ignoring the fast dynamics results in serious loss of performance in case of fast
changing weather (Chapter 4). One could state that in order to be able to exploit the effect of the
exogenous inputs - something rather unusual in regulator or tracking problems, but highly relevant
here - the fast dynamics should be taken into account. The fast changing weather prevents the
application of "standard" singular perturbation methods for optimal control of stiff systems (van
Henten 1994).However, in the context of greenhouse climate control, van Henten's work suggests
that it is still possible to decompose the optimal control problem and algorithm into twoparts.The
first part deals with the slow dynamics (and exogenous inputs), the second with the fast dynamics
(andexogenousinputs).
To apply the optimal control approach in practice, two additional problems have tobe solved. The
first one relates to the exogenous inputs, i.e. the weather, which for optimal control computations
must be known over the full optimisation horizon. Secondly, since optimal control is essentially
open loop, feedback is required to deal with initial state and modelling errors and errors due to
imperfect weather predictions. In this paper the two time-scale decomposition of van Henten is
combined with two types of weather predictions and receding horizon optimal control. The
combination of these approaches, to the best knowledge of the authors, is new and results in a so
called Two Time-scale Receding horizon Optimal Control (TTROC) algorithm. This paper focuses
mainly on practical considerations and on the implementation of the approach. Results obtained
with TTROC in an experiment are presented. Several theoretical issues related to the TTROC
approach willbediscussed briefly. They willbethesubject offuture research.
The paper is organised as follows. In section two we state the optimal control problem. In section
three the two time-scale decomposition of van Henten is described. In section four the concept of
receding horizon optimal control is introduced into the two time-scale environment. In section five
theexperimental results arepresented andcompared with simulations toinvestigate theinfluence of
the difference between model predictions and measurements. Finally the results are discussed and
conclusions aredrawn insection six.

6.2 Theoptimalcontrolproblem
A general optimal control problem is formulated as follows. Given a (non-linear) dynamic system
described bynfirst orderdifferential equations,
x= f(x,u,t),
with x e R " and « e R " , where u is a vector of m control variables, and given the initial state of
this system,
x(t0) = x0
maximise (minimise)thecriterion,

j{u(t),x(to),to,tf)= *Wtf)) -\Ux(t)Mt),t)dt

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Exogenous inputs:
Radiation
Temperature
Windspeed
C0 2 concentration
Relativehumidity

/

/

1/

Controls:
Window opening
Heatingvalve opening
C0 2 dosageflux

Cashflows:
Revenues
Energycosts
C0 2 costs

Greenhouseclimate:
Temperature
C0 2 concentration
Relativehumidity

it
T 1

Crop:
Fruitweight
Leafweight

Figure 1 Simplified representationofthegreenhouse-cropsystem.
where <X> represents the value (or costs) of the end states and Lrepresents the net income (or net
costs) at every moment. In the remainder of this paper the choice is made to define J as the net
costs. Consequently, a negative value of J means net profit, and the optimisation problem becomes
aminimisation problem.
The dynamic model describes both the greenhouse climate behaviour, i.e. the fast part of the
dynamics, and the plant behaviour i.e. the slow part of the dynamics. Figure 1 shows the
interactions. The criterion represents the negative profit over the growing season i.e. the control
horizon [tat^. The complete model equations and theparameters are given in Chapter 2. Altogether
therearenine statevariables.
Since tomatoes are harvested throughout the season and the final value of the crop is zero,there is
no O part in the criterion. As the goal of the grower is profit maximisation, the goal function tobe
minimised wasworked out as

' - ;

dW,H
dt

PF-

F

+ Pc<Pinj + PHHu + PC +

P

V+PT

dt

wherepF is the auction price of the tomatoes per gram dry weight, WH is the harvested fruit
dW
weight, so — — is the fruit harvest rate, pc is the CO2price, pH is the heating price and Hu is
dt

(4)
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the heat input. Pc, Pv, and PT are penalty functions. They are introduced to adhere costs to
situations where theCO2, humidity andtemperature reach values where adverse effects oncrops
appear, thatarenotdescribed bythemodels.Inthenormal operatingrangethepenalties arezero. In
caseofthetemperaturethepenalty function isgivenby:
\aT(T,-Tg)
Tg<T,
PT =
0
T,<Tg<Th
aT(Tg-Th)
Tg>T,

(5)

where 7)is thelower temperature boundary, Th is theupper temperature boundary and aj isthe
slopeofthepenalty function. Theotherpenalty functions aresimilar. Asaresult theboundariesare
soft anda trade-off canbe made between crossing theboundaries andan increase of the profit.
Crossing theboundaries mustbe seenastakingrisk. Astheboundaries areexceeded further andfor
a longer period of time, the risk of crop damage increases. Accordingly aT represents the risk
expressed inmoney unitsofcrossing thetemperatureboundary by 1°Cduring 1 second.

6.3 Twotime-scaledecomposition
The greenhouse tomato crop production system is a stiff system. Thetime constants vary from
about20minutesincaseofthegreenhouse temperaturetoseveral weeksincaseofthefruit andleaf
dry weight. Often, singularperturbation theoryisapplied fortheoptimal control ofstiff systems. In
singular perturbation theory it is assumed that the fast subsystem is in quasi steady state. Only
during a short transient time after the initial and before the final time, the dynamics of the fast
subsystem aretaken into account, thesocalled boundary layer solutions.Incase ofthe greenhouse
tomatocropproduction system exposed toDutch weather conditions however, mostofthe timethe
dynamics of the fast sub-system are excited by the strongly influencing and fast fluctuating
exogenous inputs. Especially thesolar radiation, which is themain influence andwhich changes
veryrapidly,causesthegreenhouse climatetochange repeatedly.
To deal with this problem, asin standard singular perturbation theory, vanHenten (1994) divides
thesystem intoaslowandafast subsystem:
x= f(x,z,u,v,t)
ez= g(x,z,u,v,t)
wherezarethefast states,x the slow states,uthecontrols, vtheexogenous inputs,tthe timeand e
thetimescaling parameter.Thecriterionis:
</
J =®(x(tf),tf)-JL(x,z,u,v,t)dt

(6)
(7)

(8)

to

Firsttheslowsubproblem issolved,taking e-0. Fromthis,zfollows asafunction ofx, u,v,t:
z=h(x,u,v,t)
The result is an optimal slow control trajectory for the whole season u*. From this the
accompanying optimal seasonal state x* andco-state trajectory A* arecalculated. According to
vanHenten theco-statesrepresent themarginal valueof theaccompanying state:
As(0=^ Thesearethentaken aspartofthecriterion function ofthefast subproblem:

(9)

(10)
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Jf = f(-L(x?,z,u,v,T)+

A*Tf(x*,z,u,v,r))dT
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(11)

to

wherezissubject to:
z= g(x*,z,u,v,t)
t0 and tf are the initial and final time of the growing season, the v are the long term weather
predictions and x* isaresultof thelongterm optimisation.

(12)

6.4 Two Time-scale Receding Horizon Optimal Control
There are three additional problems associated with the implementation of the approach of van
Henten,described above.First thepoorreliability of longterm weather predictions, second the stiff
nature of the fast subproblem, and associated to this, the large number of computations and data
needed and finally the open loop character of the optimal control. These problems all can be
overcome by shortening thehorizon ofthe fast sub-problem and applying receding horizon optimal
control tosolve it. In addition, using the actual weather as prediction over this shortened prediction
horizon and updating it at each control step is a practical first approximation to tackle the weather
forecast problem. This approach is known as the 'lazy man' weather prediction. Moreover in
equation 12 instead of x*, the actual x, as computed from equation 6 with the actual control, is
used,thuscompensating for deviations from theseasonal optimumduetotheactual weather.
The two time-scale decomposition proposed by van Henten as well asthe modifications mentioned
here, all result in loss of performance compared to the ideal situation where we have perfect
knowledge of theweather and the stiff system.Through anumerical example vanHenten illustrated
the loss of performance due to his two time-scale decomposition to be modest. The results of
Chapter 5 indicate also that the losses due to these modifications will be modest. Since the slow
subproblem has large time-constants, it can be solved using historical statistical data not including
fast changes.Thisreduces thenumberof computations and amountofdata needed.
6.4.1 Thegeneral receding horizonoptimalcontrol algorithm
After each sampling instant si, i'=0,l,2,..., at which all measurements and controls are updated, a
receding horizon optimal controller computes the solution to a new optimal control problem. The
initial timef0 ofeach problemequalsthenext samplinginstant i.e.,
t0 = sM,i =0,1,2,...
(13)
Theinitialstate x(t0) - x(sM), i=0,l,2,... where x(sM) isastateestimatecomputedfrom themodel
andthemeasurements ats,incaseof thegreenhouseclimate,from themodel and themeasurements
at so in case of the crop dry weights, from the model only in case of the soil temperature and the
assimilatebuffer. Thefinal timetf of eachproblem isadjusted accordingto:
t/=sM+th
(14)
whereth isthefixedhorizon length of thereceding horizon optimal controller. Ourcontrollerusesa
fixedsamplingperiod ofoneminutei.e.,
sM-s, =T, i=0,1,2,...
(15)
with T =60 seconds, which implies that every one minute an optimal control problem has to be
solved on-line. In order to solve this problem the continuous expressions were discretised with a
discretisation stepAt,chosen tobe 60seconds aswelli.e.,
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At=T
(16)
Soeach numerical solution consists of controls for every 60 seconds within [si+i,si+1+th], i'=0,l,2,...
i.e.
u(sM+kAt), k = 0,1,2,..A -1, j=0,1,2,...
(17)
At
Fromthesecontrols,whichbecomeavailable atthenext sampling instant si+i=Si+T=Sj+At, only the
value for which k=0is actually applied to the system. The algorithm used to compute the optimal
control sequences (16) was of the first order gradient type (Bryson and Ho 1975 pp.221) where the
successive improvements of each optimal control sequence 8u(sM+kAt),k = 0,1,2,..,th/At-l are
computed accordingto,
8u(t0+kAt)=&

du

lo+M/

* =0,1,2,...,-^-1
At

(18)

whereHisthehamiltoniandefined by
H = -L(x,z,u,v,T) +XTf

(19)
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withAthevectorofco-statesand/therighthand sideofEqn.6. # isobtained byperforming aline
search for each control sequence to find the J?-value that minimises the criterion. All controls are
bounded from above andbelow soequation 18onlyholds for each control variable if itsbounds are
not violated. Otherwisethatcontrol willbekept onitsboundary value.
6.4.2 Two time-scale receding horizon optimal control of greenhouse tomato crop
production
Thereceding horizon optimal control algorithm is applied tothefast sub-problem of thegreenhouse
tomato crop production control problem. Lazy man weather predictions v/are used to replace the
disturbance sequence v. In Chapter 5 in a numerical study for lettuce cultivation in a greenhouse
without heat storage an optimal optimisation horizon thof one hour is found. As th is mainly
determined by the time constants of the greenhouse, the crop and the exogenous inputs, th is also
taken onehourincaseof atomatocrop.Toimprovethecontrollerperformance, instead oftheslow
state trajectories generated by the slow subproblem, slow state trajectories which are simulated online are used as an input to the fast subproblem. The on-line simulated state-trajectories are more
accurate since they are computed from the actual measured weather, while the state trajectories
resulting from the slow subproblem are computed from the less accurate long term weather
predictions. All together this results in the following optimal control problem. Find the optimal
control sequence u*(t)thatminimises thegoalfunction Jdefined by:
x(t0) =x(sM)
z(t0) = z(sM)
x=f(x,z,u,v,t)
z= g(x,z,u,v,t)
ft
J= j \-L(x,z,u,vf,T)

+ kf

\
f(x,z,u,vri))dx

where to isthe initial time,th is the short termhorizon andv/arethe short term weather predictions,
x(sM), i=0,1,2,... iscomputed from themodel and themeasurements atsoand z(sl+1) i=0,1,2,...
is computed from the model and themeasurements ats,.The accompanying short term hamiltonian
isdefined by:
Hf=(-L(x,z,u,vf,T:)+
Xfflx,z,u,vrT))+XTfg

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

(25)

with Xfthevector of fast co-states andgtherighthand side of eqn. 7.Equation 24 isthe short term
version ofequation 19.Thisproblemissolved usingthealgorithm of section 4.1.

6.5 Simulation and experimental results
6.5.1 Slow subproblem
lowerboundary
upperboundary
slope

T night Tday
CQ2
15°C
17°C
25°C
25°C 1000ppm
,-6
-.-6
1.10"8
5.10°
5.10

Table1 Thepenaltyparameters

RH
65%
90%
1.17

The slow subproblem has been solved
using hourly averaged weather
measurements (Figure 2), collected
during the 1995 experiment (Chapter
6). Thepenalty parameters are given in
table 1. The ««//-value is taken from
Tap et al. 1997. The start of the
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growing season is skipped, so that the optimisation starts with a mature crop, that is the
developmental stage D equals 1, and fruits and leaves are harvested throughout the simulation
period. The crop states WFand WL, with time constants of weeks, are categorised as slow and the
greenhouse statesTg, Tp, V, and C„with time constants of about 20minutes, as fast. The assimilate
buffer B and the soil temperature Ts both have a time-scale with time-constants of about one day.
This makes it more or less a three time-scale problem. To prevent the introduction of a third timescale B is categorised with the other crop states as slow and T„ with the other greenhouse states as
fast. The function h from equation 9 has been determined numerically using a non-linear equation
solver,sincetheclimatemodelistoocomplicated todothis analytically.
To solve the optimal control problem of the slow subproblem, initially the first order gradient
algorithm from equation 18has been used. This algorithm is not able to find satisfactory solutions
for the slow subproblem, which is probably due to the penalty functions and the large number of
controls (three per control instant, i.e. 3x245x24). Therefore using the outcome of the first order
gradient algorithm as a first guess, subsequently sequential search (Seginer et al. 1993) has been
used.This means that atevery control instant thecontrols aredetermined that minimise J.At every
control instant, starting withsj, eachcontrol ischanged stepbystepuntil/ reaches aminimum.The
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Figure4 Aflfor 1 Marchtill31October 1995andpF=0.02fl/g
step size is equal to the difference between the upper and lower boundary of every control divided
by the number of steps in the control, i.e. Au = ( K ^ - umi„)/N. First the relative heating valve
opening has been changed, then the window opening, then the CO2 dosage flux. This loop is
iterated untilnofurther improvement isfound at s,.Thisisdonefor allcontrol instants su i=0,l,2,...
one after another, first with a small N for fast convergence later with larger values of N to obtain
accurate results. This method is computationally more involved but comes up with much better
criterion values.
Figure 3 and 4 show the slow co-states. Comparing Xy and A„ it appears that \ , is almost
proportional to the integral of \ , . As the assimilates are mainly stored in the fruits and the
production of assimilates increases when WL increases this seems logical. When T0 is compared
with k„ it shows that A„, looks very much like \(J0-Tjt)At (not shown), where TRis a reference
temperature,indicatingthetemperatureintegrating behaviouroftheplant.Asco-statesrepresent the
marginal value of the accompanying state (equation 10),kj[t) represents the costs of producing an
extra unit of plant material.Figure 3shows that itis always favourable toproduce fruits, especially

250
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at the start of the season. X^ goes to zero because it has no use to produce fruits that are left
unharvested. At the start of the season it is unfavourable to produce too many leaves (high A^, ),
maybe because an increase of leaf area causes an increase of transpiration. In summer this will
enlarge the humidity problems. Between day 80 and 160 leaf production is profitable, perhaps
because leaf area is needed to guarantee enough assimilate production at the end of the season (as
from day 160) when the global radiation is decreasing (figure 2). At the end of the season it is a
waste to invest in leaves since there is not enough time to receive pay back. Both the fruit and leaf
co-state change only slowly and donot display aclear day-night pattern. The buffer co-state onthe
otherhand doesdisplay aclearday-night pattern (figure 4and 5).This iscaused by thefact that the
buffer getsfilledduring day-time and becomes empty during the night. The differential equation of
Bis:
f
WA
W,
=Pg-b
fgFWF+vgl
-b r W + r -+
F F
L
dt
z
v
J
HerePgisthephotosynthesis andbisthebuffer switching function defined by:

4

5
time [day]

5
time [day]

6

Figure5 The first 10days of Afland B for 1March till 10March 1995 and pp=0.02 fl/g, using hourly
averagesasweatherdata
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Figure6 ThecalculatedpatternofRHintimefor 1 Marchtill31 October1995.

b= \-e

-b,B

(27)

where bt is a positive constant. During the night Pg = 0, so B will decrease. As soon as the
assimilate buffer changes from not-empty toempty, bbecomes zero,sothedifferential equation for
B suddenly changesto B=0. This causes a sudden change inthe second right-hand term ofthecostateequation:

dLjdf

I

dx
8x
where/is defined by equation 6. At the start of the dayperiod the inverse happens, also causinga
sudden change in AB. During day time A depends on both WF and WL, during the night it only
depends on WF. Therefore the night value of AB looks like AWF and its day value looks like a
combination of AWFand Am. (figure 3and4).Togetherthisexplainstheday-night pattern.

(28)

Figure 6 shows the calculated course of the greenhouse relative humidity over the season as abyproduct of the slow subproblem. The relative humidity values over 100% are probably due to
inaccuracies in the modeldescription of the ventilation and condensation (Chapter 3).In spring the
relative humidity inside the greenhouse stays well within its limits. By day RHggoes down to its
lower boundary, at night RHggoes upto its upper boundary. During the summerRHgconsiderably
280
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Figure7 ThecalculatedpatternofWFandWLintimefor 1 Marchtill31 October1995.
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Figure8 The course in time of the seasonal (or) long-term criterion function and its components for 1
Marchtill31 October1995.
violates the upper boundary of 90%. This can be explained from the equation describing the
transpirationE:
qsnt]G+rpcpDggb
E=W,

is+y(l+%

I

*,

Here WListheleaf dry weight, Gtheglobalradiation andDg isthevapour pressure deficit, all other
symbolscanbeassumed constant.During summer WLand Garehigh (figure 7and2),consequently
Eishigh.Astheventilation capacity isonlylimited thiscauseshumidityproblems.
Figure 7 shows WFand WL- Both first go up and later down again as a result of the increasing and
decreasing amount of radiation. WFreaches its maximum value 36 days later than WL because the
leaf area isaninputtofruit growth.Themaximum ofWF (272g/m2) is about 1.5 times higher than
that of WL (178g/m2). Comparing these values with measurements in a commercial greenhouse

(29)
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Figure9 Co-statesfor 1 September1995
given bydeKoning(1994)showsasimilar course intime,indicatingthatthemodel and thecontrol
perform reasonably well.
Figure 8showsthe longtermcriterion and itscomponents.Theoptimal CO2dosagecost(b)andthe
CO2 penalty contributions (d) are small. The true net costs (Jreai) (g) are determined by the
difference between the heating costs (c) and the fruit income (a). Additionally the temperature (e)
and humidity penalty (f) make a significant contribution to the long term criterion (i). During
summer the temperature penalty is quite high, because during day time it is often physically
impossible to keep the temperature below the upper temperature boundary. In summer also the
relative humidity penalty has its highest values as explained before. So the grower pays an
insurance premium to himself of about 13fl/m2 for a too high temperature, and puts aside about
6 fl/m2 for a too high humidity level. If nothing happens he kan add those amounts to (i), 419w fl/m2 real profit (g). The same result can be obtained by computing the net income as the
difference between the fruit income (a) and costs (b and c) -28 + 13«-15 fl/m2. In these
computationsthelaborcostsassociatedwithanincreaseinproduction arenottaken intoaccount.
6.5.2 Fast subproblem
Having obtained the solution of the slow subproblem the fast subproblem (equation 20through 24)
can be solved. This has been done in simulation and on-line by the TTROC controller in a real
greenhouse. Comparing the experimental and simulation results reveals the sensitivity of the
algorithm tomodelling andmeasurement errors.
6.5.2.1 Experimentalresults
The optimal control experiment lasted 90days (3August till 31October 1995) and was carried out
inthe same greenhouse themodel iscalibrated on(Chapter 3).Figure 10presents aoneday sample
of the experimental (subscript exp) and simulation results (subscript sim). In simulation the
measured weather data from the experiment areused as inputs.Thefirstrow of figure 10showsthe
measured outside climate,the secondrowshowsthemeasured greenhouse climatedata andthe fifth
row the controls applied to the greenhouse. The upper temperature boundary used in the control
algorithm is 25°C, the lower one is 15°C during the night and 17°C during day time. The upper
relative humidityboundary is 95%andthe lowerone is 65%. At thetime the experiment wasdone,

_2Z
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the slow subproblem was not solved yet. As the plant co-states were unknown, an assumption has
beenmadeabouttheirvalue:
XB= 0 = O.OOfllg
KF=~PF

=-0-02/1/ g

*Wl=-pF=-0.02fl/g
Figure3shows thatbetween day 156and 245thisisareasonable assumption withrespecttoW^but
not for WL which is closer to0.02 than to-0.02fl/g. Figure 4 shows thatkB is close to zero, sothe
assumption of equation 30is quite realistic, except for X^ .Figure 10(d,e,f and m,n,o) shows the
behaviour of the controller. For this day during night time the heating (rh,exp) is turned on (m) to
satisfy the temperature constraint (d).During day time the heating is turned off, as the temperature
stays above its lower boundary and the relative humidity (f) stays beneath its upper boundary.
During the night, when the humidity is expected to be no problem the windows (o) are closed to
save energy. During day time the windows are opened to keep the temperature as low as possible.
This is advantageous because it minimises the respiration losses, and because fruits, leaves and
harvested fruits have the same value it maximises the income. Till about 8 a.m. the windows are
closed as much as possible to benefit from the high CO2concentration (e) at the end of the night.
CO2dosage (n) takes place from 8.30 till 8.45 a.m., because at that time the windows can be kept
closedwhilethesunisshining.
6.5.2.2 Effectofmodelerrors

To investigate the influence of the difference between model predictions and measurements, the
controller is simulated as if on-line for the same day as discussed in the previous section. Whereas
during the experiment the actual measurements are used to update the states to serve as initial
conditions for the coming horizon, in the simulation the simulated values are used. Hence
differences betweenexperiment and simulation areduetomodelling errors.
The third row of figure 10 (g,h,and i) shows the simulated greenhouse climate and the sixth row
(p,q and r) shows the simulated controls (subscript sim, PF). Comparing the experimental and
simulationresultsrevealsthatduringthenightinsimulation thecontrollercankeepthetemperature
much closer to its lower boundary value (d and g). Looking at the heating valve (m and p) and
window controls (o and r) it shows that the overall pattern is the same in both cases, but in
simulation the controls behave more quietly, especially the window opening. This is a result of
model inaccuracies, probably mainly in the part describing ventilation. The ventilation part of the
modeldoes not include any temperature effects, thus implicitly it assumes that for wind-speed w=0
there is no ventilation. Errors in the ventilation part explain the fact that during the night the
simulated CO2concentration (h) is considerably higher than the measured one (e). They can also
explain thedifference inthesimulated (i)andmeasured (f) relative humidity,giventhesimilarityof
the controls. Despite these inaccuracies it can be seen that the RHOC algorithm is still able to
control therealgreenhouse satisfactorily.
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Figure 10 The outside weather- i.e. theglobal radiation G,outside temperature T0and wind-speed w- and
theexperimental (subscript exp) and simulated (subscript sim)greenhouse climate- i.e.the inside
temperature Tg, C0 2 concentration Q and the relative humidity RHi - and controls - i.e. the
relative heating valve opening rh, relative window opening rw, and the CO2 dosage flux - for
1 September 1995.The simulations areperformed for XB=0,A.WF=PF, ^WL=PF(subscript pF)and for
^•B=^s,B> A\VF=AS]WF. AwL=^s,WL (subscriptAs).
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6.5.2.3 Effectofslowco-states

To investigate the influence of the co-state the simulation is repeated for the A-values for this day
resulting from the long term optimisation (figure 9) instead of the constant values of equation 30.
During the night XBis bigger than during day time. Thus, during day time the photosynthesis is
stimulated and during the night the growth of the plant. X# is almost constant at Xw =-0.02 fl/g,
which is the same as assumed in the experiment and which is also equal to the value of the
harvested fruits. As 1September is close tothe end of the growing season X^ has a positive value,
which isinclearcontrast totheassumption madeduring theexperiment. During the day itisalmost
constant at X# =0.027fl/g decreasing only a little. The positive value indicates that it is
unfavourable to produce extra leaves at this moment. The results of the simulation using theseXvalues areshown inrowfour and sevenoffigure 10(subscriptsim, Xs).
The differences between the two simulations can all be explained by the difference in X^ -values
(Xsispositive,PFnegative).AsXs ispositive,it isprofitable if WLdecreases.During thenight when
the assimilate buffer is empty, the only process taking place is respiration. When the temperature
increases, the respiration increases and consequently WL decreases. Consequently the night
temperature will be higher using Xsinstead of PF- ASthe allocation of assimilates depends on
temperature, during day time thetemperature mustbe ashigh aspossible toproduce less leaves and
morefruits. This canbe achieved byclosing the windows more,however the window openingmust
be large enough to carry away the vapour production. When the windows are closed, or almost
closed, the optimal control algorithm immediately tries totake advantage of this situation and starts
todose CO2.Because of the very changeable global radiation however, the window opening is also
verychangeable and sotheadvantageofdosingCO2israthersmall.

6.6Discussion
The TTROC approach needs only afew climate computer settings (in the order of ten),as opposed
tothe current climate computers (inthe order of 300). Most of the process knowledge ispart of the
program in the form of mathematical models. On-line tuning of the models (adaptive control) may
offer possibilities toimprovethe performance.
Thecomputation of thelongterm strategy isvery involved, which maybeduetothestiffness ofthe
longtermproblem.Theassimilate buffer Band the soiltemperatureTsboth have intermediatetimeconstants of about one day. This may make the overall problem a three time-scale problem. A
solution to this problem starts with an off-line seasonal optimisation. Then every day an
optimisation over the coming day is performed off-line, based on commercially available weather
predictions and the long-term criterion augmented by the seasonal crop co-states. Finally, every
minuteanoptimal control problem withanoptimisation horizonof onehourissolved on-line,using
lazy man weather predictions and the long-term criterion augmented by the seasonal and daily costates.
Fromthelongtermco-statethe seasonal strategy canbeobtained.Theexactdates when toinvestin
fruits or leaves, may differ from year to year. A further improvement would be to use a statistical
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average weather pattern instead of the weather of 1995. However, both van Henten and Seginer
(1998) found only little difference between the co-state patterns computed for different years. The
initial positive value of X^ may depend on the initial condition of the crop, possibly too many
leaves are produced in the previous period. Therefore the computation of the he long term co-state
startatthe start ofthe season.

6.7Conclusions
For the first time a solution of the long term optimal control problem for greenhouse tomato crop
production waspresented.The slowco-states show thattheleavesand fruits whileontheplanthave
a value. This value shows a distinct seasonal pattern. From the computed long term co-states it
shows that it is always favourable to invest in fruits, especially at the start of the season. Investing
in leaves is only profitable in the middle of the season. At the end of the season it is a waste to
investinleaves sincethereisnotenough timefor theinvestment topay back.
On-line control can be achieved by solving the slow sub-problem first. Secondly the short term
criterion must be modified with the long term co-states. Combined with lazy man weather
predictions and the receding horizon control approach to solve the short term problem, this results
inarealtimeimplementablecontrol algorithm.
The experimental results of the application of the TTROC control algorithm show proper
performance. The small difference between the experimental and simulation results despite model
discrepancies, usingthe sameco-states,indicates therobustness of the algorithm. Simulations show
that the values of the slow co-state in the short term criterion considerably influence the control
behaviour,henceitisveryimportant toobtaintherightvalues.
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7 Comparisonofconventionalandoptimalcontrol
ofgreenhousetomatocropproduction.
R.F.Tap,L.G.vanWilligenburg, G.van Straten
Abstract
This paper describes a comparison of conventional and optimal control of greenhouse tomato crop
production by experiment and in simulation. The experiments performed in areal greenhouse show
differences incontrol variablesandgreenhouse climate,but similar cropbehaviour. Thesimulations
reveal that aconsiderable part of theenergy consumption isused for dehumidification (11% for the
selected days). Therefore, carefully choosing the humidity constraints is important. Moreover,
simulation shows that optimal control can be expected to be more energy-efficient than
conventional control, the^difference being in the order of at least 8% in this case. Because the
optimal controller explicitly takes the long term effects into account, its seasonal performance is
muchbetterthan oftheconventional controller.
Keywords:
Greenhousecultivation, optimal control,recedinghorizoncontrol,tomatocrop, energy-efficiency

7.1Introduction
Present greenhouse computer algorithms usually aim at maintaining set-points for temperature,
humidity and CO2 concentration. These setpoints are based on knowledge and experience about
what isbeneficial for theplant,but thecontrol costs arenot explicitly taken intoaccount.There isa
considerable amount of scientific knowledge on greenhouse and crop behaviour. Using optimal
control thisknowledge canbe employed toincrease theprofit obtained from crop production along
withtheenergy efficiency of greenhouses.Uptillnow optimal greenhouse climatecontrol concepts
either did not include long term considerations (Hwang, 1993), or they assumed perfect long-term
weather predictions (van Henten, 1994).Chalabi (1996) and Aikman (1997) did some experiments
onoptimal control ofCO2concentration andtemperature,usingashortterm criterion.
Incontrast thetwotimes-scalerecedinghorizon optimal control (TTRHOC) developed inChapter6
does include long-term considerations and in addition uses realistic weather predictions. Moreover,
all three main greenhouse variables -temperature, CO2concentration and humidity - are controlled
This paper presents both an experimental and a simulated comparison of conventional and optimal
control of greenhouse tomatocrop production. To thebest knowledge of the authors this is the first
time that receding horizon optimal control is implemented in a real greenhouse simultaneously
controlling the three greenhouse climate variables. In section two of this paper the optimal control
problem, underlying the receding horizon optimal control, will be stated along with the solution
algorithm. Section three describes the conventional greenhouse climate control. The results of the
experimental comparison arepresented insection four. Sinceit isdifficult tojudgeallaspectsofthe
comparison in an experiment, the two systems are also compared in simulation. The results are
presented insectionfive,followed bydiscussion andconclusions (section sixandseven).
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7.2 Optimalcontrol
Optimal control is based on a model of the process and a goal function or optimisation criterion.
The model describes the system behaviour as a function of the states, controls, external inputs and
time. The criterion function is the design tool which may be a function of the states, controls,
external inputs and time. Optimal control determines the controls that will minimise the criterion
function.
7.2.1 Model
The model is described in detail elsewhere in Chapter 2. The model consists of two interacting
parts: the physical greenhouse climate model and the crop model. The climate model is a
modification of a model of Udink ten Cate (1985) and the tomato crop model is obtained from the
model of de Koning (1994) by reasoned aggregation. The greenhouse climate model describes the
behaviour of the greenhouse climate (i.e. air temperature, humidity and CO2concentration) under
the influence of the control actions (i.e. lee and windward side window opening, heating water
mixing valve opening and the CO2 injection flux), the external inputs (i.e. the outside climate:
globalradiation, air temperature, humidity, CO2concentration, wind speed and wind direction) and
finally under influence of the plant. A separate sub-model describes the dynamics of the heating
system. The crop model describes the production and distribution of assimilates in a tomato plant.
For that purpose it contains four states, the assimilate buffer dry weight, the leaf dry weight, the
fruit dry weight and theplantdevelopment stage.Summarising thecompletejoint modelconsistsof
ninestates,four controlsand five externalinputs:
x = f(x,d,u,t)
wherex arethestates,d aretheexternal inputs,u arethecontrols and fis thetime.

(1)

7.2.2 Criterion
It is assumed that the goal of the grower is to make as much profit as possible. Hence the negative
profit orinotherwordsthenetcosts,ischosen asthecriterion function J tobe minimised.
J=](-pFWHf +PMn;+PHHu+Pc+PV+PT)dt
h

where t0is the beginning of the growing season and tf the end, pF is the auction price of the
tomatoes per gram dry weight, WH is the fruit harvest rate, pc is the CO2price, <pinj is theCO2
injection flux, pH is the heating price and Hu is the heat input. Pc, Pv, and PT are penalty
functions concerning CO2, humidity and temperature, that account for unmodelled effects. These
functions represent soft constraints thatdiscourage theoptimal climatetoviolatecertainboundaries.
Formandeffect willbediscussed inmoredetailinsection 7.5.2.
7.2.3 Twotime-scale decomposition
The greenhouse model has time constants of about 20 minutes, whereas the crop model has time
constants of several weeks, so the combined greenhouse-crop model is a stiff model. For this kind
of models singular perturbation methods (Kokotovic et dl., 1986) are used to compute optimal
controls. Because of fast fluctuating external inputs that strongly influence the system behaviour,
the standard singular perturbation methods can not be used (van Henten, 1994). Therefore van

(2)
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Henten suggests another way to solve this problem. First the long-term optimisation for the slow
sub-problem is solved, then the resulting co-states of the slow sub-problem are used to adapt the
short-term criterion function. Subsequently the short-term optimisation is solved using this adapted
criterion function.
Theapproach used in thispaper differs intwowaysfrom theone of van Henten. Firstly vanHenten
assumes perfect apriori weather knowledge both for the slow and fast sub-problem, whereas inthis
paper averaged weather is used for the slow sub-problem while a short-term weather prediction is
used for the fast sub-problem. Secondly the fast sub-problem is solved using a receding horizon
algorithm with a horizon shorter than the growing season. These modifications make the method
applicable inpractice.The short-term criterion function is amodification of thelong-term criterion
function (equation3):
'/
J =\\-PF% +PMni+PHHu+Pc+Pv+PT+W+KWF+\WL)dt
where AB, A^, and Xy, are the co-states derived from the slow sub-problem and B, WF and WL
arethecorresponding statederivatives.Sotheproducts XBB etc.conveythefuture costorprofit per
time unit of the present investments in these states. Because of the fast fluctuating external inputs
(theoutside weather, notably theglobal radiation) andtheunreliable longterm weather predictions,
receding horizon optimal control with lazy man weather predictions is used (Chapter 5).The lazy
manprediction simply states thatthe weather over thenext short termhorizon will staythe sameas
the actually measured weather. The measurements and hence the predictions are updated every
control step. The advantages of this method are threefold, (i) it is real time implementable, (ii) it
introduces feedback and (iii) the application of the lazy man weather predictions combined with
updates every control step yields higher profits than using fixed weather based on a commercially
availableforecast with anupdatetwiceaday (Chapter5).

7.3 Conventionalcontrol
Conventional greenhouse climate controllers are rule based setpoint controllers for temperature,
humidity and CO2concentration. The setpoints are generated by the climate computer on the basis
of settings supplied by the grower and theoutside weather conditions. Essentially, the conventional
controllers are simpleP-orPi-controllers together with combinatorial rules,toenforce setpoints or
setpoint ranges,based on knowledge and experience about what is beneficial for the plant, without
explicitly takingthecontrolcosts intoaccount (Peterseand Steenvoorde, 1994).

7.4 Experimentalcomparison
The optimal control algorithm has been tested and compared with a conventional controller in two
experiments in 1994 (Tap etal. 1994) and 1995.The experiments were done in two compartments
of a real greenhouse with tomatoes. One compartment was controlled by a conventional climate
computer, the other by the receding horizon optimal control algorithm. The first experiment from
1994 is mainly used to overcome practical implementation problems. Because the greenhouse is
controlled optimally only during short periods, this experiment can not be used to compare both
control strategies, however it did indicate that the optimal control algorithm is able to control the

(3)
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Figure 1 MeasurementsfromMay 17 tillSeptember 141995,offruit andleafdryweightandtheharvested
fruit dryweightperplantduringthetillday214).
greenhouse. From the second experiment in 1995,slightly over one month of continuous crop and
climatemeasurements from bothcontrol strategies areavailable.
Figure 1 shows the crop measurements in both compartments. In the optimally controlled
compartment the climate is controlled bythe conventional controller till day 214, from then onthe
optimal controllerhastaken overcontrol. Sothe differences ingrowth and yield uptothat day,are
not caused by the control. After that day the optimal and conventional fruit weight and harvested
fruit weight stay almost equal to each other. Only the optimal leaf weight (62 g) at the end was
significantly largerthan theconventional one(48g).This canbeexplained bythelower greenhouse
temperature obtained in the optimally controlled greenhouse, causing a more vegetative crop.
Further it must be observed that the experiment has run simultaneously in both compartments only
during the period of one month. Compared to the time-constants of the crop this is too short to
expect any significant differences. Moreover the experiment is performed only once, so,
considering the variability in plants, the results are not statistically reliable. Therefore, to
demonstrate any differences by experiments, the experiments must last longer and several
repetitions areneeded.
Figure 2 shows measurements of the optimal and conventional greenhouse climate for day 244 and
245. One sees that the optimal greenhouse temperature is lower, the optimal pipe temperature is
higherandtheoptimal windowopening islargerthantheconventional ones.Togetherthisresultsin
arelativehumidity that isabout 5-10% lower,whiletheconventional controller wasgiven anupper
relativehumidity boundary setting of 90% and the optimal controller one of 95%. It shows that the
optimal controller, with the present settings, values the maintaining of the upper relative humidity
boundary more than the conventional controller, resulting in a lower optimal relative humidity at
the expense ofahigher heat input.Figure2displaystwo controls,the third control,the C02-dosage
flux, is not shown, as it was not known in case of the conventional controller. From the measured
peaks in the conventional CO2 concentration around t=244.7days, follows that CO2 has been
dosed. The increase of the C02-concentration during the night is caused by the respiration of the
crop. The bang-bang nature of the optimal controls is a result of the fact that there are no costs
associated with the window control, and the presence of control limits. It could be avoided by
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Figure 2 Measurements of state (greenhouse temperature Tg, pipe temperature Tp, greenhouse CO2
concentration Q, greenhouse air relative humidity RHi)and control variables (the relative window
opening rw and the relative heating valve opening rh) of the optimal (
) and conventional
(
)controlled greenhouse for twodays (September 1and2 1995).
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assigning costs to the opening and closing of the windows and the heating valve (wear costs). In
reality opening the windows too widely can cause cold spots inside the greenhouse. As this is not
described by the model, the possible negative effects are not reckoned with. Crop observations
however did not show any negative effects, as the crop looked a little better in the optimally
controlled greenhouse. Perhaps this is due to the lower relative humidity, which stimulates crop
evaporation.
The experiments indicate clearly that the control of the relative humidity strongly influences the
overall behaviour of the controller. To stick to the upper relative humidity boundary the optimal
pipe temperature is higher and the optimal windows are opened further than in the conventional
case,resulting inalowerCO2concentration and temperature.

7.5 Simulated comparison
In simulation it is much easier to perform a comparison than in practice, because simulation
experiments takeless timeandtheproblem of the stochastical dispersion of the cropdoesnot affect
the simulation. Moreover, reliable energy computations are easier to perform in simulation than in
pactice. Despite model inaccuracy, comparison by simulation is useful, as both controllers control
the same greenhouse-crop model. The absolute value of the simulated harvest and energy
consumption may differ from thetrue ones,but the relativeperformance of the different controllers
isexpected tobeaffected less.If onecontroller performs 10%better than theother in simulation,in
reality theimprovement isexpected tobeaboutthesameortherofmagnitude.
7.5.1 Initial conditions
Because the optimal controller computations arelengthy (about lAof real time),computation overa
whole season is infeasible. As will be explained later on in more detail the optimisation is
performed using the weather data of four characteristic days throughout the year 1995 (March 2,
May 22,August 13and October 31).Toperform simulations initial conditions of the state variables
havetobechosen for each of thesedays.Theinitialconditions inthe optimal and conventional case
arechosen tobethesame.Asinitialcropstates,thecropstatesatthe startofthefour days,resulting
from theseasonal optimisation (Chapter 6)havebeen taken.Itshouldbenoted thatthesecrop states
are expected to be closer to optimality than can normally be achieved by conventional control. To
obtain initial values for the greenhouse climate variables, one day preceding the day to be
simulated, has been simulated using the conventional controller. The final values of the
conventional greenhouse state variables of that day are used as initial values for the simulation of
the next day, both in the conventional and optimal case. A lead time of one day is taken because
after one day the influence of the initial value of that day is damped out. In this way realistic
starting values are obtained. As the conventional controller behaves differently from the optimal
one, the conventional climate may differ from the optimal climate. Therefore the conventional
climatevalues aresub-optimal valuesfor theoptimalcase.
7.5.2 Matchingthehumidity constraint violation
To compare the conventional and optimal controller it is important to grant them both the same
optimisation space. As can be learned from the experimental results the conventional controller
does not stay within the imposed bounds. So, in order to make the results comparable, the optimal
controller must be allowed to violate those bounds to the same extent. Simulations show that the
optimisation space is mainly determined by the humidity penalty. Therefore the humidity penalty
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must be adapted such that it is the same in the conventional and optimal case. Since the
conventional controller iswidespread inpractice,ithasbeen assumed thatthehumidity trajectories
itrealizes areacceptabletothegrowers,despite theviolation ofthebounds.Inaddition,ithasbeen
assumed that it does not matter when exactly the constraint violations occur. So the optimal
humidity penalty isadapted suchthatonaverageitequals theconventional one.
Thehumidity penalty isdefinedby:
Pv=a(RH-RHj
•Pv=0

if RH<RHnuri
if RH^KRHKRH^

(4)

Pv=MRH-RHmJ
ifRH^<RH
whereRHisthegreenhouse airrelativehumidity expressed inpercent. Inequation 4therearethree
parameters that canbeadjusted, namely RHmin, RHmax and a. Wehave chosen toadapt theslope
of the humidity penalty a, since the lower and upper relative humidity boundaries RH^ and
RHmm cannotbechosen freely, forthey aremoreorlessknown quantities.Theslopeparametera
represents thecosts in guilders of exceeding these boundaries by onepercent during one second.
This isnotaknown quantity, butitisestimated bythefollowing procedure. First theconventional
climate issimulated for acertain period oftime. Based onthis climate theintegral violation ofthe
humidity boundary iscalculated fortheconventional control. Then a fortheoptimal case is found
by aniterative line searchtomatchthe integrated constrained violation totheconventional oneThe
corresponding a -valueisdenotedby a*.
1f
Figure 3shows theintegral violation ofthe humidity boundaries — Pvdtas
afunction of a.In the
aJ
caseofconventional control this isaconstant, sincetheconventional control isnotinfluenced by a.
So the realised climate is fixed and— \Pvdt is constant. The value of the conventional integral
violation onlydependsonthevalues ofRHmin andRHmax. WhenRHmi„ andRHmaxareclosetogether,
the violation will be large, when they arefar apart the violation will be small. In thecase ofthe
\Pvdt
jo
is itinfluenced by
optimal control »

a

\Pvdt

conventional

a.
\
0

a*

^^^^optimal

RHmin and RHmax and by a, because the
optimal control is influenced by the
humidity penalty. When a =0, the
optimal control is tolerant to constraint
violations so that

— fP3 vdt has its

a

maximum value, when a =°°, ifpossible,
RHwill staywithin itsboundaries.

a

Figure3 Integralviolationofthehumidityboundaryasa
function oftheslopeparametera.

In Tap et al (1997) a* is calculated for
one characteristic autumn day (14-9-'95).
a* is quite sensitive to the choice ofthe
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period over which the optimisation is performed, as the exceeding of the boundaries by the
conventional controller depends strongly upon which period of time is chosen. Simulations for
March of the conventional controller show for many days a much larger exceeding of the
boundaries than for this single day in September. To find the seasonal a* the procedure should be
applied to the whole season. Because the optimal controller computations are lengthy (about lAof
real time), computation over a whole season in this way is infeasible. Therefore, to get a better
approximation of the seasonal a*, instead ofusing one day, asinTapet al (1997),the optimisation
is performed using the weather data of four characteristic days throughout the year 1995 (March 2,
May 22,August 13and October 31).To calculate the optimal control, the two time-scale receding
horizon optimal control approach isused.Inthe short-term criterion the slow co-states based onthe
a* for 14-9-'95 (a*=1.17-l(r7fl/%sm2) from Tap et al (1997) are used. To get the 'true a*-value\
the whole procedure based on a whole season, including the long-term optimisation, should be
iterated. Fortunately simulations indicate that a* is not very sensitive to small changes in XB, XWf
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Figure5 Theoptimalrelativewindowopening,C02concentration andrelativehumidityfor a =4.8973-10
fl.m"2.s"1.%RH~1.(upperthreegraphs)anda =4.9650"10sfl.m'2.s"1.%nH'1 (lowerthreegraphs)
and Ay that would result from redoing the seasonal optimisation. The settings of the conventional
controller dohave a major influence on the value of a*. The settings used are common inpractice.
Toget afair comparison thelower temperature setpoints equal thelower temperatureboundariesof
theoptimal controller (15°Catnight,and 17°Cduringdaytime).
Figure 4 shows the results of the a-matching procedure. Each 'conventional' curve is the result of
one simulation of the conventional controller for that particular day. Each 'optimal' curve
represents the result of 32 computations of the optimal control for one day, each for a different a.
The curves labelled total, represent the total integral violation of the relative humidity boundary
over these four days. Comparing figure 3 and 4 one can see that the curves in figure 4 have the
expected shape,except for thejump tobediscussed below.The a-value atthejump istaken as a*.
So a*=4.9652-10"8fl.m"2.s"1.%RH"1. Itturns out that adifferent value of a* holds for each day.For
day 1, 2 and 4 this is a smaller value and for day 3 a larger value. It also shows that day 1and 4
have a very small integral violation of thehumidity boundary, whereas the integral violation ofday
2and 3isconsiderably (10to30times) larger.
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Itisinteresting toanalyse thecauseofthejumpinsomewhat greaterdetail.Itappearsthatthejump
in the total optimal curve is caused by thejump in the curve of day 2. Thisjump is caused by a
sudden change in strategy, as shown in Figure 5 When a <a* (upper three graphs in figure 5)
around t=500min the windows are closed and CO2 is being dosed. The humidity penalty is
compensated by the extra photosynthesis. When a >a* (lower three graphs in figure 5) the extra
photosynthesis doesnot compensate for the humidity penalty any more,sothe windows are opened
and no CO2is being dosed. This strategy change causes a discontinuity in the integral violation of
thehumidity boundary.Therefore there exists no a such that the optimal and conventional integral
humidity penalty areequal toeach other. The a chosen tobe a* istheonewhich approximates this
condition most. With a* =4.9652-10 s fl.m~2.s~1.%RH~1 the optimal integral violation is 8.995105
S.%RH-

7.5.3 Sensitivity oftheenergy consumption with respectto a
The slope of the humidity penalty function ( a ) determines to what extent the humidity boundaries
aremaintained.To satisfy thehumidity boundaries the windows areopened and when necessary the
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51
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-8
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-1

-1

-15
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-501
1439
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-270
1277
188

-24
34
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18
63
60

-497
443
616

132
458
387

9

JKFwF
JKwL*

J
10
11
cashflow
12 projectedgain

-213
-455
292

-1124 -1282 -1463 -1687

1341 -1248 -559
798
-305 759
210 1552 1512

Table 1 Theoptimal andconventional criterion anditscomponents andthecashflow for a* =4.9652-10"
fl.m'2.s"1.%RH"1 expressed in flha'-day"1 for March 2 (dayl), May 22 (day 2),August 13(day3),
October31(day4)of 1995 andtheaverageoverthesefourdays(average).
heating is turned on. The optimal control algorithm weighs the heating costs against the humidity
penalty. Therefore the heat input will increase as a increases. Figure 6 shows the integral heating
costs asafunction of a. Itturns outthat thedependence of the heat input on a depends strongly on
the weather of theconsidered day. Onday 1thehumidity boundaries arehardly violated (figure 4),
sotheheatinputisalmostindependent of a. Onday2theviolation isbigger andfrom figures 3and
6 itfollows that the violation caneasily be reduced by extra heating.Onday 3the violation hasthe
same order of magnitude as on day 2,but the violation can not easily be reduced by extra heating,
probably because it is a very hot day and extra heating will not only decrease the humidity penalty
but also increase the temperature penalty. On day 4 the violation of the humidity penalty can be
reduced to a certain level, but for higher a the heat input is independent of a. The total heat input
for thesefour days shows an almost linear relation between a andtheheatinput for these a-values.
The total heat input shows an 11% increase from a =0 to a =a*. This indicates that 11% of the
optimal energy consumption isrelated todehumidification. The actual percentage for aspecific day
can be larger or smaller. This value is of the same order of magnitude as the annual values de
Halleux andGautier (1998)found intheir simulation experiments under Quebecclimatic conditions
usingdifferent ventilation regimes (12.6%and 18.4%).
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7.5.4 Results
Table 1 shows the results of the comparison by simulation. It presents the final values of the
criterion function and its components (equation 3) both for the optimal and the conventional
controller for the four simulated days individually and averaged over these four days, at
a*=4.9652-10"8fl.rn2.s-1.%RH"1.
Fruitharvestandenergy consumption
During day 1 and 4morefruits areharvested (row 1inTable 1)and more energy (row 3)isusedin
the 'optimal' greenhouse than in the 'conventional' greenhouse, on day 2 and 3 it is just the
opposite. On average less fruits are harvested (5%) in the optimal controlled greenhouse, while the
heat demand is 13% lower. This results in a 8% lower energy consumption per harvested fruit
weight, i.e. the optimally controlled greenhouse has an 8% higher energy efficiency than the
conventional one.
COi dosage
On day 1, 2 and 3 the optimal controller doses CO2 (row 2) in contrast to the conventional
controller Itshould benoted thatthisresult isaffected bythepremisethatpureCO2isused forCO2
enrichment. In greenhouses where flue gas can be used, its dosing would probably be more
extensive.
Penalties
As a* is chosen such that the relative humidity penalties are almost equal, the difference in
humidity penalties is small, as expected (row 4). Yet, as stated before, considerable differences
canoccur from day today, since itisnotpossible tochoose onefixed seasonally valid humidity
constraint function that would equate the penalties between the conventional and optimal
controllers over all days. The overall optimal relative humidity penalty is 5% lower, showing
that the 'optimal' controller has taken more effort to stay within the desired humidity area,
probably resulting in a higher heat input. Both controllers stay within the CO2bounds (row 5).
The optimal controller has a small temperature penalty (row 6), that is caused by the sudden
change in lower temperature boundary at sunrise from 15°C to 17°C, which the optimal
controller cannot track. Theconventional controller hasamore substantial temperature penalty.
This is because it does not take the temperature boundary as serious as the 'optimal' controller.
During the night for instance the conventional greenhouse temperature fluctuates around the
lower boundary, whereas the optimal temperature stays just above the lower boundary
temperature.The higher temperature penalty represents a higher risk of damage to the crop due
to too high or too low temperatures. If the 'optimal' temperature penalty was set equal to the
conventional one, yielding both controllers the same temperature optimisation space, the
comparison wouldbemorefair. This could havebeendonebyapplyingtheprocedure of section
5.2 also to the slope of the temperature penalty. The expectation is the results willbe in favour
of theoptimal controller.
Longterm investments
The negative value of the last three terms of the goal function represents the expected future
profit because of achange inbuffer, fruit and leaf dry weight (rows 7,8and 9,respectively).As
thebuffer is emptied almost every night, the differences in the investments in the buffer arenot
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important. However, the differences in the investment in fruits and leafs are important. These
investments represent theabilitytoharvest morefruits inthe future. Anegative co-state meansa
positive marginal contribution of an investments in the corresponding state to the seasonal
profit. Figure 8shows the values of the different co-states for the four days (note the scales).It
shows that throughout the season the value of the co-states changes, thus the ability to harvest
fruits infuture changes with time.Theoptimal controller invests in leaf and fruit weight toraise
the future production, whereas the conventional controller consumes them, to raise the present
production.
Shorttermcashflow andexpectedlongtermprofit
Together, the fruit harvest, theheating costs andthe CO2costs,constitute the cash flow overthe
day (row 1minus row 2 and 3).In Table 1,row 11 this is expressed as a positive value in the
case of net income. On day 1,2 and 4 the conventional controller has a higher cash flow. The
average 'optimal' is three percent lower. Obviously the difference in cash flow depends on the
ratios between the gas, CO2 and the tomato price. As the optimal controller uses less gas, the
outcome would be different for a higher gas price. The conventional control has a higher cash
flow, but meanwhile itviolates thetemperature boundary considerably more often and it invests
less in future harvest. Both effects are included in/(equation 3). SoJ i n row 10equals thereal
cashflow, minustheriskofdamagetotheplant duetounfavourable climateconditions,plusthe
expected future profit. ConsideringJ, table 1shows that on average the conventional controller
suffers a loss, whereas the optimal control gains a profit. Another way of evaluating the
controllers is by taking the investment in future fruits into account, assuming that these fruits
will sooner or laterbeharvested aswell,andthen generate atruecash flow. This number coined
'projected gain' ispresented inrowl2,computed asthenegative value ofthesum ofrows 1,2,3
and8.
Initialconditions
It is assumed that on every simulation day the optimal and conventional controllers have equal
initial crop conditions, taken from the long term optimisation in Chapter 6. Because of this, in the
conventional case fruits areharvested that would nothavebeen present if the initial crop conditions
were determined by the conventional control. So the conventional control has an undeserved
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advantage. To get abetter comparison, the initial crop conditions in the conventional case must be
taken from aseasonal simulation of theconventional controller.
Relative humidity
Figure 7 shows the optimal and conventional relative humidity for the four considered days. Both
yield about the same total humidity penalty, but they are obtained in a different way. The optimal
humidity is higher on day 3 but lower on the other days. By using the right penalty function, the
optimal controller automatically shifts theheating tothemomentsitismosteffective to dehumidify.
Therefore theoptimalcontrollersavesenergy.
Temperature
Despite the fact that the temperature setpoint of the conventional controller equals the lower
temperature boundary of the optimal controller, the air temperature is lower in the optimally
controlled greenhouse (not shown). This stems from the fact that in simulation the conventional
controller uses aso-called minimum pipe temperature.This valuedepends on thecircumstances but
is somewhere between 40 and 50°C. The optimal controller does not have a minimum pipe
temperature. It turns out that the optimal pipe temperature is about 15 °C lower than the
conventional one. The optimal controller closes the heating valve during daytime, to save energy,
and only opensit atnighttocontrol thehumidity.

7.6 Discussion
Penalty functions offer a clear way to tune the optimal controller. It is possible to both choose the
boundary values and determine the degree of violation of those boundary values (the slope of the
penalty function a), whereas itismuchlessobvioustotuneaconventional controller.
Experimentally it is hard to make a good comparison between the conventional and optimal
controller. To proof statistically relevant differences, a large number of experiments needs to be
done. As the greenhouse crop system is a non linear system with large time-constants it is best to
perform experiments thatlast awholegrowing season.In simulation acomparison ismucheasierto
perform. Whenthesimulation isbasedonvalidated modelsthiswillyieldvaluableresults.
The comparison of the conventional and optimal control of greenhouse crop production, based on
simulation results of four days, shows that it is possible to considerably raise the energy efficiency
ofgreenhouses (8 %). With the chosen prices thismeans 3%decrease inprofit over thesedays,but
the future optimal result (497 fiha'day' profit) is expected to be considerably higher than the
conventional one(132fiha'day'1loss).
The comparison can be made more fair, and simultaneously the results can probably be improved
further in favour of the optimal control, in twoways.First the initial values should notbe equal for
both the optimal and conventional controller, but should result from their past behaviour. This will
favour theresults ofthe optimal controller. Secondly theprocedure described inthis paper tomatch
the humidity constraints, must be applied both to therelative humidity penalty and the temperature
penalty.
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Energy for dehumidification is an important part of the energy budget. Therefore the humidity
constraints have a major influence on the heating costs and consequently on the controller
behaviour. Afair comparison with aconventional controller isobtained by determining thevalueof
the relative humidity penalty slope that gives both controllers the same optimisation
space(a*=4.9652-10-8fl.m"2.s"1.%RH"1).
In comparing whole seasons the use of one a* for a whole season might have undesired
consequences.InTapet al (1997) onecould seeashift of theheating tothe most efficient period in
a day. In this paper we notice a shift between different days towards the day it is most easy to
comply with the boundaries. For a whole season this might mean a shift between different seasons,
thus causing one season to closely keep up with the boundaries, and another season to severely
violate them for prolonged periods of time, which is unwanted. Therefore, instead of one fixed
seasonal a*, a course in time of a* (a*(t)) might be desirable, or alternatively, a* could be made
an (increasing) function of the duration of violation. From the point of view of energy saving
potential,itisimportant thatthephysiological meaningofhumidity constraints and theirviolation is
investigated morethoroughly.
Of course the results of the comparison depend on many choices,like the choice of the greenhouse
tomato crop model, the settings chosen for the conventional controller, the choice of the penalty
functions etc. Still this comparison clearly points out the advantages and the potential of optimal
greenhouseclimatecontrol.

7.7Conclusions
• Based on a limited survey over four days, optimal control can be expected to be more energyefficient than conventional control.The difference observed is in the order of 8%, and probably
higher.
• Aconsiderable part of energy consumption is for dehumidification (11% for the selecteddays).
Carefully choosing the humidity constraints is therefore important. More insight in the risks of
stretching theboundsmaylead toenergy savings,even inaconventional controller setting.
• Optimal control allowsbettercontrol overconstraints.
• The advantages of optimal control are the result of simultaneously considering long and shorttermeffects and
• The optimal controller explicitly takes the long term effects into account. On the short term it
pays in terms of short term profit. Therefore the benefit of the optimal controller over the
conventional onewillbemuchlargeronaseasonal scale.
• Optimalcontrol using scientific knowledgeresultsineasytointerpretcontrolbehaviour.
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Conclusions
1. The Two Time-scale Receding horizon Optimal Control (TTROC) algorithm developed in this
thesis has successfully been implemented in a real greenhouse. This algorithm deals
appropriately with the different time-scales characterising the greenhouse crop system. It
requires the use of both long-term and short-term weather predictions. Both types of weather
predictions significantly influence the control. Compared to conventional control, a single
experiment with theTTROC algorithm resulted in a slight increase of crop yield and much less
violation of the temperature and humidity bounds. Although experimental results can vary
significantly, theexperiment indicatestheadvantage ofusing theTTROC algorithm.
2. The calibration and validation of the greenhouse crop model revealed that it is difficult to
accurately model all the phenomena described by the model. Especially the accurate modelling
of humidity and crop development is troublesome. Despite this result the controls computed by
TTROC in the experiment and the controls computed by TTROC in a simulation with the same
experimental weather data,werevery similar.This suggests thattheTTROC algorithm isrobust
withrespect tomodellingerrors.
3. In simulation TTROC improves the energy efficiency by 8.5% compared to conventional
control. Against a 5% drop of crop yield the energy consumption reduces by 12.5%. The
simulation wasperformed overfour characteristic days.Extrapolation from thesefour dayswith
the assumption that investments in bio-mass on the plants would finally pay off, suggests an
average achievable gain in profit of 60%. Care was taken to ensure that optimal and
conventional control did not differ in violating the humidity bounds, otherwise a fair
comparison would be impossible. The greenhouse did not contain a heat storage, and
autonomous availability ofCO2was assumed.
4. Aconsiderable part of energy consumption is for dehumidification (11% for four characteristic
days). Carefully choosing the humidity constraints is therefore important. More insight in the
risks of stretching the bounds may lead to energy savings, even in a conventional controller
setting.
5. The conventional control, with the usual settings, is not able to maintain the imposed humidity
bounds. Because there is no mechanism to regulate the violation, in practice the humidity
bounds arechosen tighter than necessary.Thisincreasestheenergy consumption.
6. In TTROC an adjustable penalty is associated to the violation of the bounds. The degree to
which the imposed humidity bounds are obeyed can be set by adjusting the penalty parameters.
Relaxing thepenalty results inlessenergy consumption.
7. In general the optimal control aims at lower temperatures than the conventional control. Given
the experimental and simulation results, the present practice of using a minimum pipe
temperature is questionable. Maintaining a minimum pipe temperature is less energy efficient
andreducesthecash flow.
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8. For the first time a solution of the long term optimal control problem for greenhouse tomato
crop production was presented. The slow co-states, which are part of the solution show how
leaves and fruits must be valued at each stage. These values show a distinct seasonal pattern.
Fromthesepatterns it follows that investing infruits isalways favourable, especially atthestart
of theseason.Investinginleaves isonlyprofitable inthemiddleof the season.Attheendofthe
season it is a waste to invest in leaves since there is not enough time for the investment to pay
back.
9. The statistical average weather pattern is the most suitable long term weather prediction for use
intheTTROCalgorithm
10.Unlike the present conventional climate control computers, a climate computer performing
optimal control,onlyhasaverylimited amount of settings (lessthan ten),whichallhaveaclear
meaning while their quantitative effect can be shown to the grower, before he decides to
implement them.
11.Simulation resultsclearly showthatitishighlybeneficial tousemeasurements ofthe weatherat
the greenhouse location, instead of commercially available weather predictions, obtained once
or twice a day. Using a receding horizon controller with a control horizon of 1 hour in
combination withthelazymanweatherprediction results inalossofperformance ofabout15%
compared to optimal control with perfect a priori knowledge of the weather. The loss is only 6
% with respect to receding horizon control assuming perfect a priori knowledge of the weather
over thereceding control horizon. Areceding control horizon of 1hour is thebest compromise
between uncertainty related to weather prediction and a loss of performance due to shortening
thecontrol horizon.
12.The technical feasibility of thetwotime-scale receding horizon optimal control of a greenhouse
tomato crop production system has been demonstrated. The use of scientific models and the
explicit economic goal function, hasled tomany insights,which canbepresented orderly tothe
grower.Theseinsightscanalsobeutilised toimproveconventional control.
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Summary
The design and testing of an optimal control algorithm, based on scientific models of greenhouse
and tomato crop and an economic criterion (goal function), to control greenhouse climate, is
described. An important characteristic of this control is that it aims at maximising an economic
criterion, determined by theheating andCO2supply coston the one side and theof tomato yieldon
the other side. Unlike conventional control, the economic criterion, e.g. when energy taxes are
included in it, directly leads to predictable energy savings. Whereas growers, using the
conventional control, areinclined tooptimise theclimatefor thecrop,theeconomic criterion makes
a trade off between yield and costs. The costs are mainly energy costs. As a result the energy
efficiency improves.
In case of the greenhouse an existing model is modified and extended with a description of theair
humidity and aheating pipe model.Incase of the crop the number of states of thetomato modelof
de Koninghasbeen reduced from severalhundred tofour based on 'reasoned aggregation', tomake
it suitable for control purposes. This results in a combined greenhouse crop model of nine states.
Thecalibration of thismodelhasbeendonesequentially.First thetomatomodel hasbeen calibrated
and then thegreenhouse model using theoutput of the tomato model as aninput. Thedifferent submodels have been calibrated using independent data. The validation shows that the models predict
the trend of the different states well. The value of the states displays a clear deviation, with the
exception ofthepipetemperature,whichisaccurately predicted.
The time-scales of the greenhouse crop system are very different. Simulations show that neglecting
the fast greenhouse dynamics results in a considerable loss of performance. To take these different
time-scales and the poor predictability of the weather into account, a time-scale decomposition is
used. First a long term optimisation over a growing season is carried out, based on a long term
weather prediction, neglecting the greenhouse dynamics. For the first time a solution of the longterm optimal greenhouse tomato crop production problem is presented. This solution is used to
adapt the short-term criterion. In the short-term optimisation the greenhouse dynamics are taken
into account. The computations arecarried out usingthe 'receding horizon' principle combined with
'lazy man' weather predictions, and an optimal horizon of one hour. This way feedback is
introduced intothesystem andthecontrolbecomesreal-timeimplementable.
Economic results of experiments with the implemented optimal control algorithm show the
applicability of the optimal control. The results were not inferior to the experimental results
obtained with the conventional control in a second adjacent greenhouse compartment. The
experiments seem unique because, toour best knowledge, never before the climate in a greenhouse
has been completely determined by an optimal control algorithm designed on the basis of a
greenhouse crop model and an economic criterion. The small difference between experimental and
simulated results, despite model discrepancies, indicates the robustness of the algorithm. As an
objective comparison of the optimal and conventional control is only possible based on a larger
number of experiments, in this research the conventional and optimal control are compared by
means of simulation. The simulations clearly show that a considerable amount of the energy
consumption isneededfor dehumidification (11%).Therefore itisimportant tochoosethehumidity
bounds adequately. To be able to compare the results the penalty on crossing the 90% upper
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Summary
humidity bound is tuned such that the cumulative crossing for the conventional and optimal
controller areequal.
The comparison shows that the optimal control of a greenhouse tomato crop production system
without heat storage and autonomous availability of CO2, when simulated over four characteristic
days, improves the energy efficiency by 8.5%. Against a 5% drop of crop yield the energy
consumption reduces by 12.5%. The optimal controller explicitly takes into account long-term
effects. This mayreduce the short termprofit. However, assuming that the investments in bio-mass
on the plant will finally pay off, extrapolation of the results from these four days shows an average
gain inprofit of60%.
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Samenvatting
Het ontwerp en de test van een optimaal regelalgoritme, gebaseerd op wetenschappelijke modellen
van kas en tomaten gewas en een economisch criterium (doelfunctie), voor de regeling van het
klimaat in kassen waarin tomaten worden geteeld, wordt beschreven. Belangrijk kenmerk van deze
regeling is dat deze streeft naar maximalisatie van een economisch criterium, aan de ene kant
bepaald door de kosten voor het verwarmen en CO2 doseren en aan de andere kant door de
opbrengst van de geoogste tomaten. In tegenstelling tot conventionele regelingen leidt het
economisch criterium, wanneer hierbijvoorbeeld energieheffingen in zijn opgenomen, rechtstreeks
tot een voorspelbare hoeveelheid energiebesparing. Waar tuinders geneigd zijn, via de
conventionele besturing, uitsluitend het klimaat voor het gewas te optimaliseren, weegt het
economisch criterium opbrengsten af tegen kosten. welke voornamelijk bestaan uit energiekosten.
Hierdoorneemtdeenergieefficientie toe.
Voor de kas is een bestaand model aangepast en uitgebreid met een beschrijving van de
vochthuishouding en een model voor de verwarmingsbuis.Voor het gewas is het aantal toestanden
van het tomatenmodel van de Koning op basis van 'beredeneerde aggregatie' gereduceerd van
enkele honderden tot vier, om het geschikt te maken voor regeldoeleinden. Dit resulteert in een
gecombineerd kas- gewasmodel van negen toestanden. De kalibratie van dit model is sequentieel
uitgevoerd. Eerst ishet tomatenmodel gekalibreerd, daarna hetkasmodel waarbij deuitvoer vanhet
tomatenmodel als invoer is gebruikt. De verschillende sub-modellen zijn gekalibreerd met
onafhankelijke data.Devalidatie laatziendat demodellen de trend vande verschillende toestanden
goedvoorspellen. Indewaardevandetoestanden zitweleenduidelijke afwijking, met uitzondering
vandebuistemperatuur, diezeernauwkeurig wordt voorspeld.
De tijdschalen van het kas- en gewassysteem zijn sterk verschillend. Simulaties tonen aan dat het
verwaarlozen van de snelle kas dynamica leidt tot aanzienlijk mindere prestaties. Om deze
verschillende tijdschalen endeslechtevoorspelbaarheid vandeweersinvloeden optevangen,wordt
gebruik gemaakt vaneen tijdschalen decompositie. Eerst wordt een langetermijn optimalisatie over
een groeiseizoen uitgevoerd, op basis van een lange termijn weersvoorspelling, waarbij de kas
dynamica wordt verwaarloosd. Voor de eerste keer wordt er een oplossing gepresenteerd van het
lange termijn optimale besturings probleem van het produceren van tomaten in een kas. Deze
oplossing wordt gebruikt om het korte termijn criterium aan te passen. Bij de korte termijn
optimalisatie wordt de kas dynamica wel meegenomen. Bij de berekening wordt het 'receding
horizon' principe gebruikt in combinatie met 'lazy man' weersvoorspellingen en een optimale
horizon van een uur. Hierdoor is feedback in het systeem gei'ntroduceerd terwijl de regeling realtimeimplementeerbaar wordt.
Economische resultaten vanexperimentenmet hetgei'mplementeerdeoptimale besturings-algoritme
tonen de toepasbaarheid van de optimale regeling aan. De resultaten deden in het experiment niet
onder voor resultaten behaald met een conventionele regeling, in een tweede aangelegen
kascompartiment. De experimenten lijken uniek omdat, voor zover wij weten, nooit eerder in de
wereld het klimaat in een kas volledig werd bepaald door een optimaal besturings-algoritme
ontworpen op grond van een kas en gewas model en een economisch criterium. Het kleine verschil
tussen experimentele en gesimuleerde resultaten, ondanks model afwijkingen, wijst op de
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robuustheid van het algoritme. Daar een objectieve vergelijking van de optimale en conventionele
regeling alleen mogelijk is op basis van een groter aantal experimenten zijn de conventionele en
optimale regeling in dit onderzoek vergeleken door middel van simulatie. De simulaties laten zien
dat een aanzienlijk deel van het energieverbruik nodig is voor ontvochtiging (11%). Daarom is het
belangrijk de vochtgrenzen goed te kiezen. Om de uitkomsten te kunnen vergelijken is de straf op
de overschrijding van de 90% bovengrens van het vochtgehalte zo ingesteld dat de cumulatieve
overschrijding voordeconventionele endeoptimaleregelaargelijk zijn.
De vergelijking laat zien dat de optimale regeling bij een tomatenteeltsysteem met een kas zonder
warmteopslag en onafhankelijke beschikbaarheid van CO2 in simulatie voor vier kenmerkende
dagen leidt tot een ca. 8.5% toename van de energie efficientie. Tegenover 5% afname van de
gewasopbrengst staat een daling van het energieverbruik met 12.5%. De optimale regelaar houdt
expliciet rekening met lange termijn effecten. Dit kan ten koste gaan van de korte termijn winst.
Echter, onder de aanname dat de investeringen in de biomassa aan de plant zich uiteindelijk
terugbetalen, volgtuitextrapolatie vandezeresultaten overvierdagen een gemiddeldetoenamevan
dewinstvan60%.
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